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INTRODUCTION 
In an area of space surrounding the Earth, matter exists in an ionized state and the Earth's magnetic 
field exerts a large degree of control. This space is called the Earthspace and the ionized material is a 
plasma. A plasma is unique because it consists of charged particles that can interact through long- 
range electromagnetic forces and can carry electric currents over long distances. The source of energy 
to Earthspace is the Sun. Solar ultraviolet is a source of ionizing radiation while the solar wind 
provides both energy and particles. The lower altitude region of this space is called the ionosphere, 
and at higher altitudes is found the magnetosphere. In one view, the magnetosphere can be pictured as 
a large-scale generator driven by the action of the high-speed electrically conducting solar wind 
moving through the Earth's magnetic field. 
The various regions of the magnetosphere-ionosphere system are coupled by flows of electric particle 
beams, and electromagnetic waves. This coupling gives rise to processes that affect both technical and 
non-technical aspects of life on Earth. An obvious manifestation of Earthspace processes is the 
aurora, which represents a significant input of energy into the ionosphere in polar regions. The 
ionosphere is actually the sink for excess energy in the magnetosphere and becomes highly structured 
and variable during periods of intense geomagnetic activity. The structuring in the ionosphere affects 
high-frequency radio communications, causes scintillations of satellite-Earth signals, and the large 
currents driven in the ionosphere by the magnetospheric dynamo actually couple into large-scale 
systems such as power grids and pipelines with destructive effects. 
The magnetosphere is a reservoir of the high-energy radiation belts which the Chemical Release and 
Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES) was designed in part to study. This document pertains to the 
NASA chemical release portion of the CRRES Program. The experiments were designed to produce a 
controlled and known input to the space environment and the effects were measured with arrays of 
diagnostic instruments. 
The CRRES satellite was a dual-mission spacecraft with a NASA mission to perform active chemical- 
release experiments. These may be broadly grouped into categories of tracer, modification, and 
simulation experiments. Tracer experiments inject relatively small amounts of material which can be 
detected by remote sensing. Larger amounts of material can be used to modify or perturb the 
environment in a controlled manner, and the system response to this perturbation is studied. The 
simulation function is designed to mimic a natural process. As an example, the active magnetospheric 
particle tracer experiment (AMPTE) spacecraft released a cloud of barium vapor in the solar wind 
which thus simulated a comet. 
The CRRES Program began in 1983 as a joint NASA/USAF endeavor that was the result of the 
combination of two separate programs, NASA's Chemical Release Module (CREM) Program and the 
USAF Space Radiation Program. Originally designed for a Space Shuttle launch, the CRRES 
spacecraft was modified for launch on an Atlas Centaur following the Challenger accident. A result of 
the change in launch vehicles was that half of the original chemical canisters had to be removed (in 
order to reduce the weight of the spacecraft). The CRRES chemical release portion of the program 
was then restructured to accommodate as much of the off-loaded science as possible. This resulted in 
a program consisting of chemical releases from two satellites (CRRES and PEGSAT) and two 
sounding rocket chemical release campaigns (Kwajalein Atoll in the Marshall Islands and El Coqui in 
Tortugero, Puerto Rico). 
Atlas Centaur 69 successfully launched the CRRES satellite on July 25,1990, and had a successful 
lifetime of thirteen months, having released all canisters as planned. The elements of the CRRES 
Program which had been off-loaded from the original CRRES mission were successfully launched 
over three scheduled periods ending in July 1992. Advances in scientific understanding resulting 
from these experiments require the synthesis of large pools of data collected by many diverse 
diagnostic instruments. The preliminary results are very encouraging, but this process must by 
necessity continue for a considerable period of time. It is hoped that this process will be aided and 
assisted by the information presented in this document of the initial results. 
NOTE: This technical summary is arranged chronologically as much as possible to provide the most 
fluency in describing events. Experiment numbers were used for the sake of identification. However, 
seasonal variations, altitude necessities, and satellite and radar positions determind the chronological 
order of events. 
ACTUAL RELEASE AND LAUNCH SEQUENCE 
RELEASE DATE 
PEGSAT 04/5/90 
AA-S 0811 1/90 
AA-6 081 1 5/90 
6-13 0911 0190 
6-14 0911 4/90 
6-02 01/13/91 
6-07 01/13/91 
6-03 01/15/91 
6-04 01/16/91 
6-05 01/18/91 
6-10 0 112019 1 
6-06 02/12/91 
6-08 02/17/91 
G-0 1 07/13/91 
6-09 0711919 1 
6-1 la 
6-1 lb 
G-12 
AA-3A 
AA-4 
AA-3B 
A A-I 
AA-7 
AA-2 
LAlTlTJT3E LONGITUDE 
PEGSAT 
EXPERIMENT - PEGSAT/PEGASUS OOlA 
Principal Investigator: R. A. Hoffman, Goddard Space Flight Center 
Collaborative Investigators: E. Wescott, H. Stenbaek-Nielsen, D. Simons, M. Pongratz, P. 
Bernhardt, A. Valenzuela, G. Haerendel S. Mende, D. Rees, D. Slater 
Launch Site: 
Launcher: 
Launch Date: 
Time: 
Weight of Pegsat Satellite: 
Chemicals: 
POINT OF CONTArn 
R. A. Hoffman 
Code 696 
Goddard Space Right Center 
Greenbelt, MD 20771 
SATELUTE ORBIT: 
APOGEE 
Initial 
(current) 
Vandenberg, AFB 
Pegasus Rocket on B-52 AircraftPegsat Satellite 
5 April 1990 
1910 GMT 
178 kg 
5.6 kg barium, 0.2 kg strontium 
SPAN - DE696::U6RAH 
PHONE (301) 286-7386 
FAX - (301) 286-1648 
PERIGEE PERIOD 
495 km 96.424 min 
438km 94.995min 
INCLINATION 
94.2 min 
94.1 min 
In 1988 NASA became aware of a scheduled test launch of the first Pegasus rocket (rocket: Orbital 
Sciences Corporation, launch vehicle: Hercules Aircraft Company) and realized that it could carry a 
simple chemical release payload into an orbit similar to the one used in the CAMEO releases (Heppner 
et al., 1981). The idea was to release barium above an active auroral arc and monitor the ion 
acceleration processes occurring there by observing the motion of the barium ions created when the 
released barium photoionized. A simple battery operated spacecraft and transportable ground control 
communications van were designed and rapidly built. The operating concept was simple. Releases 
would be made when ground observers determined that an active aurora was occurring when the 
spacecraft flew over it. The same observers would then optically track the barium ions. 
The lighting conditions necessary for photoionization of the barium at high altitudes on auroral field 
lines and optical detection of aurora occur regularly over the northern polar cap in winter, The lighting 
conditions determined the orbital plane of the PEGSAT satellite. Northern Canada was selected for 
the location of the releases because of the availability of observation sites widely separated in 
longitude with regularly scheduled airline service. The Orbit of DE-1 was such that it would pass 
over the proposed release site about two hours after one (of about 4 or 5) potential release opportunity 
every two days. We noted that if barium ions were only modestly accelerated above the aurora, or if 
there was a latitude dependence to the acceleration, that DE-1 would be in a position to detect barium 
ions that had only experienced a modest acceleration. 
RELEASE CONDITIONS: 
RELEASE 1: Occurred above aurora based on visual observations from camera sites. Double arcs 
were reported active before release, but fading by time of release. 
RELEiASE 2: Slightly north of the northem-most auroral arc. Active aurora. 
TYPE AND DESCRIPTION OF DATA: 1) ICCD, all sky. 2) ICCD, narrow field. 3) IPD, narrow 
field. 4) ISIT, narrow field. 
RESULTS: No barium ions were detected on DE-1 in support of the PEGSAT releases. The April 
16 release occurred at east longitude 244". DE-1 next crossed 70" invariant latitude at a magnetic local 
time of 19: 12 and a latitude of 8,800 km 15 minutes later. The east longitude of the DE-1 subsatellite 
point on this crossing was 216", 25" westward of the release point. The barium ions would have to 
travel 8,000 km vertically and over 25" westward from their point of release to be detected by the ion 
mass spectrometer on DE-1. It is not inconceivable for released ions to be energized enough to travel 
these distances. However, it is difficult to imagine the geophysical conditions that could lead to the 
required westward drift in the time between release and the DE-1 arrival at 70" degrees invariant 
latitude. The actual geophysical conditions were quiet and barium ions were tracked successfully for 
about 30 minutes to altitudes above 8,000 km. On April 25 the DE-1 orbital track was even less 
favorable for monitoring the release. The release took place at 254" east longitude. The ground track 
of the DE-1 satellite repeated approximately every two days. DE-1 crossed 70" invariant latitude in 
the northem hemisphere night, seven times every two days. The approximate east longitude and times 
of the crossings of 70°, north, night point were (162", 09:00), (61°, 15:45), (31g0, 22:15), (215O, 
05: 15 April 26), (1 lZO, 1230, April 26), (lo0, 19:00, April 26), and (268", 01:45, April 27). 
PEGSAT STATIONS AND DATA COLLE- 
CHURCHILL 
Canister A: Skies clouded over-no data 
Canister B: Skies cloudy; however, some autmax data are available from 05 10-05 15 UT. 
FT. SMITH 
Canister A: 
Canister B: 
HAY RIVER 
Canister A: 
Canister B: 
LYNN.LAKE 
Canister A. 
Canister B: 
Mt. LOCKE 
Canister A: 
STONY RAPIDS 
Canister A: 
Canister B: 
TABLE Mt. 
Canister A: 
Clear skies. Data until 0556:25 
Clear skies. 
Auroral pictures only on 35 rnm SLR camera. 
Site not staffed. 
Clear skies. Power loss from 0546:30 to about 0554. 
Quality of data good. 
Cloudy. No useful data. 
Data available not usable. 
Clear skies. 
Clear skies. 
Images from 045535 through 0502:3 1. 
KWAJALEIN CAMPAIGN 
EXPERIMENTS AA-5, AA-6 
Title: Release to Induce Plasma Instabilities at the Equator 
Principal Investigator: Michael M. Mendillo, Boston University 
Collaborative Investigators: R. Tsunoda, D. Hunton, P.A. Bernhardt, M. Kelley, W. Swartz, 
and J. Huba 
Location: 
Altitude: 
Time: 
Dates: 
Chemicals: 
Kwajalein Atoll, Marshall Islands 
CRRES- 1 375km 
CRRES - 2 427 km 
CRRES-1 08:17:00 
CRRES - 2 08:34:00 
CRRES - 1 0811 1190 
CRRES - 2 08/15/90 
35 kg sulfur hexafluoride 
The ionosphere near the equator, where the magnetic field is horizontal, suffers from naturally 
occurring perturbations known as Spread-F. The normally smooth ionosphere becomes structured 
and radio wave signals are distorted. These rocket experiments released sulfur hexafluoride, which 
created a "bubble" at the bottom of the ionosphere, in an attempt to trigger artificial Spread-F. These 
missions thus allowed study of the growth and decay of this effect with a controlled experiment. In 
each experiment one rocket was used to deploy the ionospheric depletion chemical, followed by a 
second rocket's carrying instrument to diagnose the release effects. 
ALTAIR RADAR 
STATION LEADER: 
Michael M. Mendillo 
Boston University 
Boston, MA 02215 PHONE (617) 353-5990 
TYPE AND DESCRIPTION OF DATA: 
Steerable UHFNHF incoherent scatter radar, calibrated electron densities, plasma drift velocities, and 
electron and ion temperatures, as functions of time, range, azimuth, and elevation. 
LOCATION: 9.39 N, 167.48 E, 4.3 DIP 
FIELD(S) OF VIEW: Data taken to 1600 km range. 
TIME PERIODS OF DATA: 7 July-22 August 1990 
Drifts: 25 nights of eastward, westward, northward, vertical plasma drift measurements, 6-10 UT. 
Scans: 22 nights of elevation and azimuth scans. 
SAMPLING RATES: 300 psec pulse used predominantly with 10 second integration. 
6 
ASSESSMENT OF DATA QU- Reliable densities to -1000 km altitude, VHF data only 
available on night of CRRES - 1 launch (1 1 Aug.) 08: 17-0953 UT. 
INTlUL, FINDINGS: Small-scale irregularity plumes observed near positions of drifted, release 
clouds, suggesting artificial initiation of ESF events. 
ADDITIONAL RESEARCH: 17 nights of spread-F activity were observed by the radar scans. 
STATION LEADER: 
Wesley E. Swartz 
Engineering Theory Center 
Cornell University Ithaca, NY 14863 
CUPRI RADAR 
SPAN - wes@magneto.ee.c0me11.edu 
PHONE (607) 255-7 120 
TYPE AND DESCRIPTION OF DATA: Pulsed Radar SN, Doppler Spectra, Interferometq as 
functions of range and time. 
FIELD(S) OF VIEW: 100-900 km Alti- Zenith, 5" W of 5" E of Zenith 
TIME PERIODS OF DATA: 11 Aug. 1990 06: 10-18: 15 UT, 15 Aug. 1990 06:30-12:00 UT 
SAMPLING RATES: 60 p range gating, 10 ms IFF, typical integration time 1 m (off-line) 
ASSESSMENT OF DATA QUALITY (CLOUD COVER; LIGHT CONTAMINATION): Data 
collection during period of strong SFY noise (i.e., galactic center overhead during observation time) 
INITIAL FINDINGS: No F-region echoes on 11 Aug. Two faint scattering regions on 15 Aug. at 
9:30 and 11:00 UT from 300-600 km and 300-400 km, respectively. 
ADDITIONAL RESEARCH. More than 20 days of excellent natural ionospheric data were obtained. 
OPTICAL AND SATFLLITE RADIO BEACON OBSERVATIONS 
TYPE AND DESCRIPTION OF DATA: All-sky images from Wake Island, Kosrae (FSM) and 
airborne observatory above Kwajalein. Total electron content and VHF scintillations from Wake and 
Kosrae. 
FIELD(S) OF VIEW: Optical - all sky; TEC at fmed points 
TIME PERIODS OF DATA: 7 Jul.-22 Aug. 1990 
SAMPLING RATES: Images every 1 to 10 minutes; TEC continuous (except for data gaps due to 
power outages). 
ASSESSMENT OF DATA Q U W .  Excellent optical data; good SRB data. 
INITIAL FINDINGS: No optical signatures of AA-5 release. 
Excellent optical coverage of AA-6 release. 
ADDITIONAL RESEARCH: More than 20 days of excellent natural ionospheric data were obtained. 
CRRES SATELLITE EXPERIMENTS 
&eipal Zn~es~tigator: G. M. Wescott 
Collaborative Investigators: D. Papadopolous, R. Smith, G. Haerendel, A. Valenzuela, H.C. 
Stenbaek-Nielsen, M. Kelley, R. Anderson 
h a h o n :  South Pacific in the vicinity of Fiji and American Samoa 
Tlinne of Day: Dusk 
M~mde: S/GTO Near Perigee 
The objee~ve (of these releases was to investigate the critical ionization velocity phenomenon, fnst 
proposed by Alfven to explain mass differentiation in planetary formation, or why the inner planets 
age m d e  of heiavy material and the outer planets are mostly hydrogen. The critical ionization velocity 
model shtes that if the relative velocity of a neutral species and a magnetized plasma is large enough, 
ioniza~on of the neutral gas will take place even though the gas is so thin that the particles are not 
&rmtly colliding. Barium, calcium, and strontium will be released in these experiments, for these 
matefids have a range of critical ionization velocities and allow study of the effect over a wide range 
of -this pametier. 
10 September 199 1 06: 10:25 UT 
: C f i ~ d  Ionization Velocity (C IV l) 
SPAN- UAFG1::ROCKET 
PHONE (907) 474-7576 
FAX - (907) 474-7290 
Cepor&naks of Release: 17.5s 198.9E 5 17 km 
ster Type: Large 
Chemicals: 13A TI 4254 gms B 1920 gms SR 3784 gms 
1313 TI 4554 gms B 2055 gms BA 5408 gms 
Delay: 13A: None. 13B: 2.5 sec 
STATIONS C(1VEmG THE RELEASE: 
kc ra f r  - C13:5-13 1 Aeromet, Inc. Learjet 
EXPERIMENT 6-14 
10 September 199 1 
TlTIB Critical Ionization Velocity (C N lI) 
POINT OF CONTACT: 
E. Wescott 
Geophysical Institute 
University of Alaska 
Fairbanks, AK 99701 
EXPERIMENTAL ELEMENTS: 
SPAN - UAFG1::ROCKET 
PHONE (907)474-7576 
FAX - (907) 474-7290 
Coordinates of Release: 18.1 S 161.6E 593 km 
Canister Type: Large 
Chemicals: 14A TI 52 14 gms B 2353 gms CA 189 1 gms 
14B TI 4554 gms B 2056 gms BA 5409 gms 
Delay: 14A: None. 14B: 2.5 sec 
STATIONS COVERING THE RELEASE: Aircraft - C135- 131 Aeromet, Inc. Learjet 
In the past decade, the hypothesis of critical ionization proposed by Alfven (1954) has been tested in 
free space in several sounding rocket experiments (Haerendel, 1982; Shons et al., 1984, Wescott et 
al., 1986a,b; Stenbaek-Nielsen et al., 1990a,b; Wescott et al., 1990; Torbert, 1990). These 
experiments used high explosive shaped charges to produce directed jets of super critical velocity Ba 
or Sr vapor. The angular distribution of the fast jet is a Gaussian with a full width, half amplitude of 
13.2". CRRES offered the possibility of performing critical ionization velocity (CIV) experiments 
with a different velocity distribution centered on the orbital velocity of about 10 W s .  There were 4 
canisters (2 Ba and 1 Sr and 1 Ca) devoted to the critical velocity experiments GI3 and G14. The 
critical velocities of these elements are 2.7, 3.5, and 5.4 W s .  The Ba and Ca burning temperature 
was 2750 K, and the Sr 2650 K.The metallic vapor and TiB2 was released through a nozzle in less 
than a second, and expanded nearly spherically. We have assumed 40% efficiency of vaporization 
based on observations of rocket test results, (Huba et al., 1992). Recent reviews of experimental and 
theoretical studies have been published by Newell (1985), Lai et al. (1989), Lai and Murad (1989), 
Torbert (1990), and Brenning (1992). Of the shaped charge experiments only the "Porcupine" 
experiment (Haerendel, 1982), and CRIT I1 (Stenbaek-Nielsen et al., 1990) produced significant 
ionization attributed to the C IV process. Both were conducted in high electron background densities 
(>5 x 101 ~rn-~) .  So we decided to do the CRRES C IV releases in high electron densities, in darkness 
well below the solar UV terminator, on field lines such that any ions created in the darkness travel up 
the field into the sunlight. These release conditions and the satellite orbit dictated releases near perigee 
in the south Pacifc area. 
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS: 
The first experiment, G13, was carried out on Sept. 10,1990, east of American Samoa. The second 
experiment, G14, was carried out on Sept. 14, west of New Caledonia. Table 1 gives the pertinent 
parameters. 
TABLE 1 
D& Sept. 10, 1990 Sept. 14, 1990 
T h e  UT 
M(") 
bng.("E) 
Mt* (kml 
Solw screening ht 
Dip mgle of B('3) 
h g l e ,  B to sun dir. 
h g l e ,  B to velocity 
RtGh an@e(") 
1 
Moles @ 4% eff. 
Atom (x 1025) 
n(e) (x106cm-3) 
n(O) (x107crn-3) 
n(He) (d@cm-:3 ) 
TeXs (K) 
mean free path @In) 
(nT) 
Gyro freq.(&) 
Gyro ra&us (m:) 
LeMet Posi~oni, Lat. (N) 
at release Long. (E) 
1Ut. (km) 
C-135 Posi~on,, Lat. (N) 
at release Long. (E) 
At. (km) 
In each expedent  the releases were recorded with low light level imagers mounted in two aircraft 
flown on paths 500 km apart. IPD systems were fitted with 30 A FWHM Ba ion filters at 4554 
A, while ICCD cameras were initially operated in white light and later operated with either 30 A 
WISIM Sr ion line filters at 4077.71 A or with 70 A WHM Ca ion filters centered between the 
doublet 3968.47 A and 3933.67 A. We used the stars present in the images for triangulation of 
relese phenomena and for calibration of the images to determine ion inventories. 
As each release occurred, we observed the expected momentary bright flash as the hot gas exited 
the canister at about 2750 K and then saw the expanding spherical shell following the satellite 
kajectov contir~ue to glow in the dark for about 15 seconds. 
We fiBed the obsewed distribution of Ba luminosity with an assumed Gaussian function: 
where v is the radial velocity, vo = 1.33 km/s and vo(vt = 4.5. The shells expanded at rates 
prophonal to the inverse square root of their atomic weights: 1.33, 1.62, and 2.4 km/s for Ba, Sr, 
and Ca, respectively. The GI3 Ba release was outside the Sr gas shell, but the GI4 Ba release 
occurred within the peak density of the Ca shell. 
After about 30 s, ions of each released neutral element were observed to appear above the solar 
terminator traversing up the magnetic field lines, proving that some ionization process or processes 
had produced ions in the absence of solar W radiation. Ions from a non-solar W source were being 
produced for at least 45 s, or a distance along the orbit of about 300 km. 
Another important result, seen on all the releases, is that for a few s after release we observed a "fast jet," ions with higher velocities than those created later along the satellite track. Similar populations 
of fast ions near the release field line were seen on later CRRES experiments where the release took 
place in full sunlight. 
ION INVENTORIES: 
All imagers except the ISIT were intensity calibrated based on the signal in individual stars present in 
the respective images. The expected flux for all of the stars in a catalog of high resolution stellar 
spectra (Jacoby et al., 1984) was calculated by integrating each spectrum folded with the filter 
transmission function. The emission rates specific for these releases, taking into account the Doppler 
brightening due to the gyro motion and the velocity along B were: Ba 11, 4554 k1.78 and 1.59 
(photons/iods) for GI3 and G14, respectively, Sr 11, 4078 A: 0.82 (photondiods); and Ca II, 
3933.66 A plus 3968.47 A: 0.376 (photondiods). 
The most significant measurement of the ion yield was obtained by computing the position to the 
satellite from the aircraft situated perpendicular to the satellite motion at 2 s increments along the track, 
superposing magnetic field lines on the ion images, and then doing an ion inventory between adjacent 
field lines. There is much more total ionization for GI4 than G13, but both show much the same time 
behavior: a rapid rise to a peak, followed by a decay to nearly a constant rate, then a decrease at the 
edge of the frame. The fall off after the peak is exponential with characteristic lengths of 47 km and 
62.1 + 5.9 km for GI3 and G14. Table 2 gives the total ion inventories and the estimated C IV 
yields. 
TABLE 2 
C IV yield, % of Nt,a 
G13: 
Npa+) = 1.75 x 1023 average 3 m 28 s to 4 m 28 s * 
* These are minimum values since the image cuts off at the right, and obviously ionization was continuing at a nearly 
level rate up to the edge of the frame. We estimate that about 2% of the observed ions in C IV 11 Ba experiment had not 
risen above the terminator at the time of the inventory. 
COMPUTATIONS: 
Using the observed nearly uniform spherical expansion of the Ba neutral shell of G14 and the 
Gaussian function of radial velocity, we derived the pitch angle-velocity distribution. We assumed 
that the neutral atoms ionize at once with little change to pitch angle and velocity, to calculate a linear 
density along B at any time of interest. For the collisionless case we used scaled numbers of test 
particles injected into the B field at all the pitch angles and velocities, and calculated the position along 
B vs. time of all the particles, including gravity and gradient of B forces. The actual density 
distribution in three dimensions will depend on the rate of ionization, the radial expansion and the 
velocity along the satellite trajectory. However the linear density along the release point field line 
gives a good approximation of the distribution at later times. 
The elastic momentum loss collisions are modeled by two Monte Car10 computer codes using 3 1,500 
test particles, 50 per each pitch angle-velocity bin. We used a Ba(J.1) + 00 collision cross section 
derived by Clodius at LANL (private communication, 1991). The density of 0 atoms along the helical 
trajectory was calculated using MSIS (Hedin, 1987). 
Figure 5 combines the observed brightness (normalized) with the theoretical density distribution from 
the Monte Carlo modeling along the +2.5 s field line at four times from 150 s to 240 s after release. 
The figure shows the observed distribution and that computed with no losses and with collisions 
using the LANL cross sections. It is clear that the observed distribution is not as far along B as the 
collision-free curve. The observed data fit fairly well with the collisions curve except for the observed 
high velocity wing shown in Figure 5. 
Using the radial velocity function, we have derived the neutral density as a function of time. The peak 
neutral density, decreases as t-3, at one s is 8.45 x 108 atoms cm-3 and equals the ambient density at 
3.5 s. We expect that there was a snow plow effect for the first several seconds which moved some 
of the ambient atmosphere away from the expanding gas. 
SOURCES OF NON-SUNLIT IONIZATION: 
The C IV ionization process is much more complicated than originally proposed by Alfven (1954). 
Ambient electrons collide with the streaming neutrals creating new ionization. The newly ionized 
neutrals participate in one or more plasma instabilities, heating electrons to energies in excess of the 
ionization potential. The hot electrons then collide with neutral atoms (Ba, Sr, or Ca) creating new 
ions and new free electrons, inducing a self supporting discharge. Lai and Murad (1992) have 
discussed inequality conditions for C N experiments. One measure is called Townsend's condition 
(Townsend, 1915): on average each new electron must remain long enough within the neutral cloud 
to have another ionizing collision before exiting along B. For the CRRES Ba releases, using 10 eV 
electrons, whose cross section for ionizing collisions is s = 1.2 x 10-15 cm2 the classical Townsend 
condition is met for about 0.6 s. The C N ionization is expected to rise to a peak and then fall off as 
the cloud becomes too diffuse to support the discharge. However, Newell and Torbert (1985) and 
Torbert et al. (1992) have shown from several rocket shaped charge experiments that the calculated 
Townsend's condition may be irrelevant, because for causes unknown the hot electrons are observed 
to be contained in the interaction region for longer times, and do not escape from the cloud as 
predicted. 
Aside from the critical velocity ionization process, there are at least four other possible sources of 
ionization of the neutral streaming gas: collisions with ambient atmospheric atoms and molecules 
(stripping); charge exchange collisions with ambient ions, associative ionization and; initial thermal 
ionization. Torbert and Liou (199 1) have shown that the ionization from processes which depend 
upon collisions with the ambient neutral or ion background must be essentially constant. Observation 
of the ionization rate vs. time down the satellite track allows the identification of C IV vs. other 
processes. 
For stripping to occur by Ba colliding with 0, the most numerous ambient constituent, the minimum 
rest frame velocity is 8.4 kmls, for Sr it is 9.0 and for Ca it is 10.2 W s .  For GI3 and GI4 stripping 
is possible for a fraction of all three species: 77% for Ba, 67% for Sr and 40% for Ca. The rate of 
stripping ionization is n(0)xsxV. Based largely on theoretical considerations, vrre e s b a t e  lhar rPre 
cross section for stripping Ba is 3.5 x 10-19 cm2, and the ionization rate is: 
1.7 x 10-4 s- 1 
Charge exchange ionization e.g., Ba + 0+ - Ba+ + 0 ,  is probably responsible for more ionizabon 
than any of these processes. Swenson et al. (1991) have pointed out that the cross s s ~ o n  for charge 
exchange ionization which has been measured for O+ colliding with Ca (RutherEord et al., 1972) is 
about 1 x 10-14 cm2 at the velocity of CRRES. The cross sections for 0+ colliding; wirh Sr and O+ Ba 
have not been measured, but they suggest on theoretical considerations, that Ba and SP have only 
slightly smaller cross sections than Ca. Using the Ca-O+ cross section measured by Ru&erford et al. 
(1972), and the electron density 1.6 x 1061cm3, the charge exchange ionization rate should be: 1.5 x 
10-2 s-1. If ionization proceeded at that rate for 10 s, it would amount to 14% of the neutral Ca, but 
from Table 2 only 0.27% was observed over 45 s. 
If the published and estimated cross sections for charge exchange are to be believed, Ca* should have 
been the most abundant ion observed. If the 614 Ba ionization was anomalously I,arge be~ause it was 
released in the Ca maximum then perhaps we should only consider the C IV I Ba in this respect. 
There was more Ca+ in 614 than Ba+ in GI3 (0.27% vs. 0.15%). However all the observed 
ionization is less than one would predict from charge exchange alone. 
Lai et al. (1989, 1992) have suggested associative ionization as an important process in c~aejing Ba+ 
ions. They propose that: Ba+O-BaO++e 
proceeds with a cross section comparable with charge exchange. They further spulate that when the 
BaO+ ions reach sunlight that they can dissociate by absorption of solar W (principally Lymm-a) by 
two schemes producing Ba+ which is indistinguishable from ions produced by C. IV or other 
processes. This is an interesting suggestion, but none of the cross sections involved have been 
measured so it is impossible for us to evaluate. However we do not discern a sharp herease in 4554- 
brightness above the Lyman screening height at about 100 km, or about 200 km along B above the 
terminator. 
The ionization due to the temperature of the barium thermite reaction and release is not weU hewn by 
any direct measurement. Using the Saha equation, Stokes (personal comunication, 1990) has 
calculated that the temperature of the B + Ti thermite reaction would produce 10"i frac~on of ions in 
the first few msec after release. These would be very close to the release point as the adiabatic 
temperature falls very rapidly. This fraction is probably too high, as we have never seen this mmy 
ions concentrated near the release field line. However they may contribute to the "fast Jete1' 
CONCLUSIONS: 
These C IV experiments were carried out at super-critical velocities and at injection angles about 78" to 
B well below the solar UV horizon. The expanding neutral spherical shells were obsemed a p ~ e d l y  
while they were below the sunlight terminator. From the Star of Condor, Crit I a d  Crit n[: C IT 
releases, in situ detectors measured large numbers of hot electrons as the gas stremed by Vorbed 
and Newell, 1986; Torbert, 1990). Collisions of these electrons with the neutral atoms are e x p t d  to 
be the source of the C IV ionization. Newel1 and Torbert (1985) point out that some of the eleckon 
energy goes into excitation rather than ionization, which is probably the source of the e ~ s s i o n s  -that 
we observed from the expanding gas shells. Ions of all three elements were obsel-ved wirh low Egla( 
level imagers streaming up the field lines into the sunlight about 30 s after the releases. The velmiq 
along B was much less than expected from collisionless single particle trajectorie:~. Momen- loss 
collisions of Ba+ with O atoms are sufficient to explain most of the difference using the v e l w i ~  
dependent collision cross section derived by Clodius (Personal Communication, 1991). However 
inelastic and coulomb collisions may also play a part in the energy loss. There Inay dso be a very 
small parallel electric field along B which could retard the ions, but we have no hclependent evidence 
for such a field. 
The ionization process or processes continued for at least 45 s along the satellite trajectory. Using &ta 
from the aircraft situated perpendicular to the releases, we have measured the ion production vs. time 
for the Ba releases of GI3 and G14. The ion inventory summarized in Table 2 ranges from 0.02% to 
1.84%. The classical Townsend's criteria is met for the Ba releases for only about 0.6 s. However 
Torbert (1985) and Torbert et al. (1992) have shown from several rocket shaped charge experiments 
that the calculated Townsend's condition may be irrelevant because for causes unknown the hot 
electrons are contained in the interaction region for a longer time, and do not escape from the cloud. 
We would expect that the CIV process would build up to a peak, and then decay exponentially as the 
neutral cloud becomes diffuse and can no longer support the process. This sort of time behavior for 
Ba+ was found. The ionization rate decays to a plateau at about 26 s. The decay after the peak value is 
exponential. For GI3 the characteristic length is 47 km, and for G14, 62.1-5.9 km. The 
characteristic length for the rise is more uncertain due to the 2-s increments, but our best estimate is 3 
and 10 km, respectively. The later decays are due to the field lines intersecting the edge of the image. 
We interpret measurements of the ion production vs. distance along the center of mass track of the 
neutral cloud as a means to separate C N ions from ions due to charge exchange, stripping and 
associative ionization. Our interpretation is as follows: 
Torbert and Liou (1991) have shown that the ionization from processes such as charge exchange, 
stripping or associative ionization, which depend upon collisions with the ambient neutral or ion 
background must be essentially constant with time or distance along the neutral cloud track. We 
interpret the plateau as the constant production from charge exchange, stripping and associative 
ionization. When we subtract this constant amount from the early time production, we interpret the 
remainder as the C IV ionization. The estimated C N Ba ionization yield is then 0.014% and 0.40% 
for GI3 and G14, respectively. 
The most significant result was the difference in the total ion and C N yield of Ba ions between GI3 
and G14. In GI4 the electron and 0 densities were smaller by a factor of 2, while the ion yield was 
about 13 times larger. One possible explanation for the difference in the Ba ionization rates may be 
found in the relative positions in which the release occurred with respect to the preceding Sr and Ca 
releases. The GI3 Ba release was outside the peak of the Gaussian shell in a Sr density of 1.3 x 105 
cm-3, but the G14 Ba release would have occurred at the peak of the Ca shell in a Ca density of 1.0 x 
107 cm-3. The Ca+ density is more difficult to estimate, but the G14 Ba encountered an environment 
of hot electrons from the Ca ionization processes. Since the Ca shell is expanding faster than the Ba 
shell, the Ca will always be ahead of the Ba, thus altering the environment. The Sr shell will begin to 
overlap portions of the Ba shell after about 1 s, but the peaks will not reach the maximum overlap 
until 6.5 s. So we interpret the G13 Ba release as "normal" and the GI4 "anomalous" because of the 
disturbance to the ambient background by the ionizing Ca. Since the greater ionization was created for 
as much as 45 s, the effect was efficient in boosting ionization from other processes as well as C N. 
Current theory does not adequately explain our results. In particular, the Porcupine experiment where 
the neutral Ba was injected at 30' to B produced about 20% C IV ionization compared to the 0.014% 
to 0.40% in these experiments. It would seem that the Porcupine experiment should be duplicated 
with adequate diagnostics similar to the CRIT 11 experiment. 
EXPE NTS 6-1,G-2, G-3,694 
Title: Diamagnetic Cavity, Unstable Velocity Distributions, Plasma 
Principal Investigators: R. A. Hoffman (G-l,G-2,G-3) and S. B. Mende (6-4) 
Collaborative Investigators: M. Pongratz, D. Papadopoluos, R. Smith, R. Ande~:son, D. Young, H. 
Singer, E. Szuszczewicz, J. P. Heppner, E. M. Wescott, H. C. Stenbaek 
Nielsen, G. Haerendel, A. Valenzuela, P. A. Bernhardt, J. D. Wuba. 
Location: Over North America 
Time: Sunlit Releases, Ground in Darkness 
Altitude: B= 15000 gammas (1 500-3000 km), 5000 gammas (5000- 
1000 gammas (14000-16000 km), 200 gammas (123000 km) 
OBJE 
As a result of natural processes, plasma clouds are often injected into the magnetosphere. Tlnese 
chemical releases can be used to study many aspects of such injections. When a dense plasma is 
injected into the inner magnetosphere, it is expected to take up the motion of the mbient plasma. 
However, it has been observed in previous releases at moderate altitudes that the cloud presewed its 
momentum for some time following the release and that parts of the cloud "peeled off' from the m& 
cloud presumably due to the action of an instability. As one moves outward into the magnetosphere, 
the mirror force becomes less dominant and the initial conditions following a relewe are 
the formation of a diamagnetic cavity since the initial plasma pressure from the bjeeted Ba ions is 
greater than the magnetic field energy density. A previous high altitude release (3 1,3W km.) showed 
this to be the case initially, but at later times there was evidence for acceleration of the Ba plasma to 
velocities corresponding to 60,000 K. This effect is not explained. 
This series of experiments is therefore designed to inject plasma clouds into the mgnetosphere mder 
widely varying conditions of magnetic field strength and ambient plasma density. In this w;ily %be 
coupling of injected clouds to the ambient plasma and magnetic field, the fornation of stria~ons due 
to instabilities, and possible heating and acceleration of the injected Ba plasma can be s&&ed o v a  a 
wide range of magnetospheric parameters. Adding to the scientific yield, would be the avdabaiv of 
measurements for the DOD/SPACERAD instruments. These instruments can moitor plasma 
paarneters, electric and magnetic fields, and waves; before, during, and after the releases. 
13 January 1991 02:17:03 UT 
POINT OF CONTACT: Robert Hoffman SPAN - DE696::U61 
GSFC CODE 696 PHONE (301) 286-7386 
Greenbelt, MD 2077 1 FAX - (301) 286-92,40 
Coordinates of Release: 16.9N 103.1W 6 180 km 
Canister Type: Small 
Chemicals: TI 1269 gms B 572 grns BA 1468 gms SR 19 gms 
Delay: None 
Model Calculations: 
Ted Fritz SPAN - ESSDP1::FW 
LANL PHONE (505) 667-9234 
MS - D438 FAX - (505) 665-3332 
Los Alamos, NM 87545 
STATIONS COVERING THE RELEASE: 
Caribbean - 
North America - 
South America - 
Bonaire, NA. St. Croix, USVI 
Los Alamos, NM White Sands, NM Rosemary Hills, FL 
Cem, Tololo, Chile 
Releases 6-2, 6 3  and 6-4 
The series of barium chemical releases G-1 - G-4 was designed to inject plasma clouds into the 
magnetosphere under widely varying conditions of ambient magnetic field strength and plasma 
density. Through this process the coupling of the dense injected ion clouds to the ambient plasma and 
magnetic field, the formation of striations on the edges of the clouds due to instabilities, the 
generation of plasma waves, and possible heating and acceleration of the injected barium plasma 
could be studied over a wide range of magnetospheric parameters. It was the intent to use the 
available in-situ measurements by instruments on the CRRES spacecraft to monitor plasma 
parameters, electric and magnetic fields and waves before, during and a&r the releases. 
Releases G-2, G-3 and G-4 were performed for these purposes. The following table gives the release 
conditions. 
RELEASE # MAGNETIC FlELD PLASMA DENSITY 
When a dense plasma is injected into a magnetic field, the initial conditions of the system following 
the injection can be dominated by the relative energy densities of the plasma versus the magnetic field. 
At low altitudes, the pVB mirror force is large, the injected ions become quickly magnetized and 
move with the ambient plasma. However, at high altitudes where B is small, this force becomes 
small and the initial conditions can be dominated by the formation of a diamagnetic cavity when the 
dynamic pressure from the expanding barium ion cloud greatly exceeds the magnetic field energy 
density. The maximum cavity radius R may be estimated by solving the pressure balance equation 
M V ~ / ~ =  ( ~ ~ / 2 p ~ ) ( 4 7 ~ ~ ~ / 3 ) ,  where M is the mass of the ions released, V the expansion speed, B the 
unperturbed strength of the magnetic field, and po the permeability constant. At this point the 
diamagnetic cavity is expected to collapse. By knowing the expansion speed of the barium and the 
amount of barium released, the size of the diamagnetic cavity as a function of time can be calculated, 
and thus its energy density. By measuring the time until collapse, the validity of the pressure balance 
equation can be determined over a wide range of parameters [Huba et al., 19921. 
The size of this diamagnetic cavity to the time of collapse was measured for these releases by the 
magnetometer on the CRRJ3s satellite. Singer [I9921 has compared the observed times with times the 
magnetic cavities would reach pressure balance with the ambient magnetic field, which scales as 
( ~ / ~ 2 ) 1 / 3 ,  and would then collapse. The results are plotted in Figure 1, which shows excellent 
agreement between the measured times for the five releases with the calculation (solid line). The 
background magnetic field was totally excluded for the two large G-8 and G-10 releases. The other 
high-altitude barium releases produced less-pronounced cavities [Bernhardt, 19921. The results of 
this set of releases are especially valuable in the planning of future chemical releases, since they 
provide guidelines for the size of a release to avoid significant cavity formation. 
While the G2 and G3 releases occmed in the plasmasphere, the G4 release apparently occurred in the 
plasmapause instead, where the density was considerably lower than expected and had a steep 
gradient. Thus, any effects of ambient plasma density on the formation of the &magnetic eaviw 
have been made more complicated to ascertain. Preliminary theoretical and comptitational analyses of 
these same releases have been performed by Huba et al. [I9921 and compared w i a  the obsema~ons 
from the satellite and with high resolution optical images taken from New Mexico. They fwused on 
the evolution of the diamagnetic cavity, and also on the structuring of the density and magne~c field 
during the expansion phase of the releases. Two sets of simulation studies were pedomed, the fist 
based upon a two-dimensional ideal MHD code which estimates the time and leng& scales asswi&d 
with the formation and collapse of the diamagnetic cavity. The second set used a non-ideal m D  
code, which included a Hall term responsible for instability, structuring of the sudace of the 
diamagnetic cavity, and jetting of ions through irregularities in the surface of the expan&ng plasma. 
For the 6 4  and 610 releases they obtained rapidly developing structures, and also found &at the 
diamagnetic cavity size is reduced because of the structure. On the other hand, the s m c ~ n g  allows 
the formation of plasma blobs which free stream across the magnetic field, so the bar?ium plasma 
propagates to larger distances transverse to the magnetic field than for the case of no structuring. 
Structuring was observed in the 64 release, but considerably later than the calculaGom h&eate. The 
simulation showed that the recovery of the magnetic field at the edge of the cavity ww a e c o m p ~ e d  
by a series of undulations in the field due to irregularities. The CRRES passive plasm sounder 
recorded a burst of low-frequency (10-100 Hz) noise each time the satellite crossed the born* of a 
diamagnetic cavity. After the diamagnetic collapse, residual field-aligned irregul&~es could be 
observed with ground-based cameras [Bernhardt, 19921, 
A new aspect of irregularity formation on the surface of the barium ion cloud was sb&ed using dau 
from the G-2 release. This release showed evidence of curved irregularities not aligned wih the 
ambient magnetic field but conformed to the contour of the expanding barium c:loud shell. A ~ g h  
resolution telescope filtered at the 455.4 nm barium ion line recorded irregularities 25 see dter the 
release (Fig. 2) [Bernhardt et al., 19931. These newly discovered curved smctures have been 
explained by Bernhardt et al. [I9931 by a process called cycloid bunching, wfich does not requiire 
plasma instability. This phenomenon occurs when plasma is created by photoioruza~on of a neued 
cloud injected at high velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field. If the injection velocity is nnueh 
larger than the expansion speed of the cloud, the ion trail will form a cycloid &at has h e g d ~ ~ e s  
spaced by the product of the perpendicular injection speed and the ion gyroperiod Fig. 3). 
At the cusps of the cycloid, the density of the ions is larger giving the appearance of curved smcmes 
on the surface of the cloud. The authors solved the three-dimensional Vlasov equaltion to demnshak 
that cycloid bunching plays an important role in this striation formation. The (3 
magnetometer and the passive plasma sounder recorded the spectrum of plasma wraves for the 6-2 to 
6-4 releases. A low-frequency burst of electromagnetic radiation was observed as the leadjing edges 
of all the expanding ion clouds passed over the CRRES spacecraft. 
Fig. 1. Comparison of measured time for the diamagnetic cavity to reach pressure balace wiBfi the 
ambient magnetic field (points) with theory (line). (from Singer, 1992) 
Fig. 2. Linear scan across the curved irregularities from an image from an intensified CCD c a m  
operated at the White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico. The scan along the satelhte bajectoq 
shows 10-km separation in irregularities. (from Bernhardt et al., 1993) 
Fig. 3. Diagram of the cycloid produced by photoionization of a moving, localized s o w  of neuhrd 
barium. The ions follow spiral paths along the ambient magnetic field. Equidj.stant poias on Ihe 
straight-line source map to points that are bunched near the cusps of the cycloid wlhere the ion densiw 
maxima are found. (from Bernhardt et al., 1993). 
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EXPERIMENT 6-7 
13 January 1991 
Title: Ion Tracing and Acceleration 
Principal Investigator: W. K Peterson 
Collaborative Investigators: G. Haerendel, A. Valenzuela, R. Rairden, E. Wescott, B. Candey, M. 
Pongratz 
Location: Magnetosphere 
Altitude: 33403 km 
Chemicals: 20 kg Lithium (2 large canisters) 
This experiment was proposed to utilize two additional Lithium canisters to be carried on the 
CRRESIGTO using two spare large canisters that were left after the allocation of canisters to the 
existing experiments was made. Originally, this experiment planned to use the GTO Lithium and 
Barium releases to trace ion transport and acceleration through the magnetosphere. Detection of the 
ions would be with mass spectrometers on board existing satellites. Due to delays there were not 
suitable satellites (ISEE, DE) still operating when the main group of CRRESIGTO releases were 
completed. Therefore, this experiment waited until components of the ISTP mission are in place and 
choosing an optimum location for the release based on the position of the CRRESIGTO and other 
satellites with mass spectrometers. This experiment offered a unique opportunity to study the 
transport and possible acceleration of ions from a point release, and were complementary to the goals 
of the ISTP Program with regard to study of the sources of plasma within the magnetosphere. 
POINT OF CONTACTT: 
W. Peterson SPAN- L0CKHD::PETE 
3251 Hanover St. LPARLPHONE (4 15) 424- 
Palo Alto, CA 94304 FAX -(4 15) 424 
EXPERIMENT ELEMENTS: 
Coordinates of Release: 8.ON 86.7W 33403 km 
Type of Canister: Large 
Chemicals: 7A TI 5768 gms B 2603 gms LI 457 gms EU 299 gms 
7B TI 5768 gms B 2603 gms LI 457 gms EU 299 gms 
Delay: None 
Model Calculations: 
Ted Fritz SPAN - ESSDP1::FRITZ 
LANL MS-D438 PHONE (505) 667-9234 
Los Alamos, NM 87545 FAX - (505) 665-3332 
STATIONS COVERING THE RELEASE: 
Aircraft - Argentine B-707, C135-127 
Caribbean - St. Croix, USVI 
North America - Los Alamos, NM, Rosemary Hills, FL; White Sands, NM 
Satellite - Akebono, CRRES, Dynamics Explorer-1 
South America - Cem, Tololo, Chile El hnci to ,  Argentina 
WLEASIES; G-5,66, and 6-7 
The 6-5, 6-6, and G-7 investigations all involved release of two large LiI canisters near (+/- 1.5 
horns) l w d  midnight at high altitude (r/Re > 5.5). The objective of the 6-7 release was the direct 
observaticon of released lithium by in-situ ion mass spectrometers to provide new insight into ion 
trmsporl and acceleration processes acting in the magnetosphere. The primary objective of the 6-5 
release was to see if the increase in local plasma density associated with the release would create an 
d f i c i d  awora as predicted by and Petschek (1966). The primary objective of the G-6 
release was to ;see if the increase in local plasma density associated with the release would create ion 
cyclotron waves that caused ion precipitation as predicted by Kennel and Petschek (1966). 
m e ~ e  were extr~mive optical observing (including aircraft) and geophysical condition restraints on the 
G-5 and 6-6 releases. The physical constraints the G-5 and G-6 releases required CRRES apogee to 
be over eastem North America, and that there be indications from real time monitors of geophysical 
con~ticons that the particle energy density near synchronous orbit was increasing. The physical, as 
opposed to (he geophysical, constraints on the G-5 and 6-6 release allowed for approximately one 
release opporhlnity every 2 days for about 12 days in January and February of 1991. Obviously 
&e=ke were o* a few selected time intervals where the relative positions of the DE-1, Akebono, and 
S satellites were suitable for the 6-7 release. Because the geophysical condition constraints on 
the 6.-5 and 6-6 releases were so restrictive, it was decided to field the aircraft and ground observers 
md prepare for a release at each opportunity. 
We used sof$ware developed especially for the CRRES program to determine the relative positions of 
the DE-1, CRRES, and Akebono satellites during each of the release opportunities for the G-B and 
6-6 experlirnent. It was found that the position of the DE-1 spacecraft was most acceptable for the 
release oppomnity on January 13, 199 1. 
Figure P shows the relative position of the CRRES and DE-1 satellites on January 13. Also shown 
are the positicons of the DE-1 and CRRES orbital tracks from 07:O to 08:O (CRRES) and 08:OO to 
P l:W (DE-1) on January 13, 1991, viewed in geographic coordinates from the dawn side (top left) 
and nightside (top right). The orbital tracks are given in invariant latitude and magnetic local time 
coordjulates for the same time periods in the lower right panel. Magnetic field lines calculated using 
the Magsat mpe t i c  field model are shown in the top two figures. The position of DE-1 at 08:O is 
h&cated by a Page circle and the position of CRRES at 07:00 is indicated by a + sign. 
The 6-7 relewe was made at 07:05 universal time when CRRES was just past apogee and moving 
toward the dawn side of the magnetosphere. The natural motion of the magnetic field line transports 
cold ions dawnward toward the plane of the DE-1 orbit. DE-1 crossed the invariant latitude of the 
release (67.7 degrees) at 09:40 UT. The photoionization time for lithium is on the order of 1 hour. 
Dufing &e hour required for the bulk of the lithium to photoionize, the cloud of neutral lithium 
expands zross ,and along magnetic field lines. Once photoionized, lithium ions move along magnetic 
field lines. At the time of the release the CRRES satellite was at an altitude of -33,000 km. 
Depending on the additional energy acquired from plasma wave heating or other acceleration 
prcaeesses ~ ~ u n  ions could have reached the location of DE -1 from -08:40 when DE -1 was at 62.5 
degrees invarialt latitude and -20,000 krn altitude to - 10:40(72 degrees invariant latitude and -22,000 
Ernrn d(itude). Data were acquired on DE -1 during this interval in a special mode designed to 
' the sensitivity for detecting 7L,i+. 
It was not possible to recover the data acquired on January 13 from the tape recorder on DE-1. The 
satefite was near the end of its life. DE-1 was launched in 1981 with two tape recorders. It was 
p l a e d  to terminate DE-B operations in March 1991, shortly after the CRRES releases. One of the 
bp recorders Fded earlier in the mission. During November 1990, the spacecraft stopped accepting 
ands, presumably because of the degradation in satellite thennal control that resulted in an 
opa(ing enviroment at and above the nominal service temperatures Spacecraft operations were 
susmded until December 1990, when DE-1 cooled because of the changing solar aspect angle and 
h e  reduced power dissipation associated with suspended operations. The data on the tape recorder 
xquhed on No~remkr 17th, when commands were first not accepted, were recovered on December 
17th, when commanding was restored. Limited operations using the tape recorder were resumed in 
January 199 1. Data were acquired on the tape recorder and transmitted to the gmund from 16:03 to 
16:19 on January 4, from 11:39 to 13r41 on January 8, and from 08:24 to 08:40 on January 11. Tk 
spacecraft stopped accepting commands again shortly after 11:OO on January 13th d u ~ n g  tihe pefiod 
data were being acquired in support of the G-7 release. Presumably the power dissipatd by lfie taw 
recorder and limited instrument complement operating at the time raised the satellite kmperame to the 
point where the spacecraft would not accept commands. When the spacecraft cookd md ag& began 
accepting conunands in February, the remaining tape recorder had failed. Limited data, in a m d e  not 
useful for chemical releases, were acquired from DE-1 using a real-time data link bemeen F e b s u ~  
14 and 18. Repeated and creative attempts to recover the data from the January 13th release on the 
tape recorders were made until the DE- 1 operations center was physically dismantled in A p d  199 1. 
A special mode, designed to maximize the sensitivity of the SMS instrument to l i ~ u m  ions was 
developed and up-linked to the Akebono satellite. However, no useful data were acq~red by the 
Akebono satellite in support of the G-7 release. The on board memoqr chip in the SMS 
instrument no experienced an upset event on January 10, shortly after the reglnldy 
scheduled k procedure. The problem with SMS operations was not recognized u n ~ l  
January 16 shortly after the next scheduled RAM check. The limited instrument heal& and safev 
monitoring is integral to the operation of the Akebono satellite. Useful Akebono data were also not 
acquired on January 18 in support of the G-lithium release. Nonnal operations had not yet been re- 
established after the identification of the SMS instrument RAM problem noted ahre.  
Some Akebono data were acquired in a mode sensitive to lithium on February 12 dter the G-6 
release. The 6-6 release occurred at 04:15 UT at an altitude of 32,200 km, invariant la~tude of 67 
degrees and magnetic local time of 2254. The Akebono orbit has an inclination of 75". Early 1991 
had perigee on the morning side of the Earth (-500 km) and apogee on the e v e ~ n g  side (-10,WO 
km). Data from the Akebono apogee passes on February 12 were acquired at Slhlowa Sta~on in the 
Antarctic and physically transported to Japan by ship, although not immediately usiable. In Novembr 
1992, attempts were still made to recover data from the tapes shipped from the Aataxc~c. The data 
intervals noted above for which data are available, included two perigee passes. Akebono crossed 67 
degrees invariant latitude at -14:23 and 17:39 at altitudes and magnetic local times of 980 and 926 km 
and 7:48 and 6:39, respectively. The data from the two perigee passes showed an inereeased counhg 
rate in the mass range centered on rn/q=7. In addition to 7Li+, 14N++ can corlQibute to the low 
altitude signal detected by the SMS instrument. To determine the extent of the la++ con~bution 
data acquired on February 27 and March 13, days with moderately disturbed geomagne~c on&~ons, 
similar to those found on February 12 were examined in detail. 
Figure 2 shows the mass spectra obtained by the SMS instrument on Akebono on Mach 13, 19911. 
These data show the clear indication of a flux of N++ ions with an intensity - V130  at of Of ions. 
Previous reports of N++ ions have been episodic (Chappell et al., 1982) and indicalted a rage  of N* 
fluxes considerably lower than those shown in Figure 2. Clearly a systematic imvesGga~on of the 
magnitude and variation of N++ fluxes is called for. Such studies are underway or planned (A.W. 
Yau and B.L. Giles, private communication, 1992). 
In summary, no lithium was detected from the DE-1 or Akebono space based ion Inass splrorneters 
from the 6-5, G-6, and 6-7 releases. The lack of detection was the result of p~~oblem associated 
with satellite systems at the end of their useful life (Dynamics Explorer) and ope~ra~onal l i ~ t a ~ o n s  
associated with low cost satellite operations and telemetry acquisition systems. It must be pinted 
out, however, that the probability of detection of lithium ions in the dusk side magmetosphere was 
minimal at best, for after the release they would have had to have acquired energies of several keV. 
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EXPERIhlENT 6-3 
15 January 1991 04:ll:OO UT 
etic Cavity, Unstable Velocity Distributions, Plasma Coupling 
kcipplal hves~gator: R. Hoffman 
Colilabora~ve Investigators: M. Pongratz, D. Papadopoluos, R. Smith, R. Anderson, D. Young, H. 
Singer, E. Szuszczewicz, E. M. Wescott, H. C. Stenbaek-Nielsen, 6. Haerendel, A. Valenzuela 
Loea~on: Over North America 
T h e :  Slunlit Releases, Ground in Darkness 
P O m  OF CONTACT: 
Robert HoEmn SPAN - DE696::U6RAH 
GSFC Code 696 PHONE (301) 286-7386 
Gaeenblt, RID 20771 FAX (301) 286-9240 
E 9 E  AL S: 
Coor&nates of Release: 17.9N 97.5W 15053 km 
G&ster Type: S 
GheIllical: a"I 12 B 574 grns BA 1471 gms SR 19 gms 
M a y :  None 
Model Calcdations: 
SPAN - ESSDP1::FRITZ 
PHONE (505) 667-9234 
FAX - (505) 665-3332 
Los Amos ,  87545 
STATIONS eo G RELEASE: 
C&bbem - Bonaire, NA St. Croix, USVI 
r\Tofi h e i c a  - Boston, MA, Greenbelt, MD; Los Alamos, MM; Richmond Hill, GA 
Rosemary Hills, FL White Sands, NM 
Sou& Anne~ca - Cerro Tololo, Chile El Leoncito, Argentina 
16 January 1991 06:25:00 UT 
Tide: Diaa~lag~etic Cavity, Plasma Coupling Principal Investigator: Collaborative Investigators: 
Bpjincipd Investigator: S. B. Mende 
Gsllabora~ve: Investigators: M. B. Pongratz, D. Papadopolous, R. Smith, R. Anderson, Young, H. 
Shger, E. Szuszczewicz, E. Wescott, H. C. Stenbaek-Nielsen, G. Haerendel, A. Valenzuela, P. A. 
Bernhadt, J. D. Wuba 
Eoea~on: 0.7 degrees S, 53.8 degrees W 
The:  %:25:CK) UT 
Coora~nates of Release: 0.7s 53.8W 23977 km 
Cdster Type: Small 
Che~cals :  TE 1271 gms, B 574 gms, BA 1471 gms, SR 19 gms 
kliay: None 
Model Calcdations: 
Ted SPAN - ESSDP 1 ::FRITZ 
, PHONE (505-6679234) 
MS-D438 FAX (505) 665-3332 
h s  Marnos, IW 87545 
Robed Hoffnn~arn SPAN - DE696::U6RAH 
GSFC: CODE 696 PHONE (301) 286-7386 
Greenbelt, MI2 2077 1 FAX (301) 286-9240 
STATION CCIVERING THE RELEASE: 
aZ&bkm - St. Croix, USVI Arecibo, PR 
No& Afneicia - Boston, MA; Long Key, FL; Los Alamos, NM; White Sands, NM 
Sou& Ameicia - Cerro Tololo, Chile El Leoncito, Argentina 
NGULATION AND ITS RELATIONS TO 6-2  AND 6-3  
E s m  13 to 16 January, 1991, a series of 3 small barium canisters were released by the C 
spaemrak at different altitudes. The objectives of this series of releases were to study diamagnetic 
eaviq formation, unstable velocity distribution and coupling of the cavity to the ambient plasma. 
Table I shows the dates, times, geographic coordinates and altitudes of the three releases. 
TABLE 1 
N m e  Date Time Latitude Longitude Altitude 
6-213 Jan. 1991 0217:03UT 16.9" -103.1" 6,180 km 
6-315 Jan. 1991 0411:OOUT 17.9" -97.5" 15,063 km 
6-4 16 Jan. 1991 0625:OO UT -0.7" -53.8" 23,977 km 
While this report describes the results of the G-4 triangulation, the relationship between this release 
and the other two in Table 1 is important for understanding the coupling of the cavity to the ambient 
plasma. Therefore, this report also contains a comparison of the G-4 releases with the other releases 
in the series. 
Several ground stations participated in the G-4 release. However, not all stations provide favorable 
baselines for triangulation of the cloud. The plasma cloud that forms in a barium release of this type 
striates along the magnetic field, which is approximately perpendicular to the equator in geographic 
coordinates. Newly formed barium ions are relatively free to move along the magnetic field but 
motion perpendicular to the magnetic field direction is controlled by the coupling of the plasma cloud 
to the ambient plasma. Understanding this coupling is a major objective of this series of Barium 
releases, so it is desirable to obtain the motion of the cloud perpendicular to the magnetic field 
(through triangulation from two different ground stations). This favors ground stations with large 
east-west ground baselines, and not baselines with primarily north-south baselines. 
Triangulation of the G-4 release was initially completed using Arecibo (PR) and Long Key (LK) data. 
However, these stations were only -14" apart in longitude. Triangulation errors due to the small 
longitude spread and distance of the release (-4 RE altitude) were relatively large ( 0.03 RE). To 
improve the triangulation, we chose to use a larger baseline consisting of Breezy Point (Los Alamos, 
NM) and (PR) ground stations. These stations have the advantage of separation by almost 40" in 
longitude and, because the PR data is in video tape form, essentially all images from Breezy Point can 
be paired with an PR image. The drawback of this baseline is that after the fust minute, the Breezy 
Point data does not have a time code. However, extremely accurate timing (- seconds) was not 
necessary since observable changes in the cloud position occurred over time intervals closer to 30 
seconds. The station leader for Breezy Point reviewed the data and using simultaneous video images 
taken at the same location, was able to reconstruct the time sequence of the Breezy Point images. 
We triangulated the first 7 minutes of data from the two ground stations. After this, multiple 
striations and fading of the cloud caused it to be nearly lost from the Breezy Point images &spite the 
fact that the cloud was tracked for over 45 minutes at Arecibo. Although this appears to be a short 
amount of time, it was sufficient to obtain a very good history of the cloud motion and deduce &tails 
of the coupling of the cloud to the ambient plasma. 
As with the G-2 release, the triangulation was done using the "CRRESTR2" program in the CRRES 
directory on the Lockheed VICOM computer. The following is a list of the image pairs with some 
brief comments. The image data files can be found in the CRRES directory in the format below as 
well as the data files containing the triangulated points. 
BP021758 - BP = Breezy Point, 021758 = the center time of the image in hhmmss 
Images 
Breezy Point Arecibo 
BP062501 AR062502 
BP062532 AR062529 
BP062558 AR062557 
BP06263 1 ARM2629 
BP062657 AR062656 
BP062727 AR062727 
BP062806 AR062806 
BP062858 AR062858 
BP062937 AR062940 
BP063029 AR063028 
BP063 134a AR063433a 
BP063252 AR063252 
Triangulated 
data filename 
crrestr0625al.pt 
crrestr0625a2.pt, 
crrest 10625a3.pt 
crrestr0626c 1 .pt 
crrestr0626c2.pt 
crrestr0627c.pt 
crrestr0628c 1 .pt 
crrestr0628c2.pt 
cKestr0629cl.pt 
crrestr0630c 1 .pt 
crrestr063 1cl.pt 
crrestr0632c 1 .pt 
comments 
Just after release 
A Bypicd ~an,@ated data file contains triangulated points at a different positions along the ionized 
cloud. Slind=e tlhe Arecibo camera was filtered for the barium ion line it may not show the neutral 
c1csud. In the &st minute, the Breezy Point data do not show a separation of the cloud and trail. 
Triangulation Procedure 
T~angulation was performed using the triangulation computer codes developed for th 
&am releaes wende et al., 19891. Arecibo images were digitized from video tape at the 
Pdo Ato Research Laboratory image data analysis facility. Breezy Point images were digitized from 
3 5 f i h  by Mary Miller at GSFC. These digitized images were copied onto the Lockheed 
WCOlLI coquter. Using a star catalog on the VICOM computer with the position of stars down to 
9th ma~gdtude, the star field in the image was matched and positions of the stars were overlaid onto 
the video hage  to verify that the conversion from video image pixel location to right ascension and 
&eEna~on was accurate. Once this was accomplished, two stars (relatively far from one another) 
were selated iE reference stars for the triangulation. The triangulation program used these two stars 
to asign fight ascension and declination values to arbitrary pixel locations on the image by linear 
hterpolation. After reference stars for an image pair were selected, triangulation was performed 
using softwag: designed to determine the geographic coordinates of a location on the cloud. An 
example of a briangulated point on one of the 6 4  release image pairs that illustrates the procedure is 
shown in Figure 1. The upper panel of that figure shows the Arecibo image at 063 1:33 UT (6 min., 
33 s &r release) while the lower panel shows the Breezy Point image at the same time. 
To s an plate the point on the image, the operator selects a point on the first image (shown by the 
cross in the upper panel of Figure I), then, using an assumed cloud distance, the computer swaps 
hages on the video display and draws a line centered on the assumed cloud distance (initially, this is 
chosen~ to be the spacecraft distance) and with length equal to 0.2 RE on the second image. An 
exannple of the line is shown in the lower panel in Figure 1. This line is centered on an assumed 
&stance of 4.61 RE. The operator now chooses the location on the second image along the line that 
appeas to correspond best with the point chosen in the first image. In the example in the lower panel 
of Figure 1, this point would be where the line drawn by the computer and the white cloud intersect. 
Once sel~ted!, the geographic coordinates of the triangulated point are stored in a data file. The 
prmss is repe;%td until several points along the cloud are triangulated. 
The fact &at the h e  drawn by the computer and the cloud are nearly perpendicular is simply the result 
of &e fact that the baseline is nearly east-west while the cloud striates along the nearly north-south 
magne~c field. For north-south baselines, the angle between the line and the cloud would be much 
smder and wc~dd result in significant uncertainty in the triangulated position. 
Because of rh.e large distance between the observer and release point, the uncertainty in the 
lazeaurernents was relatively large for the G-4 triangulation. The error was reduced somewhat by 
using a, large baseline (one of the largest available) than the other releases (discussed below). The 
error in the triaungulated measurement appears to be about 0.008 RE based on the scatter in the points 
used to define the center of the cloud and on the computed distance between adjacent pixels on the 
bage. 
To lilluskate the improvement in the triangulation procedure when the cloud distance is much smaller, 
Figure 2 shows; a pair of images taken approximately 1 minute after the G-2 release. The upper panel 
of Figure 2 shows the digitized image from Rosemary Hills (FL) while the lower panel shows the 
digi~zed h a g e  from Breezy Point. The baseline is somewhat smaller but still comparable to the 
baseline used in the 6-4 triangulation and the identical camera system was used at Breezy Point for 
both ~e 6 - 2  and 6-4 releases. The cross in the upper panel in Figure 2 shows a selected position on 
Hills image while the lower panel shows the 0.2 RE long line centered on the assumed 
&stance (in this case, 1.97 RE). Comparing the lower panels of Figures 1 and 2, it is clear that the 
u n c e r t ~ v  in the cloud position due to the finite size of a pixel on the image is much smaller for the 
6-2 release near the Earth compared to the G-4 release almost 2.5 times further away. 
ANALYSIS OF TRIANGULATION RESULTS 
Early chemical releases at high altitudes showed that the cloud striates along the llocal naagne~e field 
[e.g., Mende et al., 19731. We use this fact as a consistency check on the triangulated data andl also 
to simplify the determination of the motion of the cloud with respect to the background plasm 
As a consistency check, the triangulated positions along the cloud should line up aloatlg 8lhe local 
magnetic field. To test this, we use the model magnetic field contained in the C 
ephemeris. Differences between the triangulated magnetic field direction and the anode1 &=tion 
indicate that either the triangulation is in error or the model magnetic field is not conect. In fact, the 
differences between the two directions for all three releases were quite small. Table 2, shows the 
angle between the triangulated magnetic field direction ( B ~ )  and the model magne~c field dr;reet;ion 
(Bmod) obtained by taking the dot product of the two vectors. The only large angle is the first 
triangulated direction in the 6 4  release and is the result of the fact that the cloud hens ions  were 
quite small and prone to large error in the triangulated direction. Otherwise, the  anp plated md 
model magnetic field direction agree to within 5 to 10". 
Table 2. 
G-2 Release 13-Jan-199 1 G-3 Release 15-Jan-1991 6-4 Release 16-Janl-1991 
hmmss Btri*Bmod ~ I ~ I ~ S S  B ~ * - B m d  hmm~s B~-B,d 
We also used the fact that the cloud striates along the magnetic field, to simpliQ tlhe de 
the motion of the cloud. To do this, we noted collectively that the ions in the cloud had two mo~ons, 
perpendicular and parallel to the ambient magnetic field. The parallel motion presented sornewhat csf a 
problem. The fields of view of the cameras that photographed the clouds were typiedly small (few 
degrees). When the angle the cloud subtends becomes greater than the field (of view of a given 
camera, only a portion of the cloud can be tracked. Therefore, different stations backed &fferent 
parts of the cloud. This problem is illustrated in Figure 1, where it is evident diat tlhe cloud in elhe 
Breezy Point image (lower panel) is not completely contained in the field of vievv. By ~anplaljing 
different parts of the cloud from image pair to image pair as the cameras are moved to keep some 
portion of the cloud in the center of the field of view, apparent motions along the m g n e ~ c  field are 
introduced. Because of this, we could not accurately analyze the motion along the magnetic field 
except in the very early stages of the cloud formation and thus wanted to remove tl6s m o ~ o n  from the 
analysis. 
To remove the parallel motion, we define a coordinate system where the magnetic field is ;along the z- 
axis and the spacecraft velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field at the time of release is ;along the y- 
axis. For accuracy, we use the triangulated magnetic field direction to determine tlne ro(ati!on from the 
triangulated geographic coordinates to the B-V coordinate system although it is evj.dent in Table 2 that 
using the model field would produce similar results. Last we translate the points so that the spacecraft 
position at the time of the release is located at the origin. Figure 3 illustrates this coordinate system. 
By rotating into the B-Vl coordinate system, we de-couple the motion along the magnetic field and 
the motion perpendicular to the magnetic field. Also, since we relate the coordinate system to fixed 
locations and directions, we can compare the triangulated position from image pair to image pair 
without biasing the comparison. Since we cannot accurately describe the motion along the magnetic 
field, we will consider only the projection of the triangulated points into the x"'-y"' plane. 
Figures 4,5, and 6 show the projected position of the triangulated points for the three releases into 
the xW'-y"' plane. For the G-2 release, we also had the opportunity to triangulate the neutral cloud for 
the fmt few minutes of the release. As expected, the neutral cloud for the G-2 release (Figure 4) 
simply moved in the x"'-y"' approximately in the direction of the spacecraft velocity vector at the time 
of the release. Some residual motion in the x"' direction has not been explained at this time. 
It is particularly interesting to compare and contrast the G-2, G-3 and G-4 results in Figures 4,s  and 
6. First, if all uncertainties in the triangulated points were equal, then the projection of the 
triangulated points for a given image pair should produce a small cluster in the xW'-y"' plane centered 
on the average location of the intersection point of the magnetic field with that plane. However, all 
uncertainties are not equal. In the triangulation procedure, the uncertainties in the determination of the 
location perpendicular to the line of sight are inherently much smaller than that in the radial direction. 
Thus instead of a cluster of points, the projected points form short line segments approximately in the 
radial direction. These line segments are evident in both Figures 5 and 6. 
The plasma cloud motion perpendicular to the magnetic field direction was different for all three 
releases. For the G-2 release, the plasma cloud simply moved a short distance from the release point 
and spent the remaining 10 minutes very close to it. For the G-3 release, the plasma cloud moved 
away from the release point at about a 45' angle for the first minute and a half, stopped, then moved 
in the -Vy b 4 4  direction for approximately a minute and a half and finally drifted approximately in the 
V , ~ ~ ~  direction for the remaining 10 minutes. For the G-4 release, the plasma cloud moved away from 
the release point almost uniformly for the fust 6 minutes after the release at which time it stopped. 
Triangulation beyond this time was not possible due to the loss of data at the Breezy Point site. 
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18 January 1991 05:20:00 UT 
Title: Stimulated Electron Precipitation to Produce Auroras 
Principal Investigators: P. Bernhardt, 6. Haerendel 
Collaborative Investigators: S. Mende, T. Fritz, W. Peterson, E. Wescott, H. Stenbaek-Nielson, 
D. Papadopolous, R. Smith, M. Pongratz, D. Simons, A. Valenzuela 
Location: Approximately 6 Re outside plasmapause on field line mzessibb 
by Millstone Hill Radar. 
T k  Post-midnight local time (0000-0200'LT) 
Other Conditions: Darkness over North America; Local Plasma Density < l / e d  
Chemicals: 20 kg lithium (2 large canisters) 
OBJECTIVE: 
A lithium cloud was released on an L > 6 magnetic field line to enhance the cold ~lasnna densig in the 
magnetosphere. Wave particle interaction theory predicts that the electron density e:nhaneernea shodd 
precipitate trapped energetic electrons via interactions with whistler mode waves. D e t ~ ~ o n  f fhe 
precipitation was attempted with optical and radar observations of the aurora at the foot of the field 
line where the release occurred and by in-situ wave and particle diagnostics on CRRES. 
POINT OF CONTACT: 
Dr. Arnoldo Valemela SPAN- MPEt:VAL 
Max Planck Institute fuer PHONE 49-89-3299-35 13 OR 3503 
Extraterrestriche Physik FAX - 49-89-3299-3569 
8046 Garching, Germany 
E ELEMENTS: 
Coordinates of Release: 6.6N 62.8W 33337 km 
Canister Type: Large 
Chemicals 5A TI 5770 gms, B 2605 gms, LI 457 gms, EU 299 gms 
5B TI 5770 gms, B 2605 gms, LI 457 gms, EU 299 gms 
Delay: None 
STATIONS COVERING THE RELEASE: 
Aircraft - Argentine B707, C135-127 
Caribbean - Bonaire, NA 
North America - Boston, MA Greenbelt, MD Long Key, FL Rosemary Hills;, IFE 
South America - Cerro Tololo, Chile El Leoncito, Argentina 
RESULTS: 
The furst was not successful. Appreciable ELF wave activity was observed by the wave k s m m n c  
on the CRRES satellite. 
20 January 199 1 05:30:00 UT 
Tile: Shknlak Magnetospheric Substorm 
&cipd hve~~tigator: D. Sirnons 
CsUabora~ve Ihvestigators: R. Hoffman, M. Pongratz, S. Mende, D. Papadopolous, A. 
Vde~~zuela, 6.. Haerendel, J. D. Huba, P.A. Bernhardt, E. M. Wescott, H. C. Stenbaek-Nielsen 
ha t ion :  Cai at Points Selected for Conjugate Point Geometry 
T h e  of Day: Dawn 
This expeime:nt was conceived to study the effect of cold plasma freshly injected into the plasma 
sheet of the Earth's magneto-tail on the onset of a magnetic substorm. The investigation is based upon 
;a theoretical :model of substorm behavior which is derived primarily from observations of 
phenornenologicd behavior before, during and after substorms. It has been observed during quiet 
peiods, that time before and after a substonn that the magnetosphere slowly fills up with plasma 
pinn&ly of ic~nospheric origins. The geomagnetic field expands under this particle pressure and 
becomes in essence blown-up like a balloon. In the Earth's magneto-tail the magnetic field is most 
distorted away from a dipole configuration with a region of field reversal up the center of this tail. 
There is a eunrent sheet (called the plasma sheet) running up this center line to provide the necessary 
curl of B to support the field reversal. Geometrically it is as if the field lines have been pulled 
outvvards and distorted to such an extent that the oppositely directed parts of the field come closer 
toge&er. Durirlg or just prior to a magnetic substorm. some process allows the oppositely directed 
magnebc fieldhes to break and jump the plasma sheet. They join together from opposite sides and 
snap back towslrds the Earth carrying plasma with them. The field relaxes back towards a dipole-like 
c o d p d o n  and trapped particles are accelerated and dumped back into the ionosphere. The question 
s f  this inves~giation centers around the nature of this so called magnetic recomection and its position 
as a priirnary driver of substorm onset or simply as a result of some other incompletely understood 
complex of p d a r y  drivers. It is postulated that the addition of plasma into the near-Earth plasma 
shet  from a biuium release would lead to enhanced turbulence in the region which would provide 
sufficient &ssil)ation (conductivity) to facilitate this reconnection process. By releasing barium in the 
~ ~ g l h t  S~G~OI :  on a L-shell of 6 or greater with the satellite in the outward portion of the orbit, it will 
be possible to get plasma to the plasma sheet. This must occur during a quiet time well after the last 
substom whelk the magnetosphere is filled with plasma and well distorted. If reconnection should 
result and a full blown substonn occur, a careful examination of the extensive optical and in-situ data 
provided by the: S program would provide an excellent opportunity to determine the precise role 
of nrecom~tionl in substorm onset 
D. J. Sirnons 
I, MS - D:KXX 
Group SST 
Los A l m s ,  NNI 87545 
SPAN - ESSDP1::SIMONS 
PHONE (505) 667-xxxx 
AL ELEMENTS: 
Coordinates of Release: 8.9N 75.6W 33 179 km 
Canister Type: Large 
Chemicals: 10A TI 4584 gms B 2069 gms BA 5305 gms SR 67 gms 
10B TI 4583 gms B 2069 gms BA 5305 gms LI 67 gms 
Delay: 10A: None; 10B: 5 seconds 
Model Calculations: 
Ted Fritz SPAN- ESSDP1::WZ 
PHONE (505) 667-9234 
MS - D438 FAX (505) 665-3332 
Los Alamos, NM 87545 
STATIONS COVERING THE RJXEASE: 
Aircraft - Argentine B707, C135- 127 
Caribbean - Arecibo, PR Bonaire, NA St. Croix, USVI 
North America - Long Key, FL Los Alamos, NM White Sands, NM 
South America - Cerro Tololo, Chile El Leoncito, Argentina 
EXPERIMENT 6 - 6  
12 February 199 1 04: 1500 UT 
Tile: Shulatjion of Ion-Cyclotron Waves and Artificial Ion Precipitation 
&cipd hvestigator: S. Mende 
Collaborative :Investigators: P. Bernhardt, 6. Haerendel, T. Fritz, W. Peterson E. Wescott, D. 
Papadopolous, R. Smith, M. Pongratz, D. Simons, A. Valenzuela, R. Anderson 
hahion: 6 Re outside plasmapause on field line accessible to Millstone Hill Radar. 
T h e :  h - M d ~ g h t  Local Time Sector (2200-2400 LT) 
O&er Con&tions: Darkness over North America, Local Plasma Density N c llcm3 
Chemiccds: 20 kg lithium (2 large canisters) 
It is e x p a  tlhat the pre-midnight sector will be dominated by energetic protons which precipitate to 
fom the pre-Illidnight proton aurora. The injection of an artificial cloud of cold Lithium plasma will 
lead to the generation of ion-cyclotron waves, and these waves in turn will scatter protons into the 
loss cone leading to enhanced proton aurora. The enhanced precipitation will be detected by optical 
insthruments at the foot of the field line, and the CRRESIGTO wave and particle instrumentation will 
. . 
aid in clek g the optimum conditions for release. 
Steve Mende SPAN-L0Cm::MENDE 
LP PHONE (415) 424-3282 
3251 Hanover St. FAX (415) 424-3333 
Pdo Alto, CA 94304 
Release Cosrdinates: 4.9N 76.1W 32249 krn 
ster T w :  Large 
Chernieds 6A TI 5770 gms, B 2604 gms, LI 457 gms, EU 299 gms 
6B TI 5767 gms, B 2603 gms, LI 457 grns, EU 299 gms 
Delay: None 
M&l Cdcda~ons: 
Ted Fritz SPAN - ESSDP1::FRITZ 
L MS - M38 PHONE (505) 667-9234 
Los Nmos ,  NM 87545 FAX (505) 665-3332 
ST14TIONS COERLNG THE3 RELEASE: 
hcraf'r - C135- 127 
Nolrlh lQrnePica - Boston, MA Greenbelt, MD Los Alamos, NM l h i t e  Sands, NM 
Sou& h e r i c a  - Cerro Tololo, Chile El Leoncito, Argentina 
EXPE MENTS: 
Coordinates of Release: 4.9 N 76.1W 32249 km 
Canister Type: Large 
Chemicals: 6A TI 5770 gms, B 2604 gms, LI 457 gms, EU 299 grns 6B TI 5767 g m ,  B 2603 
gms, LI 457 gms, EU 299 gms 
Delay: None 
RELEASE 6-6 STRATEGY 
The original goals of this release were to enhance ion cyclotron waves and thereby induce proton 
precipitation in the pre-midnight auroral oval. However, the earlier G5 release on the 18th of J m u q  
failed to make a detectable electron precipitation event using whistler mode wave e&aneernemts 
through cold plasma seeding. Thus it was argued that a successful repeat of the 6 5  
would have satisfied the cold plasma induced precipitation goals of the 
release was attempted to be released in conditions which would satisfy both the 6 5  and G6 
requirements. 
The experiment released produced a large ion cloud. Since Lithium ions are irivisible, there was 
relatively little emphasis in monitoring the cloud development optically. The importmt o p ~ e d  
observations were made by the two instrumented aircraft which made observations of h e  auora at the 
foot of the field line. If the experiment worked, the hot electrons which were memured in situ by the 
spacecraft should have been disturbed by the cold plasma and the waves produced inside of &e cloud 
should have precipitated causing the artificial auroras. The airplanes were usedi to assure &at hbe 
observations were not obscured by clouds. Operationally, the satellite control center ggave the release 
command. 
SE CONDITIONS 
For the successful release and detection of cold plasma injection produced precipikeon, vve requked 
some very stringent release conditions. 
The release conditions were as follows: 
1. Lack of ambient cold plasma. Ambient plasma density as measured by the satellite should be less 
than 1 - 2. This condition was monitored by the University of Iowa experiment ( 8. hderson). 
2. Abundance of hot plasma mainly energetic electrons. This was monitored by t l~e Loekheed or h e  
AFGL experiment. The following basic considerations apply: 
Synchronous altitude particles which are required to create plasma sheet precipitati.on can be o b ~ n e d  
from Eather et al. [1976]. According to this, the plasma sheet precipitation is probably sf the order of 
1 ergslcm2lsec precipitation energy flux. This is equivalent to about 200 Rayleighs of 42% anand 
perhaps kR of 557 and probably about 3 kR of white light. 
This energy intensity is equivalent to 11% times this value or in particle flux per stera&an, it is 0.3 18 
ergs/cm2/sec/sterad. 
Thus, the 0.3 18 ergslcm~lseclsterad is equivalent to 2 x 1011 eV (1.6 x 10-12 ergs/eV). Table I 
summarizes the required flux levels for various particles of different energy. 
TABLE 1. kR Rayleigh Local Auroral Minimum Criteria 
Omnidirectional energy flux of 2.0 x 108 ke~/cm2/steradJsec 
tal Particle flux 
These fluxes are absolute minimum for release criterion. During big substorms, the particle 
htensiGes go lip by factors of 10 and 20. 
The release had to be initiated 30 minutes prior. The 6 6  release was called around 3:45 UT to take 
pBace at 415. The release was called on the basis of geophysical parameters which would assure that 
the above condi~ons were met. 
M ~ o ~ ~ g h  for a Lithium release the weather at the ground sites was not critical, the STC operation 
center m o ~ t o r d  the weather. The weather is summarized in Table 2. 
3, No &screte aurora. (Absence of confusing auroral precipitation at the foot of field line.) 
Time St. Croix Arecibo Bonaire El Leon Cerro 
211 Cld 50% o.cast few clouds bad 
238 Clearing OK 
3:W Clearing 60%clear 
3:05 90%clear 60%clear bad good 
356 clearing 
4:38 90%clear not good 
T h e  Goddard White Sands Los Alamos Lincoln Lab 
2.1 1 W%clear 60%clear clear 
2:38 
3 good o.cast thin clouds clearing 
3:05 80%clear 
3:26 
good 
4:38 bad OK 
At the STC operation center, the satellite auroral electron and cold plasma density were also 
mo~tored. The  cloud release was based on these parameters. These parameters were documented as 
a func~on of h e  in Table 3. 
Diffuse 
aurora 
4kR 
6kR 
Post 
break op 
TABLE 3. GEOPHYSICAL PAFUMETERS FOR THE G-6 FUXEASE 
Aurora GLf GL Iowa 
m32 Kindex 5577 - flwc anStr densie 
2/11 1856 1.1 x 109 
19: 16 
0156 
02:26 
0230 
023 1 
02:35 
03:40 
04:37 
0503 
03 59 8.4 x 108 7.1 x 108 
W05 7.5 x 108 6.2 x 108 
W 10 8.2 x 108 6.7 x 108 
W15 7.2 x 105 5.6 x 105 
W18 5.9 x 108 4.8 x 108 
W23 7.4 x 108 4.4 x 108 
W28 54x108 4.0~108 
04:32 5.2 x 105 3.9 x 105 
1.8- 
3.5 kR 
pulsating 
2.4 x 109 1.9 x 109 
streamers 
decreasing 
2 . 5 ~  109 
2.1 x 109 1.4 x 109 
streamem 
gone 
1.8 x 109 1.2 x 109 
2.0 
2.0 
strong 
AKR 
2.0 
AKR 
2.0 
1.5 
AKR 
It can be seen that the electron threshold was above the 2 x 108 keV/cm2/sterad/sec. An additional 
consideration for the release was the position of the satellite. In Table 4, we summarize the satellite 
parameters near apogee. 
TABLE 4. EPHEMERIS EXTRAPOLATION FOR CRRES 
Day UT Rev GLAT WLON ALT BTOT BINT GMLAT GMLON GMLT L SDANG 
02/12/91 04:00:00 491 5.65 74.77 31535. 145. 157. 16.39 356.08 22:44 6.592 10.15 
02/12/91 04:15:00 491 4.93 76.25 32242. 135. 147. 15.65 354.56 2254 6.662 08.67 
02/12/91 04:30:00 491 4.24 77.81 32797. 127. 140. 14.92 352.96 23:03 6.708 07.37 
02/12/91 04:45:00 491 3.55 79.43 33203. 122. 135. 14.20 351.32 23:13 6.730 06.25 
02/12/91 05:00:00 491 2.87 81.09 33462. 117. 131. 13.46 349.64 23:22 6.728 05.35 
02/12/91 05:15:00 491 2.19 82.76 33576. 115. 129. 12.73 347.94 23:31 6.704 04.70 
02/12/91 05:30:00 491 1.51 84.45 33545 113. 129. 11.98 346.25 23:41 6.658 04.32 
O W 1  05:45:00 491 0.83 86.12 33370. 113. 130. 11.22 344.57 2350 6.589 04.25 
02/12/91 06:00:00 491 0.13 87.77 33049. 115. 132. 10.44 342.93 2359 6.500 04.50 
02/12/91 06:15:00 491 -0.58 89.38 32581. 118. 136. 09.64 341.35 00:W 6.388 05.05 
02/12/91 06:30:00 491 -1.31 90.92 31962. 122. 142. 08.82 339.83 W19 6.255 05.89 
02/12/91 06:45:00 491 -2.06 92.39 31189. 128. 150. 97.97 338.41 00.29 6.100 07.00 
02/12/91 07:00.00 491 -2.84 93.74 30256. 137. 161. Bj7.09 337.10 W40 5.923 08.34 
02/12/91 07:15:00 491 -3.67 94.95 29158. 150. 175. 06.18 335.95 W51 5.722 09.92 
02/12/91 07:30:00 491 -4.54 95.98 27887. 166. 194. 05.23 334.99 01:03 5.498 11.71 
For the positioning of the air plane several field models were evaluated for the time of the release The 
4: 15 position of the foot of the field line is shown in Table 5. Note at the time of release. the KD was 
4, therefore, it is the last line of Table 3 which is applicable. This model is based on the T ~ J  model. In 
Firmre 1- we show the Millstone Hill radar convection nlotn The Millctnne Hill arniin hac  alcn 
- - , . . - --- . . --- - --- ----- --- - --- - - - . ----I  - --.- -- -. --- ----*- *-.. &a .a- Y"" 
inserted their prediction of the foot of the field line for 04: 15 UT. The convection plot was generated 
from data taken at W05. 
SUMMARY: 
The G6 release did not accomplish its stated scientific goals and the results are inconclusive. 
Operationally every condition was satisfied. The ambient cold plasma density was down to 1.5 
electrons per cm3, the energetic electrons were above the 2 x lo8 keV/cm~/steradlsec,threshold. 
However it was very difficult to predict the situation in advance and the auroral situation over the 
airplanes were very confused at the time the effect should have manifested itself. A small 
enhancement in the aurora, which was expected to occur following the plasma injection could not be 
detected in the presence of the natural auroral displays which occurred. Just before calling the release 
at W37 the airplane reported auroral pulsations of 1.8-3.5 kR in strength. It was hoped that this level 
of aurora would not be detrimental to the observations and that it would weaken with time. This 
weakening did not occur. Thus the G6 release experiment could not be used to show that cold-plasma 
 ele eases can be respansible for increased precipitation. 
TABLE 5. Satellite (Lat, Lng, Ht) 1991 2/12 4:15:0 Field Line Base (100 km Height) 

17 February 199 1 03:30:00 UT 
Tide: aaviational Instability, Field Equipotentiality, Ambipolar Acceleration (later changed to 
T ~ g g e h g  h:ora) 
Wncipal Investigators: G. Haerendel/D. J. Simons 
Collabora~ve :Investigators: T. Fritz, M. B. Pongratz, 6. S. Mende, E. Wescott, H. C. Stenbaek- 
Nielson, A. Valenzuela 
h a ~ o r n :  Greakr than 6 Re on a field line connected to plasma sheet 
The:  Dam; 013:30:00 
Atude:  Near IGTO Apogee 
Cherruicds: 40 kg barium (2 large canisters) with 5% lithium 
The ofiginal objective of this experiment was a study of the small-scale breakup of a plasma cloud 
crossing the equator at about 2000 krn owing to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability (GRAD-Exp.). It 
was, however,, realized before the campaign that the R.-T. instability would be stabilized by the 
cen~fugal  and diamagnetic forces acting on the ions as they travel along the field lines. Hence the 
objec~ve of this release experiment was redefined to be a second test (after 6-10) of the possibility of 
~gger ing  aword events by injection of cold plasma into the hot near-earth plasma sheet. Two effects 
could con~bute. One is the momentum (and kinetic energy) injected with the barium plasma due to 
tbe relative motion with respect to the plasma background. Depending on the ambient convection 
speed tke ener,o can be appreciable, up to 104 of the energy released in a substonn. Being confined 
to a nmow vo.lume, it may at least trigger a major auroral event. The second effect rests on the wave- 
godcle resonanes inside the plasma cloud which may enhance VLFIELF wave growth and enhanced 
energe~c elec&on precipitation. 
P O W  OF CCkNTAm: 
M o ~ e  Pongatz SPAN - ESSDP2::PONGMTZ 
PHONE (505) 667-4740 
Group SST-7 1MS-D466 FAX - (505) 665-7395 
bas A m o s ,  b M  87545 
E rK ELEMENTS 
Release Coordinates: 0.4N 58.1 W 33553 km 
ster Type: Large 
Cherruicds $A TI 4556 gms B 2056 gms BA 5410 gms 
8B TI 4282 gms B 2068 gms BA 5304 gms SR 67 gms; Delay: None 
M&l ealcdartiom: 
Ted FiQ SPAN-ESSDPI: :FRITZ 
E S - DL138 PHONE (505) 667-9234 
b s  A m o s ,  D M  87545 FAX (505) 667-3332 
RESULTS: 
During the experiment enhanced wave emissions mainly below 100 Wz were olbsewed as well as 
enhanced auroral precipitation. However, the causal relation of the latter with the injee~onn is still 
under investigation. 
STATIONS CO 
Aircraft - 
Caribbean - Arecibo, PR, Bonaire, NA, St. Croix, USVI. 
North America - Boston, MA; Greenbelt, MD; Los Alarnos, NM; Sands, M, msto 
Island, SC 
South America - Cerro Tololo, Chile; El Leoncito, Argentina 
RELEASE G-8 OBSERVATIONS 
OBSERVATION: Visibility of Chemical Release Clouds 
LOCATION: Chincoteague, Virginia 
STATION LEADER AND/OR R CONTACT: 
Morgan W. McCook 
Independent Consultant 
TYPE AND DESC ON OF DATA ACQUIRED: Still photography. ASA 16(U color fh, 
210 mm f 5.6 lens. 
FlELD(S) OF OF INSTRUMENT: 12' - 13' 
PERIODS OF DATA. 03:30 UT 211719 1. Four frames at 1 minute intervals. 
RATE: at intervals of 30,35,38,42 seconds. 
ASSESSMENT OF DATA QU (CLOUD COVER, LIGHT CONT 'RON: Clear. 
Excellent quality and example of long range of visibility. 
INGS: Barium streak found and photographed from 33,000 km 
ADDITIONAL RESEARCH: Comparison of EL Coqui rocket releases to compare visibaity at 
lower altitudes. 
EXPERIMENT 6-1 
13 July 199 1 
letic Cavity, Unstable Velocity Distributions, Plasma Coupling 
W c i p d  hves~gator: R. A. Hoffman 
Collabora~ve Investigators: M. Pongratz, D. Papadopoluos, R. Smith, R. Anderson, D. Young, H. 
Singer, E. Sziuszczewicz, J. P Heppner, R. Hoffman, E. Wescott, H. C. Stenbaek-Nielsen, G. 
H%rendel, A. 'Valenzuela. 
h a ~ o n :  Over North America 
T h e :  08:35:25 UT 
Cmrhates of Release: 17.8N 62.9W 495 km 
Canister Type: Small. 
C h e ~ c d s :  BA, 1468 gms SR 19 gms 
%lay: None 
STATIONS COVERING RELEASE: 
Merafi - kgentine B707, C135-127, C135-13 1 (mechanical problems- grounded)] 
C ~ b b e a n  - A:ecibo, PR Bonaire, NA Guadeloupe, FR. St. Croix, USVI St. Thomas, USVI 
Sou& 14nnefica - Reconquista, Argentina 
P o r n  OF COINTACT: 
M o ~ e  Pongatz SPAN - ESSDP2::PONGRATZ 
PHONE (505) 667-4740 
Group SST-7 PdS-D466 FAX - (505) 665-7395 
Los Almos, ISM 87545 
Excellent optic:al data was obtained from several ground and airborne observatories in the Caribbean 
md Sou& America. Ground stations near the release at St. Croix and Guadeloupe studied the early 
time effwts which caused the initially fast-moving ion cloud to stop and lose momentum and energy. 
At later times, some of the ions traveled upward along the magnetic field lines and were observed 
traveling to the southern hemisphere by ground observatories at Aruba, Bonaire, St. Croix, and 
Guadeloup arid by aircraft observatories in the Caribbean near Venezuela and in South America, 
soullh of Buenos. The ion streak traveling along the magnetic field was seen to move westward due to 
e l ~ t r i c  eel& in the magnetosphere. The experiment was done during a period of moderate to strong 
geomame~c activity, and gave good data on the influence of such activity on the magnetosphere and 
ionosphere. 
The effects of the release were seen as well by scientific instruments on the CRRES spacecraft, 
m e a s ~ n g  ionospheric density, magnetic and electric fields, and waves. The Arecibo Incoherent 
Seaner Radar Ilwated in Puerto Rico measured the state of the ionosphere "upstream" of the release 
p in t  and pvided valuable data for correlation with other measurements. 
EXPERIMENT 6-9 
19 July 1991 08:37:07 UT 
Title: Field Line Tracing and Equipotentiality, Momentum Coupling Velocity Distribution Relaura~on 
and Field Equipotentiality 
Principal Investigators: M. Pongratz and E. Wescott 
Collaborative Investigators: D. Simons, D. Papadopolous, R. Smith, S. Mende, R. Hoffnnm, R. 
Anderson, W. Swartz, E. Szuszczewicz, G. Haerendel, H. C. Stenbaek-Nielsen,, A, Valenzuela, B. 
A. Bernhardt, J. D. Huba. 
Location: Caribbean with Orbital Velocity Perpendicular to Magnetic Field 
T h e  of Day: Dawn 
Altitude: IGTO near Perigee 
Chemicals: 40 kg barium (2 large canisters) 
An artificial plasma release at high velocity produces a plasma that is far remabved from aemd 
equilibrium with free energy that can support the growth of electric and magnetic fields. Depmulies 
from thermal equilibrium in the form of non-Maxwellian distributions and distributions peaked away 
from zero velocity lead to kinetic instabilities which create high frequency elec:~e fields. These 
electric fields provide anomalous collisions allowing momentum, energy, and culrent Qmsporl that 
would not otherwise exist in the absence of binary collisions. Such processes compete wifi the 
polarization fields in slowing down the cross-field directed plasma and lead to very &fferent plasm 
states at the end of the coupling process. This experiment will investigate what inskabiljities are ae(jlve; 
the instability saturation, or limiting conditions; the resulting electric and magnetic DC aazd AC Gel&, 
and the final velocity distribution of the injected plasma. 
EXPE AL E S: 
Coordinates of Release: 17.4N 62.8W 441 km 
Canister Type: Large 
Chemicals: 9A TI 4692 gms B 21 18 gms BA 5202 gms LI 11 gms 
9BTI4693 gmsB2118gmsBA5203gmsLI 11 gms 
Delay: None 
Point of Contact: 
M. Pongratz 
LAP& MS - SPAN- ESSDP2::PONGRATZ 
Group SST PHONE (505) 667-4740 
Los Alamos, NM 87545 
STATIONS COVERING THE RELEASE: 
Aircraft - Argentina B-707 Aircraft- C 135- 127 Aircraft- C 135- 13 1 
Caribbean - Arecibo, PR Aruba Guadeloupe, FR. St. Croix, USVI St. Thomas, USVI[ 
South America - Reconquista, Argentina 
The 6,-9 b ~ u m  release was done on Feb. 19, 1991 at 08:37:07 UTC at 17.4N, 62.8W, altitude 441 
h. Tlhis localion was directly over the island nation of St. Kitts. The release was immediately 
confinned by visual sightings, with reports of "very spectacular". The early-time measurements 
showed hat  most of the ions skidded to a stop in -10 kilometers, but that some ions de-coupled from 
the plama cloud and traveled upward and downward along the magnetic field in single particle 
trajeetods. 
Bolh C~bbezm aircraft reported "excellent data," with tracking of the barium ion streaks to the 
hokorns. This c o n f i i  that a portion of the ions made the trip along the magnetic field for large 
&sbces. 
The release was seen and the subsequent ions tracked by ground sites at Arecibo, St. Croix, 
Guadeloupe, and Aruba. Observations were made as well by the Soviet Committee for 
Hy&ometeorology Research ship "Professor Zubov" located in a favorable position for triangulation 
wi& the sites at St. Croix and Guadeloupe. 
Tihe ground site at Reconquista, Argentina observed barium ions coming along the magnetic field 
lines from the northern release point. The position showed that the ions had drifted westward under 
the jinRuenee of a magnetospheric electric field. The magnetic field indices at the release time were A = 
117 md M = 04 (Boulder). 
The B-707 aircraft over the South Atlantic observed barium ion streaks beginning at 11 minutes after 
rdease until 1 I~our, 10 after the release. 
T ~ s  expe~me:nt herefore satisfied the dual objectives of studying both early-time momentum 
coupling (the process that stops the majority of the ions) and the conjugate-point tracing to the 
oppsite end of the magnetic field in the southern hemisphere. 
EXPE NTS 6-11,G-12 
Title: Mirror Force, Field Equipotentiality, Unstable Velocity Distributions, Ambipolar 
Acceleration 
Principal Investigator: E. Wescott, University Of Alaska 
Collaborative Investigators: R. Hoffman, M. Pongratz, S. Mende, D. Simons, H. C. Stenbaek- 
Nielsen, D. Papadopolous, A. Valenzuela, G. Haerendel 
Location: Caribbean at Points Selected for Conjugate Point Geometry 
Time of Day: Dawn 
Altitude: C IGTO near Perigee 
Chemicals: 10 kg. Barium (2 small canisters) G-l1,G-12 
OBJE 
The "mirror force" technique for dispersing visible Barium ion tracers along magne~c field lines 
provides the only feasible means for measuring the altitude distribution of weak pa:alkl decllnie fields. 
The objective is to evaluate the accuracy and time-altitude resolution of this technique md estabEsh the 
observational and model simulation approaches to extract parallel electric fields frolm Uhe measwd Ba 
ion motions. By conducting tests at low latitudes the threshold accuracy's and l i f i ta~ons  em be 
defined under conditions of extremely weak parallel electric fields prior to extensive applica~on h 
future high-latitude missions where highly complex parallel electric field dist~butions can be 
anticipated. 
One of the fundamental early concepts in space plasma physics was that magnetic field lines are 
"frozen into" the plasma. This means that parallel electric fields are zero and that field lines klse 
equiptentials. It also means that the transverse electric field should be identical at both ends of the 
field line at the same magnetic field strength. In one previous experiment using a Ba shaped charge 
release at low latitude it was observed that the Ba ions in opposite hemispheres did not m v e  
identically and hence it was concluded that the field line was not an equipotential. In moUher e m  &e 
observations agreed with the "frozen in" concept These releases will paint entire field lkes betwen 
the hemispheres, and will be done under varying conditions of magnetic activity. %gh-resolu~on 
optical observations in both hemispheres should permit determination of where m d  under what 
conditions a breakdown of the equipotential condition occurs. 
It should be remarked that experiments 6-8 through G-12 all benefit from the high release: al~fhnde of 
the CRRESIGTO compared to the original baseline of CRRES in LEO at 358 km. The e x p d e n b  dl. 
depend upon launching ions upward along magnetic field lines, and this process is impeded by 
collisions of the ions with the upper atmosphere. Computer modeling has shown sat a significant 
difference, perhaps an order of magnitude, exists in the number of ions launched i~pward from ~ ~ a J .  
injection altitudes of 400 versus 358 km. 
22 July 1991 08:38:24 UT 
E. WescoE SPAN- UAFG1::ROCKET 
Geophysicd Institute PHONE (907) 474-7576 
U~versiw of rllaska FAX (907)474-7290 
F&b&s, AK: 9970 1 
Coorhates of Release: 16.8N 60.3W 4 1 1 km 
C ~ s t e r  Tw: Small 
Che~cals:  TI 1270 gms B 573 gms BA 1371 grns SR 19 gm 
hldzy: Nom 
S'FAY[eCNS C(3 G THE RELEASE: 
Aircraft - Sargentine B707 C135-127 C135-13 1 Caribbean - Arecibo, PR Aruba Bonaire, NA 
Guadeloup, FR, St. Croix, USVI St. Thomas, USVI. South America - Reconquista, Argentina 
S CCl la  release was completed on July 22, 1991 at 08:38:24 UTC. The release location 
was 16.8 N, 60.3 W, altitude 41 1 km, a point northeast of Guadeloupe. 
The r e l e ~  was observed and tracked by several ground sites and two aircraft in the Caribbean. The 
ion streak was observed to initially travel southward, and the slow considerably. In contrast with G- 
I md @-9, he~:e was no immediate signature of the barium ions in the southern hemisphere. 
fitid repofls &om the Caribbean sites indicated that the ion cloud did not travel very far up the field 
md most of the, ions remained in a region near the initial release point. The location of the release had 
been chosen slo that the pitch angle (angle between the magnetic field and the spacecraft velocity 
v ~ t o r  ) was as large as possible so that the ions would have a larger velocity component upward 
dong the fielcl line than in previous releases. However, the altitude (41 1 krn) was lower than in 
previoas releases and this may have dowed increased collisions with the neutral atmosphere to 
h p d e  the ion transportation. 
EXPE NT 6 - l l b  
25 July 199 1 08:37: 11 UT 
POINT OF CONTACT: E. Wescott 
EXPE AL ELEMENTS: 
Coordinates of Release: 17.3N 69.5W 478 km 
Canister Type: Small 
Chemicals: TI 1270 gms B 573 gms BA 1471 gms SR 19 gms 
Delay: 5 seconds 
STATIONS CO G TNE RELEASE: 
Aircraft - Argentine B707 C135-127 C135-13 1 Caribbean - Arecibo, PR Aruba G;udelompe, P;IW. 
St. Croix, USVI St. Thomas, USVI South America - Reconquista, Argentina 
RESULTS: 
The G-1 l b  was unique among the CRRES experiment series. One small barium (1.5 Ikg) emister 
was ignited at a point below the UV terminator, and 17 seconds later the expalding neutrd cloud 
crossed the terminator into sunlight. The objectives of this release were tom study the con~bueons 
of early-time thermal ionization to the barium yield, to study the contribution of charge exchmge md 
collisional ionization to the process, and to study the photoionization and early-time bhu1111 plasm 
processes under the conditions of an initially diffuse neutral cloud. This in (contrast to &e usual 
situation of a release in sunlight where the neutral cloud is initially very dense. In o&er words, ithis 
was a test to see if the photo-ions, created from a neutral cloud that had expanded to 50 kilometers 
diameter, would act more as a single particles and would be less affected by tlhe eollec~ve PVZMD 
effects that caused significant ion energy loss in the earlier releases. 
The release wcwed on a point just south of the Dominican Republic. The magnetic conditions were 
relatively quiet. The estimated A index for the previous 24 hours 07, and the Boulder K index at 
,0300, and 0600 was 02,0900 was 04, at 1200 was 03. At 1800 UTC on July 25 the A index 
was 12. 
The negative factors operating were that the Caribbean stations had a full moon a1 fevv degres above 
the horizon at the time of the release, and the South American stations had a full nlmn 10 -20 degriees 
elevation. This, coupled with considerable haze in the Caribbean resulting from the nmnt passage of 
a tropical wave, made the viewing conditions less than ideal. On the plus side, hswver, the ~M 
aircraft all  had excellent viewing conditions and were placed to view the release in the opposite 
direction (Caribbean aircraft) or 90 degrees (South American aircraft) to the setting fidl m n .  
Two ground optical sites reported seeing ions at the release point, which were a13parently created at 
the moment of release and became visible as the sun rose through the point. The m j o ~ ~  of Ihe ions, 
formed when the neutral cloud crossed into the sunlight, were seen to stay near the point s f  
formation. However, the St. Croix optical site and the Caribbean aircraft observed an iniltial fast ion 
streak going southward up the magnetic field line. The first sighting of the canister ignition was on 
Aruba, and 17 seconds later the bright glow as the neutral cloud entered sunlight was also visble. At 
1006 UTC the communication Center in Buenos Aires reported that B-707 flying at 47.0 S, 60.0 W 
saw the ion streak at times between T + 35 and T + 44 minutes. In every respect., -this expefinrent is 
considered a success. The prime objective was to study barium ion plasma formation under a new set 
of conditions, and as a plus ions reached the conjugate point in the southern he~sphere.  
Tide: r Force, Field Equipotentiality, Unstable Velocity Distributions, Ambipolar Acceleration 
Collaborative Investigators: R. Hoffman, M. Pongratz, S. Mende, D. Simons, D. 
Papadopolous, 
A. Valenzuela, 6. Naerendel. 
Loca~on: Get at Point Selected for Conjugate Point Geometry 
The:  Dam 
E. Weseoa SPAN -UAFGI::ROCKET 
Geophysical Hns~tute PHONE (907) 474-7576 
Ukversitg' of AJaska FAX (907) 474-7290 
E D E  BL ELEMENTS 
Cmrdinaes of Release: 9.1N 63.5W 507 km 
Cdster Type: S 
C h e ~ c d s  12A, TI 1271 gms B 573 gms BA 1471 gms SR 19 gms 12B TI 1271 gms B 574 p 
BA 1471 g m  SR 19 gms 
&lay: 1 2 k  None 12B: 5 sec. 
STATIONS eo G RELEASE: 
kcraf t  - C135-127 N146 Learjet 
C ~ b b e a n  - hecibo, PR Aruba Bonaire, NA St. Croix, USVI 
 sou^ heriica - El Leoncito, Chile Reconquito, Argentina 
msms: 
The fial chemical release from the CRRES spacecraft occurred at 09:3 1 :20 UT at an altitude of 507 
h. The release was located at 9.1 N latitude and 63.5 W longitude about 320 km west of Trinidad. 
Two s1~1a.U bwjium canisters were released containing 3.0 kg of barium. Both Arecibo and Bonaire 
ground sites saw the release and recorded data until background became too bright. Aruba also 
observed the release and ion streak. The KC-135, located over the Caribbean north of Bonaire, 
~zlcked the ion streak as it traveled over the equator and down to the horizon. The ion streak was 
seen pavehg to the conjugate point by both the Learjet and the ground site at Reconquista. 
EL COQUI SO ING ROCKET CAMPAIGN 
Title: HF-Induced Ionospheric Striations 
Principal Investigator: L. M Duncan 
Collaborative Investigators: E. P. Szuszczewicz, F. T.. Djuth, R. A. Behnke, P.A. 
Bernhardt, 
D. 3. Simons 
Locations: Arecibo tilted HF beam 
Altitude: 230 km, 250 km, 270 krn 
Time: Launch 1952, Release 19:54:30 
Date: 25 May 1992 
Chemicals: Three 5-kg Barium releases 
Using a sounding rocket, three 5 kg releases of barium were to be deployed witlhin al.le high-power 
HF modification region. The releases were to be 20 krn below, at, and 20 lun above the W 
reflection height. Barium is intended to act as a tracer of the beam filamentation accompanying the 
HF self-focusing instability, serving to resolve scale size and geometry issues that c m o t  be 
adequately addressed by ground-based measurements. The primary diagnostics will be the Arwibo 
ISR and ground-based photography and CCD imaging. Ground-based radar also suppoa this 
experiment. The experiment complements AA-2 by comparing striation dynamics mder compmable 
WF ionospheric mfl~cat ion  conditions for a small and large barium releases. 
RESULTS: 
Arecibo Observatory supported the Experiment AA3A through the use of its 4310 haherent 
Scatter Radar (ISR), as did two optical sites, one located at the observatory and the other at the 
Ramey Optical Station on the northwest corner of Puerto Rico. A field station on Guadeloupe Island 
supplied 35 mm still photographs of some of the chemical releases. The rockets injected the 
chemicals with velocities on the order of 1 k d s ,  compared to a 7 km/s injection vcslwiQ provided by 
the satellite. This allowed for the study of mechanisms involving velocities greater than lhose hdauced 
by conventional heating experiments. 
The idea behind the AA-3A release was to inject a chemical that would be visible in both its neu&d 
and ionized state to optical instruments when illuminated by sunlight. Also, the e h e ~ c d  had to 
photoionize, so that its interaction with the ionosphere and magnetosphere could be sW&&. IO~unn 
was chosen because ;t meets both of these requirements. The AA3A experiment provided for &e 
release of three clouds of barium, each separated by 20 km in altitude, and entered near the height of 
HF reflection. The yield of each Release was kept to a minimum so that, althoiagh each wodd be 
visible, the amount of ionization added by each release would not, in itself, modify the ionosphere to 
an appreciable extent. 
Hours prior to the release, the HF heating facility that is used in conjunction, with the heeibo 
Observatory had been operating in a mode which is known to produce large-scde density 
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hegulari~es Ilea- the altitude where the HF wave reflects. It was intended that the releases would 
o p ~ c d y  '@paint across" the density striations that had been formed by the HF facility. As the releases 
expanded in the heated region, it was hoped that the scale size and structure of the density striations 
would be evidtsnt from the optical and radar data. 
me e x p h e ~ l l a l  setup was centered around the heated volume produced by the HF heating facility in 
Isl&, wkch is 17 km northeast of Arecibo Observatory. The HF facility can operate between the 
frequencies of 3 and 12 MHz, in any polarization, but was configured for 5.1 MHz, O-mode 
p l b a ~ o n  for this experiment. Around the time of launch (10 minutes before until 20 minutes after) 
the NF facfiitJ7 went from kW to a 13 s ON 1 2 s OFF cycle. The reason for this was to get some 
namd (unedianced by the heater) plasma line profiles to see the effect of the barium without the 
heater on the plasma waves. Also th)s allowed for a means of determining whether or not any 
obsewd &surbances were HF-induced. The enhanced plasma line decay (how quickly it disappears 
when the NF is turned off) is on the order of 10 ms, so 2 s off would be sufficient to observe this 
e E ~ t .  The barium yields were small 90 that this effect would hopefully be negligible. The heating 
power is produced by 4 independent generator/transmitters, each rated at 200 kW full power, 
wceh drive al4h x 8h inverted log-periodic antenna array. On the night of the releases, the heater 
wans opra td  at 4 x 50 kW to reduce the chance of any arcing in the antenna field, as the weather was 
qulile dmp. The longer dimension of the array runs east to west, so the radiation pattern has its 
longer hens ion  running north to south. 
The rocket range was to launch a Nike-Tomahawk sounding rocket containing the tbree Barium 
e ~ s t e r s  at dusk with a trajectory which would carry the rocket through the center of the heated 
volu~lle at 250 lun altitude. The 430 MHz ISR was also pointed to the center of the heated volume at 
2S0 km, as was the optical site at Ramey. The dusk launch was a requirement because the ground- 
based op~cal  cliagnostics had to be in darkness while 250 km above in altitude, the barium clouds 
would still be e:xposed to direct sunlight. This condition made for a very narrow launch window, and 
adding to the requirements good visibility during Puerto Rico's rainy season, the mission was 
scmbbed on the first six attempts. On the seventh night, May 25th, 1992, the rocket launched 
successfullgr into an ionosphere that was critical for 5.1 MHz at 273 km. The rocket was a "aim and 
fue" version, carrying no internal guidance mechanisms. It released the fust canister at 251 .O, a mere 
1 h off of the intended altitude and managed to release the second canister at 270.8 km in altitude. 
No rhird cloud was ever observed, so it was inferred that the third canister was never ignited. The 
fact that the second release was so accurate and that the 430 MHz radar was fortuitously pointed 
wi& a few Brillometers of the Ba cloud allowed for the acquisition of some very intriguing data. 
The ISlR lresults of the AA-3A experiment are in the form of plasma line and ion line profiles, or 
mpljltude versus height plots. The results that were obtained were quite unexpected but very 
h t e ~ s ~ n g .  before the first release, there was an HF enhanced plasma line at 273 km in altitude, 
where 5.1 : was reflecting. The fust barium release gave rise to a density perturbation which was 
able to s a ~ s Q  the frequency and wave vector matching conditions and an enhanced plasma line from 
the first b d m  cloud appeared -2 seconds after release at 255 km in altitude. This persisted for -12 
seconds. Then both the barium and the HF induced plasma lines disappeared for - 165 s. The second 
release wewed -15 seconds into this time span in which no plasma wave activity was observable. 
Two plama hies then reappeared, one at 273 km and one a few km below this. These two lines 
modulated in mplitude for -45 seconds, at which point the profiles returned to their pre-release state 
(siinde HI? e h w d  plasma line) and remained this way for the duration of the experiment. 
Figwe 1 shows; the initial 12 seconds of profiles made after the first release. Figures 1 (a)-(d) are 
plasma line profiles, showing only the altitude range of interest. These show the emergence of a 
plama lhe due to the first barium cloud close to 255 km in altitude, 2 s after release. Taking into 
eomsidera~on the velocity of the injection and the expansion rate of the cloud, this altitude is 
reasonable (i.e. 5 km higher than release point). notice that within 3 s after release, the amplitude of 
&e b ~ u m  plasma line began to dominate the enhanced plasma line. Figures 1 (e)-(h) show the ion 
b e  profiles &en after the radar was switched to this mode for 5 s. The broadening of the ion line is 
due to actud density from the release. Figures 1 (i)-(1) are again plasma line profiles, showing the 
plasma line from the barium cloud decreasing in amplitude. The HF enhanced plasma line has 
disappeared in (i), or seconds after release, and in (1) the barium line is disappearing. The computer 
simulation of the barium cloud density predicts that the density of the cloud plus the ambient density 
goes underdense after - 8 s. This is in fairly good agreement compared to 12 s observed in the radar 
data. There are obvious shortcomings in the computer simulation, the most serious being the 
assumption that the density in the cloud is uniform. Comparing Figures 1 (e)-(h) with (i)-(1), it is 
evident that the plasma line is coming fiom the upper edge of the cloud. This would suggest that 
there is a density gradient in the cloud, with density increasing with height in the cloud. 
The 12 seconds shown in Figure 1 was followed by 165 seconds of no observable plasma or ion line 
activity. This was in turn followed by the reappearance of two plasma lines and their subsequent 
modulation. Figure 2 shows this, in 4 second intervals. The modulation persisted for 4 5  seconds, 
with sporadic disappearances of both lines (see figure 2 (h)) during this time. The plasma lines seems 
very wide in altitude in these figures, which is misleading. The plasma line is actually from very 
narrow (-1 km) range in altitude, and the discrepancy arises because of Barker coding the correlation 
time of the medium is shorter than the pulse length, then the plasma wave will change phase while the 
pulse is in the medium, introducing error in the code. The spectral bandwidth of the plasma line can 
be upwards of 200 kHz. Thus the correlation time of the plasma line can be as short as -1handwidth 
- 5 ps. The pulse length of the barker code is 52 ps, so the side lobes introduced by the code will be 
-cially elevated above their ideal level, which is (l/l3)2 = 1/69 that of the main lobe. 
The following argument is offered as an explanation of the CRRES data. In the early times after ease, 
the barium cloud was overdense but still spatially small. It was reflecting the HF energy that was 
incident on it, but enough of the energy passed around it to maintain the Airy pattern and the 
parametric decay instability. As the cloud grew, it reflected and refracted an increasing portion of the 
HF energy. After 7 - 8 seconds, the average density of the cloud plus ambient ionization went 
underdense to 5.1 MHz. The HF energy could once again propagate up to the reflection height, but 
by this time the ionosphere and hence the A .  pattem had been sufficiently distorted such that plasma 
waves were no longer being produced. Also, the radar data suggest that the upper edge of the cloud 
was above average density, so it could still reflect the HF wave. These perturbed conditions only had 
to last for 26 s after the first release, or until the second release The second release took place within a 
few kilometers of reflection height, causing further distortion of the ionosphere. 
Figure 3 shows an interpretation of the radar data based on the idea that the Barium cloud from the 
first release shadowed the natural reflection height above it, effectively halting the enhanced plasma 
line activity in the region where this had been at a maximum. Some of the HF energy does reach 
reflection height, illuminating the periphery of the HF volume. If the cloud acts as a divergent lens, 
then it can be hypothesized that a diffraction pattern would form on the reflection height centered 
around the shadowed region. This diffraction pattern could then be responsible for the modulation 
that occurs in the plasma line data as the pattern drifted through the ISR beam. 
Height 
Figure 1. The first 12 seconds after the first barium release. (a)-(d) and (i)-(1) are 
plasma line profiles and (e>-(fi) are ion line profiles. 
Height 
Figure 2. The modulation of the plasma lines - 3 minutes after the first release. The 
frames are 4: seconds apart. 
Dlf  f raction 
Pattern 
(naturai ref lectlon height) 
HF wave 
Figu.re 3. Schematic showing refraction of HF wave by barium cloud resulting in 
both shadowed and interference regions above the cloud. 
Title: Ionosphere Focused Heating 
Principal Investigator: P. A. Bemhardt 
Collaborative Investigators: D. E. Hunton, C. Pollack, F. T. Djuth, L. M. Duncm, P. E. &go, 
C. Stokes, P. Rodriguez, C. Siefring, H. Romero, L. Wagner, J. Goldstein. 
Location: Arecibo High-Frequency Radio Heater Beam 
Altitude: 250 krn 
Time: Night Launch 04: 1 1 AST, Release 04: 14:30 
Date: 30 May 1992 
Chemicals: 40 kg. CF3Br (Trifluoromethylbromide) 
The Ionospheric Focused Heating (IFTI) experiment was designed to (1) demonstrate the use of 
chemical releases to enhance the effective radiated power of high-power HF facilities, (2) masure in 
situ the turbulence in the heated plasma, and (3) determine the relationship for a wide v ~ e @  of 
phenomena that simultaneously occur during ionospheric heating experiments. The rocket payled 
for the IFH experiment consisted of a chemical release and a set of instruments. The IF;III payload 
was launched on 30 May 1993 during the Combined Release and Radiation Effects SateEte ( 
program. All of the CRRES Caribbean rockets took off from the north coast of Puefio Kco. The 
C m S  rocket campaign, called "El Coqui" was organized to take advantage of the ionospheric 
heating facility, incoherent scatter radar, and other ground support diagnostics located new the 
Arecibo Observatory in Puerto Rico [Djuth, 19931. 
The tern "Ionospheric Heating" refers to ionospheric modification by high power radio wraves. The 
transmitted high frequency (H[F) electromagnetic wave is called the pump. The effec~ve radiated 
power (ERP) of the pump for HF facilities typically ranges from 50 to greater rlam 1 GW. The 
ERP is calculated as the product of the transmitter power and th faciliv. The 
ERP of the Arecibo HF facility was about 50 MVV at the 5.1 MI-Iz tbie El C o q ~  
campaign. The HF beam was tilted 12 degrees to the north to allow penetration by the rockets 
without endangering populated areas. .The tilted beam lowered the ERP of the nomdly vefiicd 
beam. 
The Arecibo incoherent scatter radar (ISR) is a primary diagnostic for the hei3ted plasma. The 
transmitted wave ( f ~  = 430 MHz) from the radar is scattered from plasma waves (fp,,) yielding 
scattered electromagnetic waves (f,) that are received with the 300 meter dish mtema loeated at 
Arecibo. Scattering takes place from either electron plasma (Langmuir) waves or ion atecaus~c waves. 
The scattering conditions require that the scattering wavelength is equal to one-half the t r a n s ~ a e d  
wavelength (h = C l f ~  = 0.698 m) of the radar. Consequently, the Arecibo ISR only detects sczhne 
sizes of h/2 = 0.35 meters. 
The components of the ISR spectrum from Arecibo has been described by Showen md E m  119781. 
Without ionospheric heating, ISR received spectrum is mainly composed of the tlhennd ion Gne 
which is scatter by natural ion acoustic waves. When the powerful HF transmlittm is 
enhanced ion lines may be produced by scatter from HF induced ion acoustic waves. All ion line 
spectra reside within about 10 kHz of the radar frequency. Upshifted plasma lines are scamred by 
downgoing electron plasma (DEP) waves. Similarly, downshifted plasma lines are scattered by 
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upgoing e l ~ t r o n  plasma (UEP) waves. The frequencies of these lines fall near f~ + f w  where f w  is 
the pump .f equency. 
The el~komagnetic pump may be scattered by plasma waves to yield stimulated electromagnetic 
e ~ s s i o n s  (SEE) [Thide et al., 19891. SEE is often characterized by a downshifted maximum (DM) 
located about 15 kT3z below the pump frequency. When the pump frequency is located near a 
thle electron cyclotron frequency (n f,), the DM vanishes and a broad upshifted maximum 
be found in the spectrum recorded on the ground. Stimulated Raman and two-plasmon 
dxay processes may yield electromagnetic emissions at 112 and 312 the pump frequency [Bernhardt 
and Duncan, 1987; Derblom et al., 19891. During the IFH experiment, both ISR and SEE 
masmreznents were made near 112, 1 and 312 the pump frequency. The SEE observations were 
conducted  will^ a radio frequency spectrum analyzer connected to a broad band receiving antenna. 
The process I;or conversion of high power radio waves into plasma waves (called anomalous 
absorption) hi= been explained by parametric instabilities [Fejer, 19791 or Strong Langmuir 
Tun;bulence [Dubois et al., 19901. With the parametric decay instability (PDI), the pump 
electromagnetic wave is converted into two plasma waves, an electron plasrna wave and an ion 
aeousfic wave propagating in opposite directions. The frequency of the electron plasma waves is 
offset Erom the pump frequency by the frequency of the ion acoustic wave. Using another threewave 
prwess, the plrely growing model can yield upgoing and downgoing electron plasma waves at the 
p u q  fiequenc:y. 
Sbong Sanpilir Turbulence (SLT) has been developed to explain turbulence arising from more than 
r"nree wave interactions. The nonlinear evolution of the heated plasma leads to the generation of 
eavitons that trap electron plasma waves. The size of the cavitons is on the order of 0.5 meter for 
ionospbe~c plasmas. In general, SLT yields a wider spectrum of Langrnuir waves than the PDI. 
High power radio waves simultaneously produce large scale (>lo krn) cavities, medium scale 
hegul&~es (-1 km), and small scale Langmuir turbulence (-1 m). Often, these scales are located in 
the same regioln of heated plasma. At Arecibo, large scale cavities produced by thermal expansion of 
llhe plarna have been observed near the reflection point of the HF beam [Duncan et al., 1988; Hansen 
et d., 19983. Inside these cavities the ISR often detects enhanced ion lines from trapped ion acoustic 
waves [Dmcas et al., 1988; Bernhardt et al., 19891. 
The effects of electron acceleration are seen as airglow clouds near the HF wave reflection point. 
Supradbemd c:lectrons result from electron plasma waves acting on the thermal population ion the F- 
layer, They may also be generated during the collapse of cavitons. Fluxes of energetic electrons can 
cofisiondy wicite the red-line (630 nm) and green-line (557.7 nm) emissions from atomic oxygen in 
the upper amosphere. The electron energies required to measurably excite the two lines are 3.5 and 
6.0 eV, respectjlvely. The measured intensities of 630.0 and 557.7 emissions have been analyzed to 
yield e s b a t e s  sf the suprathermal electron energy spectra [Bernhardt et al., 19891. Images of the 
630 nrn ajirg1o.w enhancements produced by the Arecibo HF facility have been obtained with low- 
Bight-level cameras by Bernhardt et al., 1989. The shape of the airglow clouds matches the cross- 
sw~orn of the IW antenna beam. The motion of the airglow results from the plasma drift of the large- 
=ale cavities tlmt capture the radio wave beam. 
For decades scientists have conducted experiments with chemical releases from rockets, high power 
na&o wave injections and satellite releases of barium and lithium into the ionosphere. In October 
1989 and Pnugust 1990, the Negative-Ion, Cation Release Experiment (NICARE-1 and -2) were 
c ~ e d l  out using chemicals such as SFg, Ni(C0)4, and CF3Br to attach electrons in the ionosphere 
md  yield negative ions. From 1985 optical measurements of accelerated electrons during heating 
experiments were conducted using imagers in Puerto Rico and in Russia. Experimental experience 
combined with simulations and theory have provided a basis for the new IFH experiment. 
ACCOMPLIS S : 
The IFH experiment demonstrated that (1) the release of a chemical with a large e:lectron f l ~ t y  em 
produce a large, 30 km hole in the F-region and (2) that this hole acts like a conve:rgent lens to fmms 
the Mn; pump waves. Using a 1200 km baseline, the NRL Channel Probe  demonstrated that 
communications channels can be influenced by simultaneous action of chemical renews and ra&o 
wave heating. With in situ Langmuir probes, ion probe, and plasma wave receivers, the 
experimenters obtained unique observations of the electron densities and plasma waves hside the 
chemically modified region. Small scale structures, on the order of 1 - 100 meters in size, were 
detected using the high resolution instrumentation. The thermal energy capped hermlisghere 
spectrograph (-IECHS) instrument detected a strong burst of particles only just after the release. 
Broadening of the frequency spectrum around the electromagnetic pump wave in&cated nodinear 
interactions between electrostatic turbulence produced by the chemical release and the IIF hem. 
Based on numerical simulations of wave propagation through the modified ionosphere, scien~st 
have shown that the Wicial hole acts like a thick lens to focus the HF beam onto a ref l~eon poht lirn 
the ionosphere. The focusing increases the power density of the electromagnetic wave by more &m a 
factor of 50 and, through nonlinear processes, enhances in the ion-acoustic and elebcon accelera~sn 
and enhanced airglow has recorded during periods of strong Langmuir turbulence. However, d ~ n g  
the IFH experiment no evidence of electron acceleration was recorded. 
The IFH rocket carried an instrument and chemical payload along a trajectory that crossed the 
intersection of the beams from the 430 MHz incoherent scatter radar and the 5.11 MII;e ~ g h  power 
facility near Arecibo. The release of 30 kg of CF$r into the F-region at 285 km altibde prduced an 
ionospheric hole that acted like a convergent lens to focus the HF transmission~s. The eqdvdent 
radiated power inside the radio beam was raised from 50 MW to over 5000 by the  on of the 
30 km diameter lens. Surprisingly, no enhancements in optical emissions were cjbserved that codd 
be attributed to the focusing inside the chemically produced cavity. Instead, a .wide range of laew 
processes were recorded by in situ and ground based instruments. These include: smdlscde ~ c r o -  
cavities (< 1 meter) and down shifted electron-plasma (Langmuir) waves inside the h f i c i d  eaviq, 
electron density spikes at the edge of the cavity, and Langmuir waves trapped in ion-mo-rdus (6 
meter) cavities near the radio wave reflection altitude. The Ionospheric Focused Heakg e x p d e n t  
verified some the preflight predictions but, after a preliminary look at the measurements, more 
questions were raised than were answered. 
Experiment Concept - Chemically Produced Cavity 
At Arecibo, large-scale cavities and enhanced ion-acoustic waves have been found to be coincident 
with electron acceleration that produces airglow [Bernhardt et al, 19891. The prwesses &at couple 
these phenomena are not understood so an experiment was devised to control the cavity fomafion 
and then see the response of the enhanced ion lines and the optical emissions. The: active expehent 
used a chemical to form a large electron scale cavity in the HF beam. The effects of the hf ic id  
cavity on the heated ionosphere were recorded with in situ and ground based insmmnts. TKs 
experiment was called the Ionospheric Focused Heating OFH) experiment because it was &ought tllal: 
the chemically produced cavity would focus the HF yielding substantially larger fie:ld sbrenm for the 
HF waves. 
The ionospheric hole was produced by the release of CF3Br which removed elec@ons by ~ s s o c i a ~ v e  
attachment. The effectiveness of this chemical was demonstrated in the F-region d ~ n g  theNASA 
sponsored NICARE 1 experiment [Bernhardt et al., 19911. The dissociative attachment reac~on is: 
CF3Br + e- ----> Br+ + CF3 rate coefficient: kl - 10-7 cm3Is. (1) 
With a 30 kg release of this material, the electron population is depleted within 143 km of the release 
point pernhardt et al., 19911. The negative and positive ions are mutually n e u t d h d  by LXle reae~on 
Br + Q+ ----> Br* + O* rate coefficient: U - 16-8 cm3ls. (2) 
Measuements of airglow a e  coqlicated by the presence of excitd atomic oxygen that may yield 
green-line (557.7 m) or rd-line (630.0 m) edssions. Care must be sen to distinguish between 
airglow excited by s elecbon Rues a d  by chelslicd =ations in h e  negative ion plasm, 
Thc plasma waves mcarared in sitr; tkiz El3 expe~ilizni were expaieb to "u estt.ongiy 
influenced by the presence of the negative ions. During the NICARE 1 and 2 experiments, new wave 
modes are excited inside the negative ion cloud even without the presence of a high power radio wave 
[Ganguli et al., 19931. Enhanced electric field fluctuations come from lower hybrid waves, ion 
plasma waves, and ion cyclotron waves excited by the presence of Br and 0+ in the chemically 
modified plasma [Scales et al., 19931. With the IFH experiment, the addition of an electromagnetic 
pump field added to the complexity of plasma wave structures in the negative ion cloud. 
The magnitude of the focusing by the chemically produced cavity was estimated in the theoretical 
paper by Bernhardt and Duncan [1987]. This paper showed that an ionospheric hole on the 
bottomside of the F-layer would yield a 20 dB increase in the HF pump near the focal region. The 
heating at the focus yielded channeling of the HF beam. 
In situ instruments were delivered by Naval Research Laboratory, Phillips Lab, and Marshall Space 
Flight Center for integration into the payload in 1990. The launch of AA-4 occurred on 30 May 1992 
at 041 1 Atlantic Standard Time (081 1 Universal Time) from the launcher located near Vega Baja in 
Puerto Rico. The release of 30 kg of CF3Br occurred at 08: 13:49.8 UT within 5 km of the center of 
the Arecibo HF beam. Figure 1 illustrates the locations of the flight trajectory, heater beam, ISR scan 
projected onto the ground plane containing the island of Puerto Rico. The CF3Br release occurred 
slightly to the east of the HF beam center. The ISR beam positioned at the release point based on 
post launch extrapolations for the rocket trajectory and commanded release. After the ionospheric 
hole was well developed, the ISR was scanned in azimuth to keep track of the westward convection 
of the ionospheric hole. The I .  rocket was fully instrumented to measure the plasma densities, 
electric fields, plasma waves, and suprathermal electrons expected to be detected in the modified 
plasma (Table I). The placement of the sensors is shown in Figure 2. 
Both electron and ion densities were measured using probes on the IFH rocket. The Naval Research 
Laboratory provided a double Langmuir probe that was biased at a fixed voltage (+6 V) to collect 
electrons. The separation between the two probes was 1.26 meters. Two disk probes biased to 
collect ions were mounted on the payload skin just aft of the E-Field Booms. The disk probes, one 
small (1.5") and one large (37, were provided by the Phillips Laboratory. 
Multiple electric field and plasma wave receivers were provided by the Naval Research Laboratory 
covering the 0 to 10 MHz frequency range. The electric fields were detected with booms deployed 
from the payload after launch. The spacings between sensors on the booms varied from 0.3 to 3.4 
meters. Plasma waves near the HF pump frequency of 5.1 MHz were detected with four radio 
frequency sensors with spacings of 5.5 and 11 cm. 
The energy spectrum of suprathermal electrons between 2 and 100 eV was to be detected with the 
Thermal Electron Capped Hemispherical Spectrometer (TECHS) instrument provided by Marshall 
Space Flight Center. The TECHS was mounted on the opposite side of the EF-5 and EF-6 booms. 
Unfortunately, after launch the voltage sweep was lost on the instrument and the energies of the 
detected electrons has not been determined. 
In Situ Measurements 
The data from the flight instruments can be divided into 5 phases (Figure 3). In Phase 0, before the 
release, the electron density measurements contain both spin modulation and fine scale irregularities 
from the heater (Figure 3a). For the f ~ s t  9 seconds (Phase 1) after the CF3Br release, the depressed 
plasma is pitted with narrow micro cavities with sizes of 1 meter or less (see Figure 3b). A high 
resolution sample of this data is given in Figure 4a. The micro cavities were recorded by both 
Langmuir probes. Usually the features smaller than the distance between the two probes were 
detected only at one of the probes. The micro cavities larger than 2 meters were usually measured 
with both probes simultaneously. 
During Phase 2, the IFH payload entered the negative-ion cloud boundary layer where the electron 
density is 1 to 10 % of ambient (Figures 3b and c). The density fluctuations were dominated by 
spikes with widths of about seven meters. A detailed sample of these micro spikes is illustrated in 
Figure 4b. These enhancements are interpreted to be regions where electrons neutralize the regions of 
negative-ion microcavities in a relatively uniform positive ion background. Further investigation of 
the data from the Phillips Laboratory positive-ion, disk probe is required to verify this speculation. 
The amplitude of density fluctuations decreased until the rocket payload approached the 5.1 MHz 
reflection region. Between 31 1 and 316 km altitude at times 21 through 30 seconds after release, the 
fluctuation level increased until, near the critical density of 3.23 x 105 cm-3, large (up to 40%) density 
reductions were found (Figures 3d and 4c). Note that the irregularities must have been newly formed 
by the HF wave because this reflection level at the top of the ionospheric hole did not exist ten 
seconds earlier. The scale sizes of the cavities in this region were on the order to an ion cyclotron 
radius (6 meters). Similar size structures have been reported by M.C. Kelley and coworkers [private 
communication, 19931 during a rocket flight through the Arecibo heater beam on 9 June 1993 . After 
passing through the reflection level, the rocket entered the unheated plasma labeled phase 4 in figure 
3d. Here, the electron density fluctuations decreased to values of Adn less than one percent. 
The sudden effects of chemical release were recorded by the in situ measurements of the 5.1 MHz 
pump wave using the NRL downconverters (Figure 5). Before the CF3Br release (Phase o), the 
payload traveled through the ambient ionosphere heated with 5.1 MHz HF beam. Quasi periodic 
variations in the amplitude of the 5.1 MHz pump were produced as the payload passed through the 
standing-wave (or Airy) pattern of the reflected HF signal. The measured spacing between the nulls 
in this pattern was 71.5 meters, slightly larger than the free space wavelength h = 58.8 meters 
(Figures 6 a,b,c). After the release, the electric field amplitude increased by more than a factor of 
three and the periods between nulls was as short as 22 meters less than a free space wavelength 
(Figures 5 c,d,e). 
The frequency spectrum from the 5.1 MHz downconverter on the IFH rocket is shown in Figure 6. 
While the rocket payload was inside the ionospheric hole, the 5.1 MHz pump was broadened into a 
downshifted spectrum with a width of 1.3 kHz. This broadening started at the time of the release 
(169.3 seconds after launch). The intensities of the downshifted waves were more than 10 dB above 
the prerelease level. The width and intensity of the waves returned to the prerelease level 14 seconds 
after release when the rocket had passed through the Phase 2 irregularities. A localized burst of broad 
band HF noise (Af ~8 kHz) was next recorded when the payload transited the critical region of the 
ionosphere during Phase 3. 
A plot of the electron density irregularities and the spectral deviations from 5.1 MHz show evidence 
of Langmuir waves coincident with the density cavities near the reflection level (Figure 7). This data 
is consistent with formation of field aligned irregularities that trap Langmuir waves generated by 
parametric decay instabilities. For Strong Langmuir Turbulence, one would expect to observe 
smaller cavities (< 1 meter) and a broader plasma wave spectrum (> 25 kHz) [DuBois, 19901. The 
absence of these effects suggests that SLT was not present when the IFH rocket passed though the 
HF reflection point. The measured irregularities are more consistent with the field-aligned ducts 
described by Muldrew [I978 and 1988 ] that trap Langmuir waves . 
Figure 8 illustrates the spectrum of electric fields obtained with sensors spaced by 3.4 meters on the 
E-field booms . Immediately after release, the E-field spectrum saturated resulting in a absence of 
data for the first 7 seconds after release (170 through 177 seconds after launch). While in the 
modified plasma, strong enhancements in electric fields were recorded beIow 500 Hz until the rocket 
passes through the critical region 29 seconds after release (199 seconds after launch). Between 180 
and 190 seconds, a VLF noise band appeared in the range 3.0-5.5 kHz. The amplitude of these 
waves are modulated by the spin of the rocket yielding vertical stripes in the spectra. These bands are 
located in the region of intense electron density spikes at the negative ion boundary layer illustrated in 
Figure 3c. An intensification of the low frequency electric field spectrum occurred when the payload 
passes though the reflection region for the HF waves in the time period 25 to 29 seconds after release 
(between 195 and 199 seconds in Figure 8). The spectral features seem to be the result of 
polarization electric fields in the structures composed of the 6-meter cavities. 
Incoherent Scatter Radar Measurements 
Even though the 5.1 MHz HF transmitter was in operation continuously, no enhanced ion lines were 
recorded before or up to 450 seconds after the launch of the IFH rocket. The trajectory of the rocket 
was measured by the sidelobes of the Arecibo radar. Backscatter by the thermal ion line showed the 
reduction in electron density following the chemical release. Both of these effects are shown by the 
left half of Figure 9. The azimuth of the radar was faed at 13 degrees until 300 seconds after launch. 
After which, the azimuth was scanned from one edge of the ionospheric hole to the other. 
The right half of Figure 9 shows the effects of focusing through the artificial hole. Because of a 
westward drift, the azimuth of the hole center was found to be located at an azimuth of -5 degrees, 
500 seconds after release. Around this time, a strongly enhanced ion line (EIL) was observed where 
the HF wave reflected at the critical density region. This region occurred where the pump frequency 
equals the electron plasma frequency across the top of the artificial hole. The intensity of this EL 
was the largest recorded during the May-July period of the El Coqui rocket campaign. This unusual 
intensification of the EL was the result of focusing by the chemically produced hole in the F-region. 
The radar plasma line (PL) went through a number a changes during the IFH experiment (Figure 10). 
Before the chemical release, a weak PL was recorded near the HF reflection height of 290 km in the 
F-region. During the fast ten seconds following the release, the plasma line was recorded at multiple 
altitudes between 285 and 300 km. The intensity increased by 10 dB in a path aligned with the rocket 
trajectory between 295 and 300 km. After this initial enhancement, the PL vanished only to reappear 
at the top of the chemically produced cavity with an intensity comparable to the prerelease value. The 
strongest enhancements in the PL occurred between 280 and 430 seconds after release. This is the 
same time when the strongest enhanced ion lines were observed. At 480 seconds after launch (310 
seconds after release) the azimuth scan reversed directions. Both the plasma line and enhanced ion 
line show mirror image symmetry around this time. This indicates that long-lived turbulence was 
excited at the HF reflection layer. 
The spectra of the plasma lines were obtained during the data gaps shown as white vertical bars in 
Figure 10. The downshifted plasma line spectrum taken 504 seconds after launch is illustrated in 
Figure 11. This plasma line shows all of the characteristic features (i.e., growing mode, decay line, 
cascade bump) of an unfocused plasma line at Arecibo. 
Based on raytracing through a model ionosphere, the source of the enhanced turbulence has been 
attributed to focusing by the chemically produced cavity. Without the chemical release, the pump 
beam reflects near 300 km independent of ray launch angle (Figure 12a). In the early phase of the 
release, the strong electron density gradients form a focal point inside the ionospheric hole. Using an 
electron density model that matches the ISR electron density profile 10 seconds after the CF3Br 
release, the focus is 8 km from the center of the hole whereas the upper reflection boundary of the 
hole is 15 krn from the center (Figure 12b). The hole evolves by the action of chemistry and plasma 
transport. At some point in the evolution, the HF focal point and the reflection boundary coalesce 
yielding a region of large electric fields. This condition occurs at about 300 seconds after release. 
Figure 12c shows a tube of rays focused on the upper boundary of the ionospheric hole 293 seconds 
after release. This is the time period when the unusual enhancements of ion acoustic and electron 
plasma waves were observed in the ISR data, 
Other Ground-Based Observations 
A complete set of optical instruments were operated at the Arecibo Observatory during the IFH 
experiment. Photometers with 5 degree fields of view were pointed at the release location and 
recorded the 557.7 and 630.0 nm emissions. A low-light-level CCD camera with a 60 degree field of 
view recorded 630 nm emissions from the release and HF focusing regions. A description of these 
instruments is given by Bernhardt et al. [1988]. The only enhancement of airglow during the IFH 
experiment occurred immediately after the CF3Br release. A 20 Rayleigh increase in 557.7 nm came 
from the excited atomic oxygen that was a product mutual neutralization reaction (2). No 
enhancements in the airglow were recorded by the photometers or imager at the time of the strongly 
enhanced ion line. This is surprising because previous experiments at Arecibo have suggested that 
extremely strong enhanced ion lines are accompanied by measurable increases in redline airglow 
Bernhardt et al., 1988; 19891. 
Observations of stimulated electromagnetic emissions (SEE) were attempted at Arecibo, PR and 
Providenciales, Caicos. No SEE was detected during the entire El Coqui campaign. This is not 
totally unexpected because previous experiments have demonstrated that SEE is more often observed 
at higher latitude heating facilities [Thide et al, 19891. 
Finally, bistalic HF propagation links were set up between Dominica and Providenciales, Caicos 
during the IFH release, as well as others. Propagation frequencies were chosen to reflect near the 
release points for chemicals. The CF3Br release produced a large Doppler shift in the HF wave 
passing through the disturbed regions. 
Conclusions 
The IFH chemical release produced a large (> 30 km) hole in the F-layer centered within 6 km of the 
5.1 MHz HF beam. The reactions between CF3Br and the ambient electrons yielded a turbulent 
negative-ion plasma. The action of the high power radio wave on the negative-ions, positive ions, 
and electrons produced microcavities with diameters of 1 meter of less and factors of 10 or greater 
reductions in the already depressed plasma density. In the boundary layer between the negative-ion 
and electron dominated regions, electron density spikes are recorded with the in situ Langmuir 
probes. These spikes have been interpreted as cavities in the negative ions that are filled by electrons 
to maintain charge neutrality. 
The in situ measurements of the electron density near the HF reflection region at the top of the 
ionospheric hole shows electron plasma waves trapped in cavities the size of the positive-ion gyro- 
radius. The frequency spread of these Langmuir waves is 8 kHz or less. The characteristics of the 
cavities region are not consistent with cavitons described by Strong Langmuir Turbulence (SLT) 
theory. Instead, the structure observed at the reflection region is probably associated with field 
aligned cavities trapping Langmuir waves generated by the parametric decay instability (PDI) as 
described by Muldrew [1978, 19921. 
The artificial ionospheric hole yielded 10 to 20 dB enhancements in the pump wave by focusing, 
consistent with the predictions by Bernhardt and Duncan [1987]. The strongest focusing lasted 
for 150 seconds after the ionospheric hole had evolved so that the focal point was located on the 
reflection level at the top of the hole. The amplitude of the ion acoustic waves and electron 
plasma oscillations were increased by more than 20 dB during the period of the strongest 
focusing. The absence of airglow enhancements during this time is difficult to explain. Heated 
induced airglow usually comes from suprathermal electrons colliding with ambient atomic 
oxygen. The negative ions trapped on the magnetic field lines below the HF reflection level may 
have scattered the suprathermal electrons before they could excite the oxygen. The IFH 
experiment has demonstrated that the release of an electron attachment chemical will form an 
artificial lens in the F-region that may be used to increase the power density of any HF facility. 
The effective radiated power of these facilities will be increased by about 20 dB for periods of 
time longer than 2 minutes. 
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Table I 
INSTRUMENTATION FOR THE IFH ROCKET 
Experiment Group Sensor Parameter Specifications Sample Rate (Is) 
Langrnuir Probes 
LP1 NRL 
LP2 NRL 
20 cm Probe Electron 
20 cm Probe Density 
20 cm Probe Relative 
20 cm Probe Density 
11 kHz 
11 kHz 
NRL 
NRL 
3.0" Disk 
1.5" Disk 
Ion Oto>106cm-3 1kHz 
Density 0 to >lo6 cm-3 10 lcHz 
DPl 
DP2 
Electric Fields 
DC,LF,AC 14 
DC.LF.AC 12 
NRL 
NRL 
4.3 m Dipole 
0.3 m Dipole 
DCand Oto5.6kHz 11.2 ksampls 
Low Freq. 0 to 5.6 kHz 11.2 
NRL 
NRL 
0.3 m Dipole 
0.3 m Dipole 
E-Fields 0 to 5.6 kHz 11.2 kSamp/s 
0 to 5.6 kHz 11.2 kSamp/s 
Langrnuir 2.5 to 12MHz One 1600 point 
and Pump 2.5 to 12MHz S p e c W s  
Waves 5.050+75kHz 4Mb/s, 12bIw 
5.075 +75 kHz 4MB/s, 12bIw 
DownConv. 1 
Down Conv. 2 
Down Conv. 3 
Down Conv. 4 
NRL 
NRL 
NRL 
NRL 
Energy Spectra 
TECHS 
Electrons 
MSFC 
45" x 15" 
Cylinder 
(8) 
Thermal .2to 30eV (32) 320 msec for 
32x8 spectrum 
Figure Captiom 
Figure 1. Ground projection of the IFH rocket trajectory relative to the island of h e m  Rco. The 
location of the 5.1 MHz HF heater and the 430 MHz UHF radar beams are also in&cated. The 
CF3Br release occurred along the trajectory slightly to the east of the center of the Ell? ha. 
Figure 2. Sensors and instruments on the IFH rocket. The chemical canister w a  located between 
the instrument section and the rocket motor. 
Figure 3. Electron density on the IFH rocket in four ten second periods. The vdues are de~ved 
assuming that electron density is proportional to the measured current from the hmuk probe 
LP2. In regions of very low density, such as phase 1 and the early part of phase 2, the nega~ve ions 
may provide a substantial portion of the Langmuir probe current. Density fluctuatjions are evidence of 
(a) rocket spin, (b) micro cavities, (c) spikes, and (d) heater induced cavities. The rmket spwd a d  
altitude at the beginning of each period is indicated along with the initial time after lamch. 
Figure 4. Details of several regions of Figure 3. The time, speed, and altitude of each segment is 
given along the top of each data sample. 
Figure 5. In situ measurements of the electric fields near the 5.1 pump wave. A lxge increase 
in wave amplitude follows the CF3Br release. 
Figure 6. Spectrogram of the pump fields and associated Langmuir waves. The spec(aa is natwdly 
divided into (1) a prerelease narrow line, (2) downshifted broadening after release, (3) a burst when 
passing through the HF reflection level 196 to 199 second after launch, and (4) a &sapgearnee of kPle 
pump thereafter. 
Figure 7. Detail of the electron density and Langmuir waves around 5.1 near the H F  ~ B e l i i o n  
level. The Langmuir waves seem to be trapped inside the density cavities. 
Figure 8. Spectra of electric fields measured between sensors EF1 and EF4 of Figure 2. The low 
frequency fields are enhanced inside the negative ion cloud and when the rocket passes bough the 
HF reflection region. 
Figure 9. Incoherent scatter ion line obtained by the Arecibo radar during the lFl3 exge~ment. The 
radar backscatter is affected by (1) reduction of electron density in the F-layer, (2) side-lobe sealher 
from the rocket body, and (3) enhanced ion acoustic waves at the top of the F-layer hole. The radas 
was operated in a spectral mode during the times of data gaps in the figure. 
Figure 10. Incoherent scatter measurement of the plasma line at 430 - 5.1 . The plasma line 
shows (1) the HF reflection layer before the release, (2) a brief focusing after release, (3) a new 
reflection height at the top of the ionospheric hole, and (4) 20 dB increase in the plasma line after 
focusing occurs. 
Figure 11. Spectrum of the downshifted plasma line during the time of intense fwushg. 
Figure 12. Rays from the 5.1 MHz HF transmitters propagating through (a) the unmo~f"led Flayer, 
(b) the ionospheric hole 10 seconds after release, and (c) the hole at a later time when the focal goht 
is at the HF reflection level. The electron density contours are derived from a spherical release mde1 
adjusted to fit density measurements obtained from the ISR radar. 
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F i g u r e  12, 
Title: Ealy-Birne Multi-ion Expansion Processes, Simulation of Interhemispheric Ion Flows, and HF- 
hdueed Ionospheric Striations 
Psincipd Investigator: E. P. Szuszczewicz 
Collaborative Investigators: F. T. Djuth, L. M. Duncan, F. Herrero, 6. Earle, 2;. Klos, 
M. Ponpab, P. A. Bernhardt, D. Papadopoulos 
haGon:  tluacibo HF Heater Beam, Puerto Rico 
Launch: Davi, 8:37:31 UT 
Date: 6 Juine 1991 
C b e ~ c d s :  Four 2.25 kg. Barium releases; 3 with lithium doping. (Bd 51% by mole Lithium, Ba/ 
5 1% by mk Lithium, B d  2% by mole % Lithium) 
Using an instrumented sounding rocket, four small barium releases with chemical dopants were 
released in the Arecibo vicinity and the ensuing expansion processes diagnosed. The primary science 
objecbve was ito study early-time multi-ion processes with applications to the simulation and testing 
s f  models for solar wind and inter-hemispheric ionospheric-magnetospheric flows. The experiment 
was also designed to investigate fundamental mechanisms of plasma expansions parallel and 
prpen&eulx 1.0 a magnetic field, and to study momentum and energy coupling of expanding plasmas 
to the ba~kground geoplasma environment. The principal diagnostics for this experiment were in-situ 
observations, ground based optics, and multi-frequency radars, supported by background 
ionospheic measurements using the Arecibo ISR and the Ramey digisonde. The experimental plan 
also involved am element synergistic with AA-3A, since the AA-3B trajectory provided the possibility 
for an uplleg penetration of the HF heater beam yielding in-situ particle and yield measurements in the 
pmrbed ionospheric domain. 
With a B-field sensitive attitude control system we were able to execute an experiment scenario which 
separately stuched the parallel- and perpendicular-to-B expansion mechanisms. Our emphasis is on 
IiaeavyAight iori mixtures using controlled amounts of Ba+ and Li+ to mimic the 0+ to H+ mass ratio 
in Ihe p l a r  wind. We emphasize the very-early-time expansion phase (i.e., t 5 0.5 sec), as the cloud 
evolves from ccontinuum, through transitional, to collisionless flow regimes and we focus on the 
mass sensi~ve aspects of the expansion process as they are manifested in B-field controls, snowplow 
effects, and eharged-particle acceleration mechanisms. We consider kinetic and electrodynamic 
m e c h ~ s m s ,  Saha and photo-ionization processes, and the limited role of W radiation in the very 
emliest phases of the expansion. In this working paper we concentrate only on the first two releases 
done near apogee which explore gyro-kinetics and quasi-parallel-to-B expansion mechanisms. We 
also coneelatralte on the pulsed plasma probe results and the corresponding measurements of the 
t e q o r d  evolution of the cloud as manifested in its characteristics in total density and ion 
d i s c ~ ~ n a t o r y .  effects. Preliminary findings show: 1) clear evidence of gyro-kinetic effects on a 
Saha-&e io&ation source (i.e., an ionization process that operates at the very earliest phases of the 
cloud's evolution), 2) manifestations of snowplowed 0+, 3) substantial quantities of Ti+ in what 
o&emise shoiuld have been primarily Ba+ and Li+ in the expanding cloud, and 4) the need for a 
nodinear i o k , a ~ o n  source at t < 50 msec to quantitatively match the observed cloud densities. 
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Introduction 
The rocket payload was launched on day 158 (June 6, 1992) at 8:37:31 UT (4,:37:31 L.T.) to an 
apogee approaching 370 km. The F-region ionosphere had been well behaved in. the hours pior to 
launch with the F2 peak nominally around 300 km and foF2 nominally at 8.5 h m .  The time of 
launch was scheduled to guarantee that each of three chemical releases would be in fie sudit Fa 
region, with the Earth's shadow height still high enough to minimize influences on gound-based 
optical diagnostics designed to remotely study the expansion processes as the rocket payload exwuted 
detailed "in-situ" measurements of particle and field distributions of the expan&ng cloud in fie 
background ionosphere. 
Figure 1 illustrates the experiment scenario which involved three release events. The F ~ s t  wo 
involved Li-doped Ba (releases A and B) and the third involved the simultaneous release of two 
canisters containing Ba with no dopants. In all cases the canisters were thernste releases at m 
approximate ignition temperature of 2600 OK .  Here we concentrate on releases A and B with dems  
of the scenarios and the chemical constituents in the canisters presented in Table 1. 
The payload was equipped with an attitude control system which allowed each of the c ~ s t e r s  to be 
separated from the parent plasma diagnostic platform in a prescribed and controlled fasKon. In cases 
A and B the canisters were jettisoned upwards along the magnetic field so tlhat at the em of 
detonation the expanding cloud ions would be directly fluxtube-coupled to the diagnos~cs pafload. 
Timers were set so that releases A and B occurred with canister-payload separations s f  186 and 684 
meters, respectively. In the case of the third event, the simultaneous release of canisters C and D, hlhe 
separation process took place to guarantee that the expansion of the cloud ions in the & w ~ o n  of the 
diagnostic payload was perfectly perpendicular to B. 
The instrument complement and diagnostic capabilities are summarized in Table 2. 
Overview of Measurement Results 
A synoptic view of the pulse plasma probe and wave detector results for releases A and B ae 
presented in Figures 2 and 3 respectively. Those figures show the time histories of relative cloud 
ion-densities. I, is the electron saturation current measured by the probe, and is &recay propohond 
to the plasma density N,. Ii is the ion saturation current measured by the probe whitch in zeroarder is 
directly proportional to Nj (mi)-l'2. The ratio provides a high-time-resolveid measurement of 
the mean-ion-mass. This is seen in Figure 4 which plots the theoretical dependtsnce of the (Mi)' 
measurement on ion mass. 
The probe measurements in both releases show a small increased density plateau oa the lea&g edge 
which will be demonstrated as primarily composed of snowplowed 0+ ions. The f i p e s  &so show a 
significant difference in the time histories of relative densities. Release A shows miul~file wMe 
release B shows only one major peak. The analysis which follows will deanonslrate that the 
differences are attributable to the experiment geometries. In release A the cloud and the &agnosljle 
payload are moving across the magnetic field at an angle of 3S0, while in release B bo& &e cloud md 
the payload are moving in a direction parallel to B. The end result is manifested by gyro-Ene~e 
motion of the cloud ions produced by Saha-like ionization. 
Modeling Aspects of the Clouds Evolution 
We note that the aspects of the cloud dynamics measured in this experiment are all witKm an 
approximate time of 0.5 seconds fiom initiation of the cloud release. This introduces atten~on to 
aspects of collision kinetics that might control the expansion process, and the cloud's op~ca l  
thickness which might preclude contributions from solar UV photo-ionization. Fi.gure 5 aMempts to 
address both these issues The left hand panel shows the dependence of the 0+ mean-fieepa& as the 
ambient ionospheric ion interacts in time and in space with the expanding cbud neubds. The 
neutrals themselves are modeled using a simple spherical diffusion approach with an eBec~ve 40% 
vapoka~on  applied to all canister chemicals (i.e., Ti, B, Li, and Ba). That left hand figure suggests 
&at h e ~ c  sn~owplow effects, if present at all, are there only at distances within 200 meters from the 
cloud center imd at times shorter than 50 ms. We therefore conclude that any observations of O+ 
density ehxac:teristics resulting in enhancements on the leading edge of the expanding cloud are more 
U e y  the efhcts of electrostatic processes and not collision kinetics. 
The right-han~d panel attempts to address the issue focused on the potential role of photo-ionization at 
the very exliest times studied in this experiment That panel plots the neutral cloud column density 
(the number cbf cloud neutrals in a column one meter squared, extending from the cloud center to its 
edge), We ecmpare this with the column density of the natural thermosphere from 100 krn to free 
space (the horizontal line at 3 x 1018 atomdm2). This number is used to represent the column density 
wKch effec~vely absorbs the bulk of photo-ionizing W radiation from the Sun. While a more 
igorous approach might be in order, the results here suggest that the cloud is optically thick for the 
fist  208 ms of its expansion process. One should therefore conclude (or at least anticipate) that 
emly- me ion observations will be dominated by an "instantaneous" Saha-like production process 
md a ~ o f i g l y  represent a point plasma source. We note in advance that Saha-ionization at 2600 OK. 
is insufficient to show quantitative agreement with measured density levels in the cloud, and there is 
the n ~ d  for another "instantaneous" ionization source to quantitatively explain the results. One such 
cadidate is a collision-induced streaming instability at times less than 50 ms. 
The ques~on of relative roles of ionization sources are taken one step further in Figure 6 which 
shows the time histories of Saha and photo-ionization characteristics in the clouds at the payload's 
posi~on of 1816 meters and 684 meters, in releases A (left hand panels) and B (right hand panels), 
~ r e s p ~ v e l y .  It is clear from the temporal characteristics that the Saha process gives rise to a pulse- 
like densiv response at the position of the diagnostics payload, while the photo-ionization process 
provides a longer-term near-constant characteristic. The Saha profile, while more similar to the 
observations than the photo-ionization mechanism, are still a poor representation for the multi-peak 
chxactelristics demonstrated by the P3 measurements. We investigate this further by imposing B- 
field con&olled gyro-kinetic dynamics on the Saha ions and discuss those results below. 
First we look ;at the geometry of the cloud in the release A configuration. This is shown in Figure 7. 
The reea@iar coordinate system has its origin at the cloud center. The x-direction defines the axis 
psallel to B and +x is the direction toward the diagnostics payload. The y-direction is in the plane of 
the magnetic field vector and the canisters bulk velocity vector and it defines the direction 
pepen&cular to B. At the release-A site the canister's center of mass velocity is moving at 1.23 
Wsec .  To c~onsider the gyro-kinetic motion we add the cloud's radial expansion velocity to its 
center-of-mas velocity and consider gyro-orbits a function of spherical coordinates 8 and o, and 
 me. b h p r t a n t  consideration involves the 3-dimensional aspects of the gyro-orbits and their 
intersection ~r i th  the VB plane (i.e., the plane containing the cloud's bulk velocity vector and the 
geomagne~c field) since this is the plane that contains the diagnostics payload, and the ~3 sensors 
wdl only see tlhe orbiting particles when they intersect that plane. 
A quick ovewiew of Larrnor radii for each of the chemical constituents in the cloud under release A 
c o n ~ ~ o n s  is depicted in Figure 8. We make only two major comments about the information in that 
viewgraph: 1 ) Li+ and B+, because of their light masses have small Lannor radii, of the order of 4 
md 6 mteHs respectively for 8 and o both near 90"; 2) the heavier ions Ti+ and Ba+ have maximum 
or r a ~  of 30 and 90 meters, respectively. This suggests improved P3 space-time diagnostics 
capab2iGes fo.r the Ti+ and Ba+ ions. We show this is indeed the case. 
We now r e m  to the P3 data for release A to revisit the structure and the temporal framework of the 
observa~ons. This data is shown in a different format in Figure 9 where the left and center panels are 
aneasurements; of electron-saturation and ion-saturation currents, respectively, while the right panel 
represen& ~3 measurements of mean-ion-mass. We draw attention to the major peaks and the smaller 
p e h  bewee11 them, arguing that in the numerical simulation results to be shown in the next figure 
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we identify the first peak with Ti+ and the second major peak with Ba+. The small peaks between 
them are Lannor-period multiples of Ti+. In all cases these peaks will be shown to be uniquely 
attributable to the mass-dependent gyro-kinetics of the species and their space-time depelidency as 
they intersect the plane containing the diagnostics payload. 
Figure 10 shows particle orbit intersections with the VB plane for Ti+ on the left and Ba+ on the 
right. Each of the panels left-to-right are at exactly the same times and the panels increase by 25 ms 
increments from top to bottom. The top panel shows the integration of intersecting particle orbits 
with the VB plane in the 275 - 300 ms time frame relative to the release initiation. The line to the rright 
in each of the panels identifies the location of the diagnostics payload relative to the center of the 
release located at the coordinates (0,O). When these particle orbits cross the line designating the 
payload location, the associated currents will be collected by the P3 instrumentation. The panels start 
at the 300 ms region because at all prior times there were no particle-payload intercepts. The first 
intercept occurs at 325 ms and only for Ti+ ions (see the second panel). At this point in the 
simulation P3 instruments would be measuring currents due only to Ti+ and no cunents due to %a+. 
The Ti+ currents last about 50 ms, then are undetectable in the 350-375 ms time frame, and reappea 
for P3 measurements again for about 50 ms between 350 and 425 ms. 
We now look to the right hand set of panels which are focused on Ba+ orbits. There were no Baf 
currents at the time of the first Ti+ intersection with the payload. There were no Ba+ cunent at the 
time of the second Ti+ intersection with the payload. But there were strong Ba+ currents (observed 
for the first time by P3) during the fourth Ti+ intersection. In terms of current nneasurements the 
numerical simulation suggests Ti+ currents as a pulse near 350, 375 and 400 nns., arad a Ba+ pulse 
(masking a fourth Ti+ peak) in the 425-475 ms time frame. This is in good agreement with the 
observations, considering the assumptions in the model. The current peaks mid associated ion 
masses are identified in the data shown in Figure 9. 
In Figure 9, we draw additional attention to the leading edge of the cloud which shows a plateau of 
increased densities (see characteristics in the 1, and Ij plots, the left and center panels, respectively). 
We maintain that this plateau is largely 0+, resulting from electrostatic snowplow effects. 
Associating this leading-edge plateau with O+ is supported by the P3 measurements of nnean-ion- 
mass reflected in the right-hand panel in Figure 9, which shows little-to no change in the mean-iion- 
mass measurement as the temporal characteristics move from the background environment of the O+- 
dominated F-region into the cloud. More quantitatively and more convincingly we point to the 
absolute values of the (l,Jlj)2 measurement in the third panel. We draw attention to the small plateau 
region at the cloud's leading edge with an (lJj)2 value near 10,000 to the region of the first observed 
peak, with a value near 40,000 and the region of the second major peak, with a value near 90,000. 
We identify those with O+, Ti+, and Ba+, respectively, and confirm those with the theoretical 
foundations for the analysis procedure presented earlier in Figure 4. Figure 4 shows that 118,000, 
40,000, and 90,000 are the (lF/lj)2 measurement domains for mean-ion-masses at 16, 48 and 137 
m u ,  respectively; that is O+, Ti+, and Ba+. 
Summary 
This rocket experiment provided a unique laboratory-like experiment to diagnose the very-early-time 
characteristics of an expanding cloud and its interaction with the background ionosphere. The 
preliminary findings point to the dominance of Saha-like ionization (or some other "instantaneous" 
ionization process) and gyro-kinetic single particle orbits as the controlling terms for the initial 
phensmenologicd and morphological characteristics of the expanding plasma. The "discovery" of 
Ti+ was unexpected, suggesting an incomplete understanding of the burning process in the canister, 
including the prevailing temperatures. At 2600 O K ,  Saha supports and justifies the hnetic calculations 
and qualitative features of ~3 measurements in the measured density profiles, but suggests density 
levels substantially lower than those observed. 
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E. Szuszczewicz, G. Earle, T. Bateman, Z. Klos, A. Kiraga, F. Herrero, 
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ARMQR,ORBTT PARTICLE CURRENT: 
JLA:.-4~ THE V,B PAYLOAD DETECTION PLANE 
AGU CRRL,-, 
EXPERIMENT AA-1 
Title: F-Region Irregularity Evolution 
Principal Investigators: E. C. Weber and F. T. Djuth, 
Collaborative Investigators: K. Groves, M.. Kelley, K. Vickery, L. Linson 
Location: Arecibo Incoherent Scatter Radar (ISR) Beam, Puerto Rico 
Altitude: 250 krn 
Time: Dawn, Launch 0501: 15 AST, Release -05:03:45 AST 
Date: 2 July 1992 
Chemicals: 22.5 kg. Bariud2 % by mole Strontium 
OBJECTIVE: 
The earth's ionosphere normally reflects high-frequency (HF) radio waves. This radio wave 
reflection off a smooth conducting ionosphere allows reception of AM radio, long range HF 
communications, and over-the-horizon surveillance radar. When stressed, this smooth layer fractures 
and somewhat like a fractured pane of glass obscures transmission in some directions and gives 
blinding glints in other directions. The ionosphere is electrically charged, and these fractures line up 
along the direction of the magnetic field and act like a picket fence to scatter radio waves. 
Understanding this plasma fracturing process is a great challenge, both at the level of basic physics 
and at a practical level of anticipating when the worldwide network of HF and satellite 
communications will experience degraded performance in certain regions of the world. This 
experiment and a companion experiment AA-7 will stimulate this plasma fracturing process with large 
barium releases in the F and E regions of the ionosphere over the Arecibo radar. The radar will 
diagnose the details of the structuring, and at the same time receivers on aircraft will monitor fading 
and disruption of satellite radio signals. Comparison of observation with theoretical predictions will 
be the acid test of present understanding of principles of plasma physics with far reaching 
implications. 
RESULTS: 
Figures 1 through 5 depict the electron density as recorded. 
TORTUGERO, PUERTO RICO 
STATION LEADER AND/OR OTHER CONTACl? 
Morgan W. McCook 
Consultant 
TYPE AND DESC ON OF DATA ACQUIRED: Still photography. ASA l(m color Fdm, 2 10 
mm f 5.6 lens. 
(S) OF VIEW OF INSTRWNTS: 12' - 13' 
PERIODS OF DATA: 0502 AST. Sequence of 11 frames - 1 minute intends. 
RATE: at intervals of 30 seconds. 
ASSESSMENT OF DATA QUALITY (CLOUD COVER, LIGHT CONT ATTON): Clear. 
Excellent quality and examples of short range visibility from launch area. 
IAL INGS: Barium found and photographed clearly. 
ADDITIONAL RESEARCH: Comparison of G-8 High Altitude release to coInpae visibility at 
widely different altitudes. 
ST. CROIX, USVI (CARIF3BEA.N) 
STATION LEADER AND/OR OTHER CONTACT: 
Wesley E. Swartz SPAN - wes@magneto.ee.cornell.edu 
Engineering Theory Center PHONE (607) 255-7120 
Comell University 
Ithaca, NY 14863 
TYPE AND DESC ON OF DATA: 50 MHz coherent backscatter radar data 
FIELD(S) OF VIEW: 5 degree beam, site location 17.65 N, 64.89 W. Beam a z i m u ~  fixed at 290.3 
degrees. Zero aspect angle at upper E region heights (130 - 150 km altitudes). 
ODs OF DATA: all night runs: 0000 to 1 100 hours, July 2 - July 1 1,1!>92 
s IPP during possible/actual launch times with 30 minute whdow 
ASSESSMENT OF DATA QUALITY (CLOUD COVER; LIGHT CONT ATION): Radw 
detection of releases was minimal to none detectable. Possible detection of rockets and release even@ 
are confused with ongoing meteoric activity. 




EXPERIMENT A-7 
Title: E-Regia~n Image Formation 
&cipd Investigator: E. C. Weber 
Collaborative Investigators: K. Groves, IF. T.. Djuth, M.. Kelley, J. Huba 
k a t i m :  40 lan north of Arecibo 
Tlirne: Dacv~1; Launch 0458 AST, Release -04:59:40 
Date J d y  4,1992 
Cihe~cds:  22.5 Kg. Bariud2% by mole Strontium 
The layers of the ionosphere, the D, E and G regions, are connected by magnetic field lines. In this 
expefiment a large barium release in the F-region will be placed so that the connected E region is 
&eeay over the Arecibo radar. This experiment is the companion to M - 1  discussed earlier. 
ST. CROM, USVI (CARIBBEAN) 
STATION BIVIER Andlor OTHER CONTAC'P 
Wesley E. S w m  SPAN - wes @magneto.ee.c0me1l.edu 
Ewaeehg -c: Theory Center PHONE (607) 255-7 120 
Come11 U~versity 
Iaaea, NV 14863 
DESC ON OF DATA: 50 MHz coherent backscatter radar data 
mLD(S)  OF V E W  5 degree beam, site location 17.65 N, 64.89 W. Beam azimuth fixed at 290.3 
degrees. Zero aspect angle at upper E region heights (130 - 150 km altitudes). 
PENODS OF DATA: all night runs: 0000 to 1100 hours, July 2 - July 11,1992 
S mG RAmS: 
11 ms IPlP msudy, 4 rns IPP during possible/actual launch times with 30 minute window 
ASSESSmNT OF DATA QUALITY (CLOUD COVER; LIGHT CONT ATION); Radar 
de t~ t ion  of relleases was minimal to none detectable. Possible detection of rockets and release events 
are c o h d  with ongoing meteoric activity. 
TORTUGERO, PUERTO RICO 
STATION ER AND/OR OTHER CONTACIT: 
Morgan W. McCook 
Consultant 
TYPE AND DESC ON OF DATA ACQUIRED: Still photography. ASA 1(fl  color fh, 210 
mm f 5.6 lens. 
FilELD(S) OF VIEW OF INSTRUMENTS: 12' - 13O 
PERIODS OF DATA: Sequence of 15 frames @ 1 minute intervals from 7/41 4:59 AST. 
RATE: at intervals of 30 seconds. 
ASSESSMENT OF DATA QUALITY (CLOUD COVER, LIGHT CONTAIMINATION): Clea. 
Excellent quality and examples of short range visibility from launch area. 
IAL FINDINGS: Barium found and photographed clearly. This is demonstrated in still 
photographs which follow of the Barium streak as visible from Tortugero, Puerto IRico. 
ADDITIONAL RESEARCH: Comparison of G- High Altitude release to compare visibsq at widdy 
different altitudes. 
AA-7 Barium Release Visible 
From 2 to 10 Seconds After Release 
Photographs by Morgan W. McCook, Consultant 
' 1 1  8 ' - '  p,--- - , 1 - ' - ., . ' I , ;  
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Title: HF Ionospheric Modification of a Barium Plasma 
Principal Investigators: F. T. Djuth and L. M. Duncan 
Collaborative Investigators: Edward C. Weber, M. C. Kelley, P.A. Bernhardt, J. Ruba 
Location: Arecibo High-Frequency Radio Heater Beam, Puerto Rico 
Altitude: 250 km 
Time: Dawn, Launch 0502 AST; Release -05:04:30 AST 
Date 12 July 1992 
Chemicals: 36 kg. Barium (Ba/2% by mole, Strontium), (Ba/2% by mole, Europium), @d4% by 
mole, Lithium) 
The Arecibo High-Frequency Radio Ionospheric Heater is a facility that is capable of b e d n g  
powerful radio waves upward into the ionosphere. These radio waves, millions of watts effec~ve 
power, are capable of "pushing the ionosphere around" and creating significant perturba~ons and 
structures. In this experiment a heavy barium plasma will replace the natural light ionosphere plaismna 
in the beam of the radio wave heater (Here "heavy" and "light" refer to the ~veight of ~e ions. 
Hydrogen and oxygen, the natural ions, have masses of 1 and 16 atomic mass units. wMe barjium is 
"heavy" with 137 mass units). The heater beam will then be turned onto the new heavy plasma md 
for the frrst time scientists will be able to see how this plasma responds to the pertwba~ons, m d  to 
compare the results to known results from previous heater experiments with the natwrd ionosphere. 
ST. CROIX, USVI (Caribbean) 
STATION LEADER AND/OR OTHER CONTACT: 
Wesley E. Swart- SPAN - wes@magneto.ee.cornell.edu 
Engineering - Theory Center PHONE: (607) 255-7 120 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, NY 14863 
TYPE AND DESCRTIIL'ON OF DATA: 50 MHz coherent backscatter radar data 
FELD(S) OF WEW: S degree beam, site location 17.65 N, 64.89 W. Beam miltnub fixed at 290.3 
degrees. Zero aspect angle at upper E region heights (130 - 150 km altitudes). 
PERIODS OF DATA: all night runs: to 1100 hours, July 2 - July 11,1992 
G RATES: 11 ms IPP usually, 4 ms IPP during possible/actual launch ~ m e s  w i ~  38 
minute window 
ASSESSMENT OF DATA QUALITY (CLOUD COVER; LIGHT CONT NATION); Rada 
detection of releases was minimal to none detectable. Possible detection of rockets and 
Abstract 
An ionospheric chemical release, designated AA-2, was performed on July 12, 1992 as part of the 
NASA Combined Release and Radiation Satellite (CRRES) El Coqui rocket campaign. The purpose 
of the AA-2 experiment was to study the interaction between a powerful radio wave and a high ion 
mass @a+), "collisionless" plasma. Approximately 35 kg of Ba were explosively released near the 
center of the Arecibo high-frequency (HF) beam at 252 km altitude. This was the largest Ba release 
of the CRRES experiments; it yielded a distinctive ionospheric layer having a maximum plasma 
frequency of 11 MHz. At earIy times (less than one minute after the release), the high-power HF 
beam produced the strongest Langmuir waves ever detected with the Arecibo 430 MHz radar. 
Initially, resonantly enhanced Langm.uk waves were observed only at the upshifted plasma line (i.e., 
near 430 MHz + ~HF, where ~ H F  is the frequency of the modifying HF wave); no HF-excited waves 
were apparent at the downshifted plasma line (430 MHz - h). At the time of maximum upshifted 
plasma line backscatter, the power asymmetry between the upshifted and downshifted lines was 
greater than 107. The upshifted plasma line was accompanied by strong HF-enhanced ion acoustic 
waves that were present only at the downshifted acoustic sideband. After geomagnetic field-aligned 
irregularities formed in the plasma, the amplitude of the upshifted and downshifted plasma lines were 
approximately equal. The experimental results seem to indicate that the so-called parametric decay 
instability can be excited in an extremely asymmetric manner; that is, the counterstreaming of induced 
Langmuir waves may not be symmetric relative to the HF wave electric field. In contrast, the 
parametric decay instability is by &fintion symmetric in a stationary homogeneous plasma,. New 
theoretical approaches aimed at resolving this dilemma are needed with particular attention paid to the 
role played by relatively steep plasma gradients. 
Introduction 
The Puerto Rico, or El Coqui, rocket campaign consisted of rocket experiments launched from 
Tortuguero, Puerto Rico during the period May 18 through July 13, 1992. Six rocket launches 
involved the release of chemicals in the ionosphere north of Arecibo Observatory, Puerto Rico. Of 
these, two entailed the modification of a Ba+ plasma by transmissions from the Arecibo high-power, 
high-frequency (HF) facility, located 17 km northeast of Arecibo Observatory. Initial results from 
the largest of these two chemical releases, designated AA-2, are presented below. 
The objective of the AA-2 experiment was to explore the interaction between a high-power HF beam 
- - 
and a high ion mass @a+, 137 amu) plasma under conditions of low electron collisions. In addition, 
a moderate plasma scale length H = no/[&(z) Idz] was highly desirable, where ne(z) is electron 
density as a function of altitude z and no is the electron density at the point of reflection of the HF 
wave. Scale lengths of the order of 2 - 20 km were anticipated on the bottomside of the B+ plasma 
cloud. The experiment design focused principally on the development of microinstabilities in the 
plasma. Originally, it was believed that it might be possible to suppress the parametric decay 
instability [e.g., Fejer, 19791 in a Ba+ plasma and permit preferential growth of the oscillating two- 
stream instability. Such conjectures were made prior to the application of the strong Langmuir 
turbulence theory m o i s  et al., 1990, DuBois et al., 1991; Hanssen et al., 19921 to HF ionospheric 
modification experiments in the natural ionosphere at Arecibo. Subsequent experiments at Arecibo 
confmed certain elements of the strong turbulence approximation [e.g., Fejer et al., 19911. In light 
of a rapidly changing understanding of the HF modification process, the predicted outcome of the 
Ba+ modification experiment became far less certain. 
Prior to the AA-2 release, HF modification experiments had been performed in natural sporadic E 
regions [Gordon and Carlson, 1976; Djuth, 1984; Schlegel et al., 1987; Djuth and Gonzales, 19881. 
In mid-latitude sporadic E, Fe+ ions having relatively high mass (56 amu) often dominate the plasma. 
However, unlike the AA-2 experiment, electron collision frequencies are quite high (10-30 kHz), and 
vertical and horizontal electron density scale lengths are extremely small (H= 100 - 500 m). Indeed, 
the plasma parameters of sporadic E give rise to HF waveplasma processes that are sig~fiemdy 
different than those encountered at higher F-region altitudes [Djuth and Gonzales, 19881. I;n generd, 
the AA-2 experiment has no real analog in the natural environment; it provides a unique view of 
wave-plasma interactions in a previously unexplored plasma medium. 
Experiment Description 
The AA-2 chemical release occurred on July 12, 1992 at 05:04:32 AST. At this e me, the solas: 
depression angle was 12.2' at the release altitude (252 km); this permitted rapidl ioruization of the 
neutral barium cloud while preserving dark viewing conditions at ground level for optied 
observations. AA-2 entailed the explosive release of approximately 35 kg of Ba, doped with 1415 gm 
of Sr, 260 gm of Eu, and 24 gm of Li to facilitate ground-based diagnostic measurements. This was 
the largest chemical release of the CRRES program. The chemicals were carrid ixi six, rocket-born 
canisters which were simultaneously discharged. An estimated 6 x 1025 atom of Ba vapor were 
injected into the ionosphere near the center of the Arecibo HF beam. An overview of the release 
geometry is provided in Figure 1. The Arecibo HF beam was tilted 12" from vertical in (Ihe ~ e e ~ o n  
of geographical north to accommodate restrictions placed on rocket flight trajectcbries. Because the 
tilted beam was achieved through time-delay phasing, the HF facility could be c~perated only at a 
single frequency. A frequency of 5.1 MHz was selected for all El Coqui HF experiments. The BBA-2 
release occurred approximately 10 km south-southwest of the center of the HF beam. This was weH 
within the 3-dB power points of the beam in the ionosphere. 
The AA-2 release, like many of El Coqui campaign chemical releases, was position4 well inside the 
viewing limits of the Arecibo 430 MHz radar (i.e. within 20' of the zenith). The 430 
the principal diagnostic for the AA-2 ~llicrophysics. Additional AA-2 measurements were made wih 
a wide variety of optical instrumentation, HF bistatic links that penetrated the release volume, m d  
with a radar-interferometer positioned on the island of Antigua. The rada wwas mned to 
49.92 , and was used to detect to detect HF-induced geomagnetic fie 
The current work focuses primarily on results from the 430 MHz radar. 
Special efforts were made with AA-2 to fully exploit the information available wi& the Arecibo 
incoherent scatter radar. Three types of phase-coded radar pulses were employed. These included a 
13-baud Barker-coded pulse (BKR) having a baud length of 4 ps; a three-baud Barker-coded pullse 
(l-ps bauds), referred to as a coded short pulse (CSP); and a 512-baud, pseudo-random pbase-coded 
pulse (l-ps bauds), generically termed a coded long-pulse (CLP). The three pulses were eyclicdBy 
transmitted within a "frame time" of 30 m. A frame consisted of three 10 ms intequlse peAds 
(IPPs), one for each type of pulse. Throughout the experimental period, ionoslphexlie b~ackseaEes 
from each radar pulse was simultaneously sampled at the radar center (ion line) hqueney and across 
both "plasma line" sidebands. The plasma line bandpasses were centered at 430 Pmz + 5 
general, baseband filters were selected to optimize measurements made with a phcunar tyne of 
pulse. The spectral bandwidlths of the data channels ranged from 250 kHz on the BIQR ion h e  to 4 
MHz on the CLP plasma lines. The three pulse types were used to extract  different ~ n d s  of 
information about the processes occurring the Ba+ plasma. Power profile (i.e. power versus range) 
measurements made with the BKR pulse had the best detection sensitivity witfill moderately good 
altitude resolution (600 m). On the other hand, good altitude resolution (150 m) md wideband 
spectral information was achieved with the CLP with some loss of sensitivity. The CSP yielded 
power profile measurements with good range and temporal resolution when sQong W-enhanced 
plasma (ion) lines were present near 430 MHz + f w  (430 MHz), where f w  is the frequency of the 
HF transmissions (5.1 MHz). 
An important feature of the AA-2 radar data-taking was that raw, unintegrated voltage smples were 
preserved on all data channels throughout the experiment period (45 min.). This made it ]possible to 
optimize temporal integration periods after the fact, change digital processing t ec l~ques  as desk&, 
and examine radar returns on a pulse-by-pulse basis to explore interesting events. 
The background F-region just prior to the AA-2 release had a peak plasma frequency of -8 at a 
height of 34-0 h. As noted earlier, the release occurred at -253 km altitude at 05:04:32 AST on July 
12, 1992, The Arecibo HF beam was turned on continuously for 30 min. prior to the release; it was 
owrated at an effective radiated power (ERP) of -60 MW and tuned to a frequency (~HF) of 5.1 
M&. The hieight of the HF-excited Langmuir waves and ion waves provided a convenient and 
conenuous ~(alibration of the electron density profile. From the time of the rocket launch to the 
release 152 s later, the altitude of the HF-enhanced waves as determined with the Arecib 
radar, was 27'1 km + 0.5 km. This altitude closely corresponds to the critical point in 
(i.e., the d ~ t u d e  where fP = fm, where fP is the electron plasma frequency). With f m  = 
llbe c~riieaal ayer has an electron density of 3.2 x 105 cm-3. One of the go/no-go launch criteria 
required that the critical layer in the natural ionosphere be located above the projected release altitude. 
T&s was done to ensure that the HF beam would undergo total reflection in a predominantly Ba+ 
plasma, At the time of release, the background electron density at the discharge height was 1.3 x 105 
n 
Ba+ Cloud Fcrtnation 
-
In Figure 2, the AA-2 release event is illustrated with BKR data acquired at the ion line. Time is 
shown rela~ve to launch at 05:02:00 AST. The range-corrected backscatter power is proportional to 
n,/u + Te/Ti], where n, is electron density, and T, and Ti are electron temperature and ion 
temprame, respectively. This plot has not been corrected for T$Ti as would be required to convert 
the measurenrlents into absolute electron density. An accurate determination of TJI'i is extremely 
Mficult in a pilasma containing multiple ions of different mass and significant vertical electron density 
grdents. A limited effort has been made to determine T$Ii near the peak of the Ba cloud at 300 s 
relarive to launch (L) and in the background plasma at 100s L. This necessitated the use of CLP data 
to o b ~  ion line spectra. The CLP measurements are severely clutter limited in this particular case. 
X&al sm&es indicate that TJTi was 1.2 prior to the release but increases to about 2 at 300s L. If this 
is the case, then 10 dB signal-to-noise ratio in the barium cloud at 300 s in Figure 2 corresponds to 
Q= 1.5 x 106. 
lin Figure 2, the light vertical streaMspeckles seen near 150 s L is the rocket as viewed through a high 
order sidelobe: of the radar beam. The pink speckles at the very bottom of the Ba cloud at 190 s L are 
prduced by W-enhanced ion waves that are resonantly excited over a very narrow altitude interval. 
This vviU be discussed in greater detail below. Temporal changes in the structure of the Ba cloud are 
caused phsudly by changes in the pointing of the 430 MHz radar. For the first 228 s L (or 76 s 
relative to the release) and at all times prior to launch, the 430 MHz beam was pointed at the center 
of the I3[F beam at a nominal altitude of 250 km (see Figure 1). The radar beam was then moved 
across the Ba cloud in an effort to adjust for the -10 km horizontal displacement between the 
projected rele,ase point and the actual one, and concurrent efforts were made to spatially map out the 
Iscations of resonantly-excited Langmuir and ion waves. In addition, continuous pointing 
djustitnents were made to keep the radar beam on a critical surface in the Ba cloud as the cloud drifted 
toward the perimeter of the HF beam. Optical data indicated that the cloud drifted toward the 
northwest at an average speed of -50 + 5 mls. 
The loeabon of $he radar beam versus time after launch is shown in Figure 3. An altitude of 240 
was selected for the horizontal projection of position because the strongest resonantly enhanced 
Lmgmuir ion waves were detected near this height. Once the beam motion is initiated, beam 
Boca~ons are indicated with the symbol (+) at 12-s intervals. Temporal integrations (12 s in 
dura~ona) cenkred on these times were used to construct the temporal evolution of the electron density 
profile shown in Figure 4. Forty profiles are shown beginning with the launch of the rocket. For 
presentabon purposes, each profile is displaced from preceding one by 0.4 x 106 cm-3. In this data 
&splay, sbong W-enhanced ion lines are evident near 271 krn prior to the release. A rocket echo is 
evident in the integration period just before the release. The Ba plasma initially expands over a 30-km 
altitude interval. Once the cloud is fully formed it slowly sinks in altitude at the rate of -25mIs. 
The radar data of Figure 4 can be used to determine the temporal history of the critical altitude, its rate 
of change in the vertical direction, and the ionospheric scale length H at the critical layer. These 
results are presented in Figure 5. Prior to the release at 152 s L, the critical height and its rate of 
change was determined using the HF-enhanced ion line height and its height difference between 
consecutive integration periods. .After the release, changes in 3.2 x 1 6  cm-3 electron density contour 
were used. Each electron density profile was least-squares-fit to a fifth order polynomial so that the 
critical height could be accurately determined. The scale length H was determined from the first 
derivative of the fitted electron density profile at the critical height. Within 30 s of the release, a 
"stable" 5.1 MHz critical altitude develops near 240 km, over the next 4-5 min. the critical altitude 
rises slightly, then slowly declines in altitude to 235 km. The apparent vertical velocity of the critical 
layer prior to release is caused mostly by the movement of large-scale HF-induced irregularities 
across the radar beam. In effect, the radar maps out the critical contour in the horizontal dimension as 
electron density irregularities drift through the beam. The vertical velocity of the critical layer 
immediately after the release is determined primary by the expansion of the Ba cloud downwards in 
altitude. This expansion comes to a gradual halt approximately 80 s after the release. The scale 
length H at the critical layer ranges between 3 and 5 km in the Ba cloud following the release. 
In Figure 6, the altitude and temporal scales of the data of Figure 2 are greatly expanded to show HF- 
enhanced ion line echoes that were excited on the bottomside of the Ba cloud. These echoes are not 
evident in Figure 4 because of the long (12 s) temporal integrations used in the presentation. During 
a 12 s period, the enhanced ion line backscatter is smeared across many range cells, and as a result, 
sharp peaks cannot be discerned in the profiles of Figure 4. The enhanced ion lines of Figure 6 
provide a clear indication of the location of the critical layer as the Ba+ cloud is forming and 
expanding downwards in altitude. 
HF-Induced Plasma Turbulence 
Extremely strong HF-enhanced plasma lines were detected at the upshifted plasma (430 MHz + fm) 
during the AA-2 release. The largest echoes occurred during two periods: 175-230 s L (23 - 78 s 
after release, period PI) and 278 - 291 s L (126 - 139 s after release, period P2). Indeed, in terms of 
absolute signal strength in the spectral domain, these were the strongest enhanced plasma line echoes 
ever recorded at Arecibo. During P1 no echoes were detected at the downshifted plasma line (430 
MHz -fm). During the second period, an enhancements at the downshifted plasma line were 
observed for the fnst time. However, the power levels of the downshifted plasma line enhancements 
were approximately 20 times less than those at the upshifted line. Strongly enhanced ion lines were 
evident throughout P1 when the largest amplitude upshifted plasma lines were present; no enhanced 
ion lines were detected during P2. 
Figure 7 summarizes the resonant plasma line measurements made prior to and during the AA-2 
release. Also shown is the ionospherically-reflected HF wave received at Arecibo Observatory. The 
signal-to-noise ratios are measured across a 2-MHz bandpass. Prior to the release at 152 s L, the 
upshifted and downshifted plasma line power levels in the natural ionosphere are approximately the 
same. Following the release, it is clear that a large asymmetry develops between the upshifted and 
downshifted plasma line power. At the time of the strongest upshifted plasma line echo during PI, 
no downshifted plasma backscatter is detected, even in the more sensitive frequency domain 
discussed below. The estimated power asymmetry between the two signals at this point is greater 
than a factor of 107. Resonantly-enhanced downshifted plasma lines were first observed at 280 s L 
(128 s after the release). The appearance of the downshifted plasma line coincided with the first 
detection of HF-induced, geomagnetically field aligned irregularities in the Ba cloud. A VHF radar- 
interferometer sensitive to irregularities having a spatial scale of 3-m across geomagnetic field lines 
was used to make this measurement. The VHF radar was deployed on the island of Antigua, where it 
had an optimum viewing geometry for detection of field-aligned irregularities near the 5.1 MHz 
cnii~call layer i11 the Ba cloud. The formation of such irregularities may in fact be responsible for the 
equ&a~on of the upshifted and downshifted plasma line power after 340 s L (188 s after release). 
Speetra of the enhanced upshifted plasma line and ion line recorded during P1 are shown in Figures 8 
and 9. The plasma line spectrum consists of a narrow "decay line" peak [see, e.g. Showen and 
a m ,  19781, where the frequency offset of this peak from 430 MHz + f m  is approximately the ion- 
acoustic frequency in the Ba plasma. In a similar manner, the HF-enhanced ion line spectrum 
conlains of a s.ingle peak downshifted from 430 MHz by a Ba ionacoustic frequency. Overall, these 
s p & a  are representative of many others obtained during PI. However, during a brief period when 
suong enhmements were first detected in the Ba plasma, plasma linelion line spectra with dominant 
frequency eo~nponents at exactly 430 MHz + f m  and 430 MHz were also observed. Examples of 
~ e s e  alypietal spectra are presented in Figures 10 and 11. 
DovvnsKfied plasma line spectra are available during time period P2 and at later times. Examples of 
~ e s e  spec&a are provided in Figures 10-12. The downshifted plasma line spectra contain time 
varying f e a t u ~ s  not evident in the P1 upshifted plasma line spectrum. As noted above, the 
downswted plasma lines were excited in a presence of geomagnetic field-aligned irregularities, and 
this may have influenced the spectral features detected with the 430 MHz radar. 
Discussion 
The observations of Section 3 indicate that W-excited Langmuir waves measured in the Ba+ cloud 
wilh the Asecibo 430 MHz radar exhibit a large power asymmetry in the backscatter return from 
wavevectors k (lkl= 18 m-1) directed toward the radar (upshifted line) versus those directed 
away from the radar (downshifted plasma line). This asymmetry is most evident at early times 
fouowhg the release. The observed ratio of upshifted plasma line power to down shifted plasma line 
power is very large (>107). Because no enhanced echo is detected at the downshifted plasma line, 
the m a t u d e  of the asymmetry is determined by the combination of scattered power at the upshifted 
plasma line anld the noise statistics at the downshifted plasma line. Typically, the upshifted plasma 
fine s p c m m  exhibits a single dominant "decay line peak [Showen and Kim, 19781 located at 430 
MHz + f ~ p  - 6, where 6 is of the order of the ion acoustic frequency, fia, in the Ba plasma. 
lExphentally measured value for 6 are typically 1.5 + 0.2 kHz. The only exception to this is the 
arypicd case presented in Figure 10, where 6 = 0. The calculated value of fia in a Ba plasma with T, 
.= 280C, M md Ti = 1000 K is 1.5 kHz, which is consistent with the observations. When a strong 
upsEfied plasrna line is present in the data, it is accompanied by an HF-enhanced ion line consisting 
of a shgle spectral line located at a frequency displacement of -6 fiom 430 MHz, where 6 matches the 
offset of the up~shified plasma line peak from 430 MHz + ~HF. 
In gemerd, the radar observations indicate that strongly excited Langmuir waves with k directed 
toward the radar are coupled to large-amplitude ion-acoustic waves having oppositely directed 
waveveetors. .Absent in the data are Langmuir waves with wavevectors direct away from the radar 
md ion-aeous~c waves with k directed toward the radar. The observations seem to indicate that only 
half of the comnterstreaming waves expected for a parametric decay instability [e.g., Fejer, 19791 are 
present in the plasma. In a homogeneous plasma, for example, the parametric decay instability is by 
d e f i ~ ~ o n  s tric; Langmuir waves and ion waves stream in both directions. The question arises 
as to what plasma process can give rise to a 107 power asymmetry between oppositely directed 
Lmgmub wavles. 
Bbsenra~ons made in the past in natural ionosphere at Arecibo have yielded no large, systematic 
tries between the power at the downshifted and upshifted plasma lines. At F-region altitudes, 
the  me-avera~ged power measured at the upshifted and downshifted plasma lines are roughly 
coanipaable. Ln sporadic E, either the upshifted plasma line or the downshifted plasma line may be 
do&nmt. The ratio of power at the upshifted plasma line to power at the downshifted plasma line 
rmges from lOrl to 102, with very few cases encountered near the extrema of this range. 
Although there are several processes that may contribute to the observed Langmuir wave as 
in the Ba plasma, few appear capable of generating the magnitude of asymmetry obsenred. 
parametric instability theory applied to an inhomogeneous plasma can give rise to wave as 
because of Langmuir wave propagation. However, it is unlikely that propagation alone can give rise 
to 107 power asymmetries. In sporadic E, for example, plasma inhomogeneities c o n ~ ~ n g  very 
large vertical gradients are present, yet plasma line power asymmetries are at most a factor of 102. 
One might argue that the Arecibo radar is detecting waves initially excited near the c ~ ~ c a l  layer as a 
result of linear conversion or other processes, and that these waves propagate into the field-sf-view 
of the radar. However, this explanation cannot easily account for the fact that "decay lhe" frequency 
offsets are found in the upshifted plasma line spectrum. In addition, it is difficult to cexplAn the 
observed counterstreaming of the ion waves within this scenario. 
Other efforts to link effects observed shortly after the release to unusual plasma ccom&~oxls have not 
met with success. For example, immediately following the release, large downward Wows of Ba ions 
are present, and the critical layer rapidly descends to lower heights. However, the plaslmdion lhe  
properties do not appear to be dependent on the magnitude of the downward veloc,ity of either effeet. 
Indeed, the large power asymmetry is still evident even after the downward m o ~ o n  comes to a hdt. 
Moreover, supersonic speeds of potential interest to instability processes are never approac:hed by the 
downward ion flow or by rate of decline of the critical layer. 
The late-time development of the plasma line echo in the Ba cloud is far easier to undersmd w i ~  
the context of our current knowledge of HF ionospheric modification processes. Once WF-hduced, 
geomagnetic field-aligned irregularities develop in the Ba plasma, the magnitude of the eahan~ment 
at the upshifted plasma line declines, and the ratio of upshifted plasma line power to downs~fted 
plasma line power approaches unity. This is similar to the situation encountered in the natural 
ionosphere where propagation in HF-induced ionospheric ducts is important [e-g., Muldrew, 19781. 
e many of the properties of the plasma lines observed in the late-time enviroment we Sn nwd of 
further study, ducted propagation of Langmuir waves offers an attractive mechalism for explinjing 
complex spectral features observed at the downshifted plasma line. 
Conclusions 
HF radio wave modification of the AA-2 barium release yielded the strongest plasm Wbdence ever 
detected with the Arecibo 430 MHz radar. At early times following the release strong upsgfied 
plasma lines near 430 MHz + ~ H F  - 6 were observed, where 6 = 1.5 + 0.2 IrHz. These echoes are 
caused by HF-excited Langmuir waves with wavevectors pointed toward the radar. The greaIIy 
enhanced Langmuir waves were accompanied by counterstreaming ion waves. No1 Lanwuir waves 
having wavevectors directed away fiom the radar were observed in the early-time nel 
environment. Currently, no acceptable explanations exist for the large (>lO7) 
observed between the radar echoes at the upshifted plasma line and the downs 
Without question, interpretation of these observations pose a significant challenge for all exishg 
theoretical treatments of LangmuirLion turbulence. The late-time features of the plasma turbdenw 
excited in the Ba cloud appear to be understandable within the context of ducted propagation of 
Langmuir waves in geomagnetic field-aligned irregularities. Additional work is needed to s p m  tbe 
way in which field-aligned irregularities are generated in the plasma and the extent ito wkch h g m ~  
waves impact their development. 
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APPENDIX A. RUSSIAN STATIONS 
Principal Investigator: 6. P. Milinevsky 
ABSTRACT 
In two barium releases made over the Caribbean during the summer of 1991, the ion cloud was 
observed to last more than 10 hours. Observations were made with a low light level TV hager m d  a 
TV spectrograph operated onboard a Russian research vessel conducting ionosphe~c researeh and 
participating in the NASA-CRRES mission. The two clouds were observed near the release region 
for 15 to 25 minutes during the twilight following the initial release. One of the releases was made 
during evening twilight and the ion cloud reappeared the next morning, while the other was a 
morning release and the late-time observations made the next evening. The obse~rva~ons are KgMy 
surprising since, generally, it has been assumed that the ion cloud would dissipate w i ~ n  a few 
hours. However, the long life time appears consistant with current knowledge: about &sslipa~ve 
processes. The long lifetime of barium ion clouds may provide for the most sem,it]ive e x p e h e n d  
testing of ionospheric convection models, a possibility with clear implications for h a r e  b ~ u m  
release experiments. 
OPTICAL EQUIP= 
Gran-Piedro Mountain (Cuba) 
TV camera with the intensifier of a sensitivity 10-3-5.104 Ix with recording infoma~on P a n a o ~ e  
with F= 50 mm. 
One guidance system with the intensifier which has a resolution of 0.6 nm and spec:trum recorbg. 
The neon spectrum from a self-contained source was used to identify the 
A two channel photometer with a field of view of each channel 6, centered in the lhnes of i o ~ z e d  Ba 
and principle atmospheric emissions has also been used. 
Two cameras with 35 mm and 60 mm films were mounted on a separate holder. 
Airplane- YaK-40 
Two BIW cameras with the intensifier, one of which was paired with a high-sensiti.ve spQrogaph. 
Equipment characteristics were similar to those in Gran-Piedro. In addition, tco o b ~ n  hages  in 
several spectral ranges, the interference fdters set before the input lens were used. 
Video cameras F-10 and M7 (Panasonic) with 8 transfocaters were used to obtain ;a colored image of 
a barium cloud at the initial phase of its formation. 
The splitless spectrograph with the grating of 600 slits/mm was used. 
To obtain the formation images applied were also the wide-frame camera AFA-BA-21C (IF =: 218 
mm, aspect ratio of frame size 130 x 180 rnm) and 35 mm camera. 
ROMET RESEARCH VESSEL - "PROF. ZUBOV 
Four tele system produced on a basis of W cameras WV-1410, WV-1850, FlC) (Pmasoic) wGcb 
were supplied with the image intensifier, W units transmitting tubes of image isocoaa (seaasi~vitqr of 
10-6-5.10-7 lx) and isocon (sensitivity of 10-5-5.10-6 lx) types. 
The lens of different types with different focal lengths were used as the entrance optics. 
The sensitivity of guaranteed recording cloud formation at all stages. 
Temporal resolution specified by frame frequency was 0.02 sec. 
For photographic recording space formation structure used were a well-known 3 
two RFK-5 cameras with high-sensitive lens of the focal length of 80 mm and 523 
with an electron-optical intensifier. 
The formations were recorded on a high-sensitive 35 mrn film with 10 frames per second. 
Wide-frame cameras MK-25 (F = 250 mm), AFA-BA-2 1C (F = 210 mm) and U'A-47 (F = 100 
provided for recording images on a high-sensitive film of 19 and 8 cm, respectively, wilh exposure 1 
- 10 sec. 
Filming was carried out with light color filters. 
To study spectral radiation composition applied was CP-48 spectrograph equiplped w i ~  the b a g e  
intensifier (the operating spectral region of 400-800 nm; resolution 0,5-1 nm; field of view 10 x 12 
deg.; time of spectrum exposure 0,5-Ss), as well as splitless, tele and photo higb-sensi~ve 
spectrographs similar to those installed on the airplane and Gran-Piedro mountain. 
Photometric equipment involved four photometers, two of which are similar on Grm-Pierdao 
mountain but one is equipped with a vertical scanning device. 
The third and the fourth photometers are designed for recording radiation in separate s p e d  regions 
specified by narrow-band interference filters (4-10A). 
Principle characteristics: measured luminance threshold 10-9Wlsr m; field of view 0,s-6 deg. 
Photometer data were entered to computers. 
It should be noted that after a part of data has been photochemically treated, found was the deerem in 
their speed due to meteorological conditions, therefore only the initial cloud fomna~on phases were 
registered. 
EARCH VESSEL - "PROF. ZmOVq' 
rn-ing ionosphere in 
active experiments. 
Radiation intenslLq 1.5 kW. 
Spectral breabmen~t with 
resolution 1/32 IlIz at the 
complete analy~ng bmd to 16 
Diagnostic of spread F. 
Working frequencies 1501 

APPENDIX B. INSTRUMENTATION 
Title: S Plasma Wave Experiment 
Principal Investigator: Roger R. Anderson 
The Passive Plasma Sounder (AFGL 701- 15) and Search Coil Magnetometer (PnFGL 70 1 - 13-2) 
Experiments on the SPA on of CRRES are collectively known as the Plasma Wave 
Experiment (PWE). The PACERAD Plasma Wave Experiment instmnaenta~on was 
designed to measure the pl environment in the earth's radiation belts wih  emphasis on 
high frequency and time resolution, a large dynamic range, and sufficient frequency response to 
cover throughout nearly all of the CRRES orbit the characteristic frequencies of che plasm, The 
experiment makes measurements of electric fields from 5.6 Hz to 400 kHz and m3gne~c fields &om 
5.6 Hz to 10 kHz with a dynamic range of at least 100 dB (five orders of maetude  in mpEbde) 
beginning at the respective receiver's noise level. The basic CRRES Plasma 'Wave E x ~ ~ n n e m t  
includes two receivers (1) a 1218-channel sweep frequency receiver for e quency-resolutisn 
spectrum measurements from 100 Hz to 400 kHz, and (2) a 14channel smalyzr to provide 
high-time-resolution spectra from 5.6 Hz to 10 kHz. 
Plasma Wave Experiment instrumentation not only measures and clharacteks the 
plasma wave environment but also measures the electron number density up to :!,0g)0 em-3. From 
the identification of the upper hybrid resonance frequency andlor the electron plasnx. 1Frequency in Ilbe 
data, the PWE is able to obtain the total plasma density near the spacecraft down to low densi~es agnd 
without regard to spacecraft charging. The CRRES Plasma Wave Experiment provides eleekon 
number density measurements continuously over the range from about 10-6 cm-3 to 2 x 103 em-3 
using passive sounding techniques that are free from spacecraft charging effects. The elmlson 
number density, Ne, is determined from Fpe = 8.98 kHz x &)If2 where Ne is in1 u ~ t s  of eleckrons 
per cm-3. 
Double-spherical probe electric field and electrostatic dN/N measurements from 5.6 Hz up to 4W 
kHz are also possible via signals from the antennas and preamps of the Langmuir Probe expebent 
whose instrument scientist is Dr. John R. Wygant from the University of California, Berkeley. 
The Plasma Wave Experiment measures the electromagnetic andlor electrostatic fields detectd by 
three sensors: (1) a 100-meter tip-to-tip extendible fine wire long electric dipole antenna, (2) a seaeh 
coil magnetometer mounted at the end of a 6-meter boom, and (3) a 100-meter tip-to-~p sphe~cal 
double probe electric antenna. The first two sensors are the primary sensors for the Plasma Wave 
Experiment while the third sensor is the primary sensor for the Langmuir Probe Eixge~ment. Egh-  
input-impedance preamplifiers are located on the spacecraft near the base of each half of the 
extendible fine wire long electric dipole antenna. The search coil magnetometler cont&s a kgh 
permeability mu-metal core 0.41 meter long wound with 10,000 turns of M 2  wire, and a 
preamplifier. Signals from the sensors, after buffering and processing by appropriate pmplif lers  
and differential amplifiers, are routed via antenna selection switches to the Sweep Frquency Rweiver 
and the Multichannel Spectrum Analyzer. 
The Sweep Frequency Receiver (SFR) covers the frequency range from 100 Hz to 4W klEIz ia fow 
bands with 32 steps per band. The fractional step separation of the SFR, df/f, is about 6.7% xross 
the entire frequency range. Band 1 (100 Hz to 810 Hz) i s  sampled one step per swond or 32 
seconds per sweep, Band 2 (810 Hz to 6.4 kHz) is  sampled two steps per second or 16 smonds 
per sweep, and Band 3 (6.4 kWz to 51.7 kHz) and Band 4 (5 1.7 to 400 kWz) are each sarrnpled 
four steps per second or 8 seconds per sweep. The nominal bandwidths of the four bands are 7 Hz, 
56 Hz, 448 Hz, and 3.6 kHz, respectively. The four bands each have a 
which measures the signal amplitude over about a 100 dB dynamic range beg 
of the receiver and produces a 0.0 to 5.10 Volt DC analog output proportional to the l o g ~ t h n r  of tbe 
input amplitude. 133 
The Mul~chamel Spectrum Analyzer consists of 14 narrow band filters logarithmically spaced in 
frequency (4 filters per decade in frequency) from 5.6 Hz to 10 lcHz followed by 14 logarithmic 
coqressors eixh having a dynamic range of about 110 dB. The nominal 3 dB sine wave bandwidth 
sf each nmo.\;v band filter is +-15% of the center frequency except for the two highest frequency 
c&;annds (5.62; lrHz and 10.0 kHz) whose bandwidths are +-7.5% of the center frequency. The 14 
0-0 to 5.10 Volt DC analog outputs are sampled simultaneously 8 times per second to produce high 
b e  ~scp1u~on spectra. 
The Spaeeer& Telemetry Data System provides the clock and command lines for controlling the 
rwivers aPnd the sampling and the analog to digital conversions of the receivers' 0.0 to 5.10 Volt DC 
mdog outputs. The CRRES PWE has two high-level relay commands and one 16 bit serial 
omma.nds turn the experiment power on and off. The serial 
is connected to which receiver and whether or not the receivers 
ycle through all of the sensors. Throughout the majority of the 
high altitude chemical release campaign, the CRRES PWE was 
sgerated vviith the SFR locked onto the long-wire electric antenna and the Multichannel Spectnun 
hdyzer  cycljing through all three sensors: 4 seconds, B, 4 seconds E, 4 seconds B, and 4 seconds 
LPaNG. B is the search coil magnetometer, E is the long electric dipole antenna, and LANG is the 
hput from she b g m u i r  Probe Experiment. 
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APPENDIX C. THEORY AND COMPUTATIONS 
- Title: Theoretical and Computational Studies of the CRRES Barium Releases 
Principal Investigator: Joseph D. Huba 
INTRODUCTION: 
A series of high-altitude (h - 350 - 33,600 km) barium releases were conducted in the ionosphere and 
magnetosphere during the NASAIDOD sponsored Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellik 
(CRRES) Mission. The scientific objectives of the mission included the study of the f o m a ~ o n  of 
diamagnetic cavities, the coupling of the barium plasma to the ambient plasma and geomagnetic field, 
and the stability of the barium plasma. A number of theoretical and computational studies were 
performed at NlU to accomplish these objectives. In particular, we have developed a d e ~ l e d  luine~c 
theory of the early time microinstabilities associated with the high-altitude releases (6-4 md G-10; $a 
- 33,000 krn), and have performed numerical simulations using a 2D Hall MH[D code of these 
releases; we have performed 3D kinetic simulation studies to investigate early time stmcturing of 
transition-altitude releases (G-2; h - 6,000 km); and have performed 2D electrostatic fluid simulations 
of the low-altitude CRRES releases (G-9; h - 450 km) to study cloud 'skidding'. 
Background 
The Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES) program used the scientific resowces 
of NASA and DOD to (1) perform chemical release experiments in the ionosphere and 
magnetosphere, (2) study the natural radiation environment and its effects on electronic circuit 
components, and (3) probe naturally occurring ionospheric irregularities. The CRRES spacecraft 
was launched on 25 July 1990 at 1921 Universal Time. Eight small and eight large: baiurn-thehte 
canisters were located in injection tubes on two sides of the satellite. The canister eject rnechmisms 
permitted releases as singles or pairs. The chemical release experiments were designated by G-l 
through G-14 where G signified the geosynchronous transfer orbit with apogee and perigee of 
33,600 and 350 krn, respectively. Releases occurred at low altitudes (h - 350 to 5CK) h), transition 
altitudes (h - 6,000 to 25,000 km), and near-geosynchronous altitude (h - 33,000 km). Ground- 
based optical and in situ instruments recorded the effects of the chemical releases. 
The released materials were chosen for the properties of (1) low ionization potendal, and (2) 
fluorescence of its neutral or ion component in sunlight. The substances were vaporized from 
CRRES canisters heated internally with a mixture of titanium-boron thermite. The vaporization 
process determines the initial velocity distribution for the injected neutrals. The neutral cloud 
expands as a shell centered on the CRRES satellite. Barium was used for most: of the C m E S  
releases because (1) atomic Ba is rapidly photoionized ( ~ i  = 28 s), and (2) both Ba ;md Ba+ glow in 
the visible spectrum. For barium, the characteristics of the shell are a radial speed VR = 1.38 lads 
and a shell thickness VT = 0.26 kmls. For other species, these velocities tend to be inversely 
proportional to the square root of the atomic mass. A more complete overview of the chemical 
release experiments from the CRRES satellite is given by Bemhardt [1992]. 
High Altitude Release Studies 
Dimagnetic cavities are formed if the ambient magnetic field is canceled by a magnetic field from a 
cunent loop. For an expanding ion cloud, this current loop is driven by radial electric fields set up 
as unmagnetizeti ions try to out-run magnetized electrons on the surface of the cloud. If the dynamic 
pressure of an expanding ion cloud greatly exceeds the ambient magnetic pressure in the ionosphere, 
a well defined ldiamagnetic cavity will be produced. The maximum cavity radius (RB) may be 
estimated by sollving the energy balance equation MoVo2/2 = (B2/8x)47xRB3/3 where Mo is ion 
mass, Vo is expansion velocity, and B is the strength of the unperturbed magnetic field. This 
process is relevant for sub-Alfvenic expansions, i.e., Vo < VA where VA= B/ (4~n~m~) l /2  is the 
Nfven velmity. In situ magnetometer measurements c o n f m  the development diamagnetic cavities 
[Singer et d., 1.9911. The background magnetic field was totally excluded for the two largest 
releases, G-8 and 6-10, in the 125 nT magnetic field. The other high altitude barium releases 
produced less pronounced cavities. 
Plasma ~croinstabilities can be generated by the diamagnetic current in the expanding barium shell. 
These instabilities are important because they can seed large scale instabilities, and can provide a 
mechanism for rapid diffusion of plasma and magnetic field across the boundary layer. A 
comprehensive theory of the linear stability of sub-Alfvenic plasma expansions has been developed 
at N U  [Huba c=t al., 19901. The calculation is based upon Vlasov theory and includes finite P 
effects (i.e., electromagnetic coupling and electron VB drift-wave resonances), collisional effects, 
and neutrd gas flow effects. Instability is found to occur in both the strong drift (Vd > ~ i )  and weak 
&ift (Vd < u;) re:girnes, where Vd is the crossfield drift velocity and vi is the ion thermal velocity. In 
situ plasma wave measurements found that high frequency electrostatic and electromagnetic wave 
turbulence occurred in and near the expanding barium shell [R.R. Anderson, private 
u~cation,  19921. 
Optical observa1:ions of sub-Alfvenic plasma expansions [Bernhardt et al., 19871 resulting from the 
AW/IIYTE rnagne~totail barium releases showed the formation of large-scale plasma irregularities on 
their surfaces (Figure 1). Similar field aligned irregularities have been observed with diamagnetic 
cavities generated in the laboratory [Ripin et al., 19871. The structuring has been attributed to the 
unmagnetized ion Rayleigh-Taylor instability [Huba and Hassam, 1987; Huba et al., 19901. A 2D 
magnetohydrodjrnamic (MHD) simulation of the G- 10 release [Huba et al., 1992al has demonstrated 
that the Hall term is crucial to development of instability on time scales t < Qi-1 where Qi is the ion 
cyclotron frequency. This is dramatically shown in Figure 2 which contrasts the G-10 expansion 
with and with0u.t the Hall term. When the Hall term is absent (top panel of Figure 2), the barium 
plasma uniformly expands to a radius - RB and recollapses; however, when the Hall term is present 
(bottom panel of Figure 2), the plasma rapidly structures and develops large plasma flutes which 
jet' across the magnetic field lines. These results are consistent with optical observations of the G- 
10 b ~ u m  release [P.B. Pongratz, private communication, 19921. 
The simulation results of G-10 can also be compared to in situ magnetometer data. In Figure 3a the 
magnitude of the magnetic field !B! versus time is plotted using magnetometer measurements on the 
S ~pacecr~aft [Singer, 19921. For times UT < 5:30:05 the satellite is in the ambient field and 
plasma. Then, at time UT - 5:30:05, the diamagnetic cavity envelops the satellite and the magnetic 
field goes to zerlo. From UT - 5:30:05 - 5:30:40 the satellite is in the diamagnetic cavity. Finally, 
for UT > 5:30:40 the satellite begins to exit the diamagnetic cavity and eventually returns to the 
ambient plasma and field conditions after undergoing several oscillations. The satellite data is 
coqa red  to the simulation results by 'flying' the satellite through the simulation data at t = 46 sec; 
the simulation results are shown in Figure 3b. The scaling is chosen to be consistent with the length 
of time the satellite is in the magnetic cavity (B - 0). The important aspect of this comparison is the 
similarity between the large-scale oscillations of the magnetic field; this is interpreted as a 
manifestation of the unstable nature of the plasma expansion. There is not an exact match between 
the time scale of the oscillations because the relative velocity between the satellite and magnetic cavity 
is more complex than assumed. In general, the Hall MHD code results agree reasonably well with 
observational data: a diamagnetic cavity forms and eventually collapses, the plasma suucmres d ~ n g  
the expansion phase and seems to free-stream across the field, and finally, the time and Pen& scales 
associated with these processes are appropriate. 
Transition Altitude Release Studies 
A high resolution telescope filtered at the 455.4 nm barium ion-line recorded curved i r a e g u l ~ ~ e s  25 
seconds after the CRRES G-2 release (see Figure 4a). These irregularities, unlike those asociated 
with the high-altitude releases, were not aligned with the magnetic field but they confomed to the 
contour of the expanding barium cloud shell. Figure 5 illustrates the 'cycloid bunc.Engl mechmism 
for generation of these irregularities. Consider a small barium cloud moving along a trajectory with 
velocity V, which lies in the x-z coordinate plane. After photoionization, the ions ,will move with a 
constant speed along z-axis in the direction of the background magnetic field if polarization ellecwie 
fields are neglected. The ion cyclotron motion around the magnetic field lines has a pefiod of Tz = 
2dRi  where Qi = eB/mjc is the ion cyclotron frequency. For an impulse source of neutrals, the ion 
orbits form into a cycloid which has a spatial period of VcxT2. The density of the ions are larger at 
the cusps of the cycloid. For an extended neutral cloud, the cycloid bunching is effective if the center 
of mass velocity perpendicular to B (VC,) is much larger than the characteristic speeds (VR and VT) 
of the release distribution. 
The CRRES 6 -2  cloud was injected with velocity components Ve = (5.8, 0.0, -2.1) M s .  In the 
ambient 5000 nT magnetic field, the gyro period was 1.7 s. The spatial period of the cycloid is 
calculated to be 10 km, closely matching the distance between the irregularities illustrated in Figure 
4a. We have used a three dimensional simulation of the Vlasov equation without electric fields to 
study the cycloid bunching Pernhardt et al., 19921; the results are shown in ]Figure 4b. The 
computer model includes effects of radiative transfer and Doppler shifts of the bariurn ions rela~ve to 
the sun's absorption line near 455.5 nm. The computer simulations of cycloid bunching yield an 
excellent match to the observed structures. 
Low Altitude Release Studies 
The CRRES chemical releases were designed to study the braking of ion clouds injected 
perpendicular to B. The question of motion of artificial ion clouds in the magnetosphere is over 
twenty years old [Scholer, 19701, In a low+ plasma, ions created moving perpendicular to the 
ambient magnetic field will polarize to set up an electric field to keep the ion cloud mckving in the sarne 
direction. This process has been labeled 'skidding'. Braking of the cloud occurs as the polarization 
electric field transfers momentum to the background plasma contained in the magnetic flux tube 
through the cloud Mitchell et al., 19851. The electric field may propagate along magnetic field Bines 
to be dissipated by the high conductivity in the in the E-region ionosphere [Nalesso et al., 19881. 
Thus, parameters which control the braking of the injected ion cloud are (1) the mass and 
perpendicular velocity of the cloud, (2) the content of the flux tube, and (3) the Pedersen conduc~vity 
of the E-region. 
The braking or 'skidding' experiments were conducted with the CRRES G- 1, (3-9, and 6-1  la  
releases which occurred between 400 and 500 km altitude. All releases occurred at dawn when the E- 
region conductivity was at a minimum. The CRRES canisters were moving at 9 MS within 20 
degrees of perpendicularity to the magnetic field. Figure 6 is a composite of two im,ages for the G-9 
barium release. The 10 km distance between the initial burst and the edge of the second image is 
evidence of 'skidding'. 
A simulation study based on a two dimensional electrostatic code yields good agreement with this 
distance [Huba et al., 1992bl. The plasma dynamics is modeled using a two-layer, field-line 
integrated set of equations. A novel aspect of the model is that the coupling to .the background 
ionosphere is time dependent; the coupling distance is based upon the propagation time for an Alfven 
wave. This is crucial to accurately modeling the braking distance of the barium cloud. The posi~on 
of the maximum field-line integrated neutral density (N,) and barium ion density (N,:), potential (91, 
and cloud velocity (V,) at maximum ion density versus time (t) are shown in Figure 7. The ion and 
neutral clouds ,are initially co-located moving at the orbital velocity V,o; the polarization field is 
i ~ ~ a l l y  Epol= Vn x Blc. The maximum Nc falls behind the maximum N, and the barium cloud skids 
- 15 knn in - 3 sec. These results are consistent with observational evidence. 
Conclusion 
Theoretical and computational studies of the CRRES barium releases performed at NRL have 
provided the scientific community with a clearer understanding of the physical processes associated 
with c h e ~ c a l  ]:eleases in space. In particular, studies of the rapid structuring of the high-altitude 
b ~ u m  releases caused by the Hall term, the curved irregularities observed in the transition altitude 
releases caused. by cycloid bunching, and the 'skidding' of barium across the magnetic field have 
provided new insights into space phenomena. 
Figwe Captions 
Fig. 1) CCD image showing irregularities on the surface of the AMPTE barium ion cloud in the 
magnetot&l. Tlhe release occurred on March 21 1985. The scale size of the irregularities is smaller 
than the ion Larrnor radius pi. Inside the cloud is a diamagnetic cavity. 
Fig. 2) Color-coded contours of the density versus spatial position for the G-10 barium release at 
fimes t = 6 ,  16, 32, and 46 s. These results are based upon a 2D MHD simulation code. The top 
pmel shows the expansion without the Hall term, while the bottom panel shows the expansion with 
the Hall tern. It is clear that the Hall term is crucial to the structuring of the plasma. 
Fig. 3) The magnitude of the magnetic field IBI (nT) versus time t (s). (a) Magnetometer data 
[Singer, 19921. (b) Simulation results. 
Fig. 4) (a) High resolution image of the 6-2 barium ions obtained with a two second exposure using 
an intensified CCD camera filtered at 455.4 nrn. The release occurred at 20: 17:OO UT on 13 January 
1991 at 6180 km altitude. The injection velocity was 6.136 M s .  The ion cloud evolved into curved 
irregularities within 25 seconds after release. (b) Computer simulation of the G-2 release based upon 
a 3D kinefic model. 
Fig. 5) Diagran of the cycloid produced by photoionization of a point source of barium neutrals. 
The e ~ s s i o n s  from this cycloid have a temporal period of T2 = 2dRi and a spatial period of VcxT2 
Fig. 6) Superimposed images of the G-9 barium cloud at times 0 and 21 seconds after the release. 
The separafion of the two images is the result of ion 'skidding'. 
Fig. 7) The positions of maximum field-lined integrated barium ion (Nc) and neutral (N,) densities, 
the electrostatic potential (cp),  and the ion cloud velocity (V,) versus time t (s). These results are 
based upon 2D electrostatic simulation code and show that the barium cloud skids - 15 km in - 3 sec 
consistent with observational results. 
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APPENDIX D. CRRES PUBLICATIONS BY MAIN AUTHOR 
Anderson, Roger R.-University of Iowa 
CRRES Plasma Wave Observations at the Plasmapause American Geophysical Union (AGU)-199Z Spring 
Meeting--Oral Presentation No Specific Campaign 
Anderson, Roger R.-University of Iowa 
CRRES Plasma Wave Experiment Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets-Vol. 29, No. 4, 2992-Publication No 
Specific Campaign 
Author Unlisted- 
The CRRES El Coqui Caribean Campaign The Cedar Post-9-93-Publication Sounding Rocket Campign 
Bass, J. N.-Radex Inc. 
Energetic Electron and Magnetic Field Variations Observed by CRRES During the Magnetic Storm of 26 August, 1990 
American Geophysical Union (AGW-1991 Spring Meeting-Poster Session No Specific Campaign 
Baumback, Mark M.-Naval Research Laboratory 
LASS11 Pulsed Plasma Probe on CRRES Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets-Vol. 29, No. 4, .I992-Publication N o  
Specific Campaign 
Bernhardt, P. A.-Naval Research Laboratory 
In Situ and Radar Observations During the Ionospheric Focussed Heating (IFH) Experiment AGU Meeting-Fall 
2993-Oral Presentation CRRES Sounding Rocket Campaign 
Bernhardt, P. A.-Naval Research Laboratory 
Plasma Irregularities Caused by Cycloid Bunching of the CRRES G-2 Barium Release American Geophysical Union- 
2-l-93-Publication High Altitude Campaign 
Bernhardt, P. A.-Naval Research Laboratory 
Probing the Magnetosphere Using Chemical Releases from the Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite 
American Institute of Physics-12-93-Publication Multiple Campaigns 
Bernhardt, Paul-Naval Research Laboratory 
Development of Irregularities in Artificial Plasma Clouds by Initial Velocity Distributions National Radio Science 
Meeting-7-11 January 1992-Oral Presentation Multiple Campaigns 
Bernhardt, Paul-Naval Research Laboratory 
Observation and Theory of the Barium Releases from the CRRES Satellite AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting January 
6-9, 1992 Oral Presentation Multiple Campaigns 
Bernhardt, Paul-Naval Research Laboratory 
Probing the Magnetosphere Using Chemical Releases from the CRRES Satellite American Phy,sical Society Division 
of Plasma Physics Meeting--8 November 1991-Oral Presentation Multiple Campaigns 
Bernhardt, Paul-Naval Research Laboratory 
The Role of Initial Stage Distributions to Develop Irregularities in Artificial Plasma Clouds AGU Campaign 
Conference-17-21 February 1992-Oral Presentation Multiple Campaigns 
Bernhardt, Paul-Naval Research Laboratory 
Physical Properties of Luminous Vapor ReleasesDuring CRRES American Geophysical Union (AGU)--1991 Spnng 
Meeting-Oral Presentation Multiple Campaigns 
Bernhardt, Paul-Naval Research Laboratory 
Preliminary Results from the Ionospheric Focussed Heating Experiment During the CRRES Rocket Cmpaign at 
Arecibo National Radio Science Meeting-January 5 - 8, 1993-Oral Presentation No Specific Campaign 
Bernhardt, Paul-Naval Research Laboratory 
Remote Diagnostics During the Ionospheric Focused Heating (IFH) Experiment over Arecibo American Geophysical 
Union (AGW-1993 Spring Meeting-Oral Presentation El Coqui Campaign 
Bernhardt, Pad-Naval Research Laboratory 
Plasma Irregularities Caused by Cycloid Bunching of the CRRES G-2 Barium Release J. Geophys. Re&-1992- 
Publication High Altitude Campaign 
Bernbardt, Pad-Naval Research Laboratory 
Probing the Magnetosphere Using Chemical Releases from the CRRES Satellite Physics of Fluids-22 November 
1992-PubEication Multiple Campaigns 
Bernhardt, Pad-Naval Research Laboratory 
&obing the Magnetosphere Using Chemical Releases from the Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite Phys. 
Fluids B - 4  (7) July 1992-Publication Multiple Campaigns 
Blake, %. Ber~oard-The Aerospace Corporation 
Energetic Ion andl Electron Observations Made Aboard CRRES-21 March To 9 April American Geophysical Union 
(AGU)--1991 Fall Meeting-Oral Presentation No Specific Campaign 
Brautigam9 D. H.-Geophysics DirectoratelPhillips Lab 
OIllPlidirectional Outer Zone Electron Statistical Model American Geophysical Union (AGU)-1991 Spring Meeting- 
Posier Session No Specific Campaign 
Ghiu, Yam T.--Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory 
Outer Magnetosphere and Radiation Belt Particles Dynamics in the Storm of August 26, 1990 American Geophysical 
Union (AGU)--1991 Spring Meeting-Oral Presentation No Specific Campaign 
Cladis, John I%.-Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory 
Stom-Time Dyr~amics Implied by CRRES Measurements of Ring-Current Ions American Geophysical Union 
(AGW-1991 Spring Meeting-Oral Presentation No Specific Campaign 
Clodius, W. :B.-Los Alamos National Laboratory 
The ModelGng of Chemical Releases Using a Monte Carlo Code American Geophysical Union (AGU)-1991 Fall 
Meeting-Oral PI-esentation PEGSAT Campaign 
Collin, Henry L.-Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory 
Low Energy ]Ring Current Ions During the Storm of 26 August 1990: Observations by IMS-LO on CRRES American 
Geophysical h i o n  (AGU)-1991 Spring Meeting-Poster Session No Specific Campaign 
Collin, Henry L.-Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory 
Low-Energy Ion Mass Spectrometer on CRRES Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets-Vol. 29, No. 4, 1992- 
Publication No S,pecific Campaign 
Fennell, Joseph F.-The Aerospace Corporation 
Cornposilrion Changes in Association with Energetic Particle Flux Dropouts: Preliminary CRRES Results American 
Geophysical Union (AGU)-1991 Spring Meeting-Poster Session No Specific Campaign 
Fredericksorn, .A. R-Geophysics DirectoratelPhillips Lab 
Radiation-Induced Insulator Discharge Pulses in the CRRES IDM Satellite Experiment American Geophysical Union 
(AGU)--1991 Spiring Meeting-Poster Session No Specific Campaign 
Gussenhoven, M. Susan-Geophysics DirectorateIPhilIips Lab 
Response of the Inner Magnetosphere to the 24 March 1991 Sudden Commencement American Geophysical Union 
(AGU)--1991 Fall Meeting-Oral Presentation No Specific Campaign 
Gussenhoven, M. Sus,an-Geophysics DirectoratelPhillips Lab 
Preliminary Static Radiation Belt Models for the Quiet Magnetosphere American Geophysical Union (AGU)-1991 
Spring Meeting-.Poster Session No Specific Campaign 
Gussenhoven, M- Susan-Geophysics DirectoratelPhillips Lab 
GlCeRES Spacerad Experiment Descriptions Rept. AFGL-TR-85-0017-January 1985-Publication No Specific 
Campaign 
Haerendel, Gerhard-Max Planck Institut 
Stabilization of the Rayleigh-Taylor Instability in Trans-equatorial Plasma Clouds American Ceophj?sicaE Union 
(AGU)-1991 Fall Meeting-Oral Presentation Caribbean Campaign 
Huba, Joseph D.-Naval Research Laboratory 
Modelling of the CRRES Magnetospheric Barium Releases Cambridge Workshop-24-2'8 June 1991-Oral 
Presentation High Altitude Campaign 
Huba, Joseph D.-Naval Research Laboratory 
Waves and Irregularities Excited by the CRRES Magnetospheric Barium Releases National Radio Science Mee~ng-7- 
I 1  January 1992--Oral Presentation High Altitude Campaign 
Huba, Joseph D.-Naval Research Laboratory 
Hall Magnetohydrodynamics in Space Plasmas AGU Chapman Conference-17-21 February 1992-Oral Presentation 
High Altitude Campaign 
Huba, Joseph D.-Naval Research Laboratory 
Modelling of the CRRES Magnetospheric Barium Releases American Geophysical Union I(ACU)-1991 Spring 
Meeting-Oral Presentation High Altitude Campaign 
Huba, Joseph D.-Naval Research Laboratory 
Modelling the Dynamics of the CRRES Barium Releases World Space Congress-August 28 - September 5, 1992- 
Oral Presentation Multiple Campaigns 
Huba, Joseph D.-Naval Research Laboratory 
Modelling of the CRRES Ionospheric Barium Releases American Geophysical Union (AGU)--1991 Fall Meeting- 
Oral Presentation Caribbean Campaign 
Huba, Joseph D.-Naval Research Laboratory 
Theory and Simulation of a High Frequency Electromagnetic Drift Wave Physics of Fluids B: Plasm Physics- 
-Publication High Altitude Campaign 
Huba, Joseph D.-Naval Research Laboratory 
Preliminary Study of the CRRES Magnetospheric Barium Releases Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics- 
Vol. 97, No. 11, 1992-Publication High Altitude Campaign 
Huba, Joseph D.-Naval Research Laboratory 
'Skidding' of the CRRES G-9 Barium Release Geophysical Research Letters-Vol. 19, .No. 11, 6-2-1992- 
Publication Caribbean Campaign 
Hunton, D. E.-Geophysics Directorate/Phillips Lab 
CRRES Low Altitude Chemical Releases: In-situ Ion Composition Measurements with the LASS,IIIQTRI[S Quadmpole 
Ion Mass Spectrometer American Geophysical Union (AGU)-1991 Fall Meeting-Oral Prc?sentatiorz Caribbean 
Campaign 
Johnson, M. H.- 
Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets-Vol. 29, No. 4, 1992- 
Publication No Specific Campaign 
Johnstone, Alan D.-Mullard Space Science Laboratory 
Pitch Angle Diffusion of Low Energy Electrons by Whistler Mode Waves American Geophysicar! Union (AGU)--1991 
Spring Meeting-Oral Presentation No Specific Campaign 
Jordan, C E-Radex Inc. 
Various Magnetic Field Model Representations of the 26 August 1990 Storm American Geophysical Union (AGW- 
1991 Spring Meeting-Poster Session No Specific Campaign 
Jordan, C E-Radex Inc. 
Comparison of Magnetospheric Magnetic Field Models with CRRES Observations During the August 261 990 Storm 
Journal of Geophysical Research-Vol. 97, No. 16, 1992-Publication No Specific Campaign 
Kerns, K, J.--Geophysics DirectoratelPhillips Lab 
Inner Magnetosphere Morphology During the 26 August 1990 Geomagnetic Storm American Geophysical Union 
(AGUt-1991 Spring Meeting-Oral Presentation No Specific Campaign 
Moons, Harry C.-The Aerospace Corporation 
Observations of 'Waves Generated by the Low-Altitude CRRES Chemical Releases American Geophysical Union 
(AGUt-1991 Fall Meeting-Oral Presentation Critical Velocity Experiment 
Korth, Axel-1Vlax Planck Institut 
Electron and hotlon Wide-Angle Spectrometer (EPAS) on the CRRES Spacecraft Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets- 
Vol. 29, No. 4, ,7992-Publication No Specific Campaign 
Ludlow, G.  1R.-Boston University 
S Observations of ULF Waves During the Magnetic Storm of August 26, 1990 American Geophysical Union 
(AGUh1991 Spring Meeting-Poster Session No Specific Campaign 
Mernde, Stelphen B.-Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory 
Real Time Monitoring of the Geophysical Parameters in Support of the CRRES Chemical Releases American 
Geophysical Union (AGU)-1991 Spring Meeting-Oral Presentation High Altitude Campaign 
Memdilo, Michael-Boston University 
The CRRIES-at-Icwajalein Sounding Rocket Experiments American Geophysical Union (AGU)-1991 Spring 
Meeting-Oral Presentation Kwajalein Campaign 
Milinevsky, 6,, P.-Kiev University 
Long-Lived Mfi.cial Ion Clouds in the Earth's Ionosphere American Geophysical Union-6-7-93-Publication 
High Altitude Campaign 
Mullen, Edward 6.-Geophysics Directorate/Phillips Lab 
The Solar Proton Event on 2-26 August 1990 American Geophysical Union (AGU)-1991 Spring Meeting-Oral 
Presentation No Specific Campaign 
Nightingale, Riichard W.-Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory 
The Energetic Particle Environment as Observed by the Spectrometer for Electrons and Protons on CRRES During the 
Geomagnetic Sto~rm of August 26,1990 American Geophysical Union (AGU)-1991 Spring Meeting-Poster Session 
No Specific Cmpaign 
Nightingale, Riichard W.-Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory 
CRRES Spectrometer for Electrons and Protons Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets-Vol. 29, No. 4, 1992- 
Publication No S'pecific Campaign 
Papadopoulos, K Dennis-University of Maryland 
CIV Triggering in Ba Injection Experiments American Geophysical Union (AGU)-1991 Spring Meeting-Oral 
Presentation Mu:ltiple Campaigns 
Papadopoullos, K Dennis-University of Maryland 
Critical Ionization Velocity in Space AlAA 30th Aerospace Sciences Meeting-January 6-9, 1992-Oral Presentation 
Critical Velocity (Campaign 
Paranicas, 6.--Boston University 
Banded Electrostatic Emissions Observed by the CRRES Plasma Wave Experiment Journal of Geophysical Research- 
Vol. 97, No. 13, 2992-Publication No Specific Campaign 
Pfitzer, Carl A.-McDonnell Douglas 
Models and Model Uses in the Inner Magnetosphere American Geophysical Union (AGUt-1991 Spring Meeting-Oral 
Presentation No Specific Campaign 
Pongratz, Morris B.-Los Alarnos National Laboratory 
Effect of Ion-Neutral Collisions on Dynamics of CRRES Barium Ions American Geophysical Union (AGU)-1991 
Fall Meeting-Oral Presentation Caribbean Campaign 
Pongratz, Morris B.-Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Velocity Distribution of Post-coupled Plasmoid Ions: Remote Observations of CRRES Barium Ions American 
Geophysical Union (AGUW991 Fall Meeting-Oral Presentation Multiple Campaigns 
Pongratz, Morris B.-Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Non-Equilibrium Plasmas in Space: Active Experiments Using CRRES Barium Releases American Geophysical 
Union (AGUH991  Fall Meeting-Oral Presentation Caribbean Campaign 
Pritchett, Phillip L-University of California, Los Angeles 
Simulation of Whistler Waves Excited in the Presence of a Cold Plasma Cloud: Implications for the C 
Journal of Geophysical Research-Vol. 96, No. 19,199Z-Publication No Specific Campaign, 
Rairden, Richard L.-Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory 
Barium Ion Doppler Velocity Distributions Observed in Fabry-Perot Images of the CRRES Caribbean Releases 
American Geophysical Union (AGU)--1991 Fall Meeting-Oral Presentation Caribbean Campaign 
Ray, K P.-Geophysics DirectorateE'hillips Lab 
The Effects of the March 1991 Storm on Microelectronic Performance American Geophysical Union (AGUb2991 Fall 
Meeting-Oral Presentation No Specific Campaign 
Ray, K P.-Geophysics DirectorateE'hillips Lab 
Microelectronic Performance in Space: New Measurements from the CRRES Satellite Americcm Geophysical Union 
(AGW-1991 Spring Meeting-Poster Session No Specific Campaign 
Reasoner, David L.-Marshall Space Flight Center 
The First CRRES Chemical Release Campaigns-Kwajalein, South Pacific, and High-Altitude Magnetosphere 
American Geophysical Union (AGW-1991 Spring Meeting-Oral Presentation High Altitude (Zampaign 
Reasoner, David L.-Marshall Space Flight Center 
The Chemical Release Mission on CRRES Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets-Vol. 28, No. 1,1991-Publication 
No Specific Campaign 
Reasoner, David L.-Marshall Space Flight Center 
Chemical-Release Mission of CRRES Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets-Vol. 29, No. 4, 1992-Publication No 
Specific Campaign 
Robinson, Robert -L-National Science Foundation 
CRRES Energetic Particles and Ion Composition Measurements During the March 1991 Stom American Geophysical 
Union (AGW-1991 Fall Meeting-Oral Presentation No Specific Campaign 
Rodriguez, P.-Naval Research Laboratory 
In-Situ Evidence of Parametric Decay Instability in the Ionosphere American Geophysical Union -1893 Fall 
Meeting-Oral Presentation CRRES Sounding Rocket Campaign 
Rodriguez, Paul-Naval Research Laboratory 
An Overview of LASSII Measurements in CRRES Chemical Release American Geophysical Union (AGkIr-1991 Fall 
Meeting-Oral Presentation Multiple Campaigns 
Rodriguez, Paul-Naval Research Laboratory 
In-Situ Measurements of Small Scale Structure with the CRRES Ionospheric Focused Heating (IFH) Experiment 
American Geophysical Union (AGW-1993 Spring Meeting-Oral Presentation El Coqui Campaign 
Rodriguez, Paul-Naval Research Laboratory 
An Overview of the LASSII Experiment on CRRES Journal of Spacecraji and Rockets-Vol. 29, No. 4,1992- 
Unknown No Specific Campaign 
Roeder, James &The Aerospace Corporation 
Ion Composition Changes in the Magnetosphere During the March 1991 Solar Particle Event American Geophysical 
Union (AGU)-1991 Fall Meeting-Oral Presentation No Specific Campaign 
Romero, H.-P?aval Research Laboratory 
Linear Mode Coupling During Ionospheric Heating in a Chemically Modified Ionosphere American Geophysical Union 
(AGU)-1993 Spring Meeting-Oral Presentaeon El Coqui Campaign 
Scales, Wayne A.-Naval Research Laboratory 
Simulation of High-Speed (Orbital) Releases of Electron Attachment Materials in the Ionosphere Journal of 
Geophysical Research-Vol. 96, No. A8, 8-1-1991-Publication Mission theory Description 
Schriver, Daviid-University of California, Los Angeles 
Stimulated Auror,al Precipitation by Wave-Particle Interactions: Implications for the CRRES Satellite Mission Journal 
o,f Geophysical Research-Vol. 96, No. 11,1991-Publication No Specific Campaign 
Schulz, Michacel-The Aerospace Corporation 
Opportunities for Radiation-Belt Modeling: Empirical and Theoretical American Geophysical Union (AGU)-1991 
Spring Meeting---Oral Presentation No Specific Campaign 
Schunk, Robert W.-Utah State University 
Plasma Expansion characteristics of Ionized Clouds in the Ionosphere: Macroscopic Formulation American Geophysical 
Union-2-1-91-Publication High Altitude Campaign 
Schunk, Robert W.-Utah State University 
Plasma Expansion Characteristics of Ionized Clouds in the Ionosphere J. Geophys. Res.-Vol. 96, 1337 (1991)- 
Publication Caribbean Campaign 
Schunlc, Robert W.-Utah State University 
Early-Tim Plasnna Expansion Characteristics of Ionized Clouds in the Ionosphere J. Geophys. Res.-Vol. 93, No. 
12, 1988-Publication Caribbean Campaign ' 
Schunk, Robert W.-Utah State University 
Edy-Time Plasnia Expansion Characteristics of Ionized Clouds in the Ionosphere Journal of Geophysical Research- 
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